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tho expenditure or investment necessary for mere
duplication and straight competition. In other words,
the profits should not be so large as to warrant dupli-
cation of capitalization in the competition for the same
business.
When thoroughly understood it will be found that

"control" will give more of the benefits and public
advantages, which are expected to be obtained by

state ownership, than could be obtained through such

ownership, and will obtain them without the public

burden of either the public office-holder or public debt

or operating deficit. It is conceded that as a rule pri-

vate management is better, more economical and more

efficient than public management, and much more ad-
vanced and enterprising. The economical margin be,

tween public and private management has been shown

by experience to be more than sufficient to secure the

best private administration.
When through a wise and judicious state control and

regulation all the advantages without any of the disad-

vantages of state ownership are secured, state owner-

ship is doomed.
State control of public utilities should not prevent

progress, should be sufficiently unrestricting to en-

courage the introduction and demonstration of the

value of any new or novel enterprise, and should

allow sufficient reward for the initiative, enterprise,

risk and imagination of the adventurers behind such en-

terprises. It should discriminate between the use-

ful adventurers or promoters, pioneers in fact, and

those pirates or sharks who, on the strength of other

successes, extravagantly capitalize undeveloped ideas,

and exchange the worthless securities for the savings

of deluded and credulous investors. Corporate control

and restriction should always exist to a sufficient de-
gree to prevent such speculative promoting, and such

stocic-jobbing schemes.
, The regulation or control of any new or novel thing
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which is a mere convenience and not a necessity can
he left largely to the laws of trade; such a thing, if
offered, must be offered at a price acceptable to the
public, who are the customers, at a price which in
the opinion of the purchaser leaves him a margin
of profit either in convenience or enjoyment. Under
such control private initiative can 'be depended upon
for the introduction of everything believed to have pos-
sibilities.
The combination of the promoter, investor and

capitalist, with their imagination, personality, optim-
ism and desire, has been at the bottom of every de-
velopment of every kind or nature which has bene-
fitted the human race in the way of utilities, and still
is the only way in which new utilities • can be devel-
oped. Whenever any great works have been under-
taken by governments they have been on lines of old
development, based on experience of that which has
been developed by the persistent genius and applica-
tion of some individual or group of individuals.
State control or regulation, to be effective, should

when exercised, be accepted and acquiesced in by the
public. If all the decisions not in exact accord with
the desire or contention of the public are condemned,
if it is expected and required that all decisions be
against the utilities controlled, if politics and political
effect are to govern decisions, if decisions go for noth-
ing with, and are not respected by the public, failure
and disappointment are bound to follow, self-respect-
ing men will refuse to act, the standard of appoint-
ments will fall and state control and regulation will be-
come a disgrace, and the evils which it was intended to
correct will multiply.

If any company gives good service, meets all the
reasonable demands of the public, does not earn more
than sufficient to provide for the maintenance of its
plant up to the latest standard and for recon-
struction of plant when worn out or obsolete, pays
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only fair dividends to its sh
areholders—if a company

is only doing this its rates
 and charges to the publis

caa.not be unreasonable.

COMPETITION VB. CONTROL OR R
EGITLATION.

Effective
' 

aggressive competition, an
d regulation

and control are inconsistent
 with each other, and can-

not be had at the same time.

Control or regulation, to be
 effective, means pub-

licity; it means semi-public 
discussion and considera-

tion before action; it means deliberation, non-
dis-

crimination; it means every
thing which is the opposite

of and inconsistent with e
ffective competition.

Competition—aggressive, 
effective competition—

means strife, industrial war
fare; it means contention;

it oftentimes means taking
 advantage of or resort-

ing to any means that the c
onscience of the contest-

ants or the degree of the en
forcement of the laws wil

l

permit. To make competit
ion effective great and un-

controlled latitude of action
 is necessary; action must

be prompt and secret.

Aggressive competition mea
ns duplication of plant

and investment. The ultimate object of su
ch com-

petition is the possession o
f the field wholly or par-

tially; therefore it means e
ither ultimate combination

on such basis and with such
 prices as will cover past

losses, or it means loss of 
return on investment, and

eventual loss of capital. Ho
wever it results, all costs

of aggressive, uncontrolled c
ompetition are eventually

borne, directly or indirectly,
 by the public.

Competition which is not ag
gressive, presupposes

co-operative action, understandings, agreements,

which result in general u
niformity or harmony of

nction, which, in fact, is not 
competition but is combina-

tion, unstable but for the t
ime effective.
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OUStrt71170 EXCIECAVOLS.

Two local telephone exchanges in the same com-
munity are regarded as competing exchanges, and the
public tolerates this dual service only in the fast disap-

pearing idea that through competition in the telephone

service some benefit may be obtained both as to rate

and efficiency. Competition means that the same thing,

or a satisfactory substitute, is offered. In this sense
there can be no competing exchanges unless each ex-
change has substantially the same list of subscribers,
which is in itself inconceivable.
It is not telephone service per se that an ex-

change affords; it is a particular, definite telephone
connection between two people which can only be
given between two parties connected with the same
exchange or the same system. Each of the several
independent exchanges in the same community offers
you telephone service, but telephone service only with
its particular list of subscribers.

Opposition exchanges compete in the same way as

do two street railway lines, each starting in the center
of the city, running a short distance through the same

main street, and then branching off, each supplying
an entirely different district of the city. Those travel-

ing only from point to point on the main street can
use either line, pay one fare; there is to this extent

competition—there is a choice. Beyond that, to reach

the other districts, there is no choice, there is no com-

petition; one line or the other must be taken, depend-

ing on the particular district wished to be reached.

In the case of the street car service, payment is

made only to the line used, when used.
To be in a position to obtain full telephone service

where there are opposition exchanges, subscriptions to

all are necessary.
In all other opposition utilities, to get the full

service one or the other is paid—not both.
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As before said, the purpose and object of an ex-
chimp) i to afford a direct speaking circuit betweet.
parties at points distant from each other, to afford a
highway for personal communication between any two.
The exchange gives nothing but that connection, does
nothing but provide that highway of communication,
and place it at the service of the two parties desiring to
communicate. The actual communicating is done by
the parties themselves over this circuit placed at their
exclusive service for the time being. To get this serv-
ice, however, both parties must be connected with the
same system; if not, the telephone circuit between the
two parties cannot be made.
In two exchanges each having 2,000 subscribers,

Messrs. A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, K, L, M, N are
connected with one, and Messrs. A, B, C, 0, P, Q, R,
S, T, U, V, X, Y, Z, connected with the other. Messrs.
A, B, and C can use either exchange to connect with
each other, but to connect with each other one ex-
change with one subscription and with but one pay-
ment would be sufficient. This is not competition;
this is duplication.

Messrs. A, B, C can connect with all the others on
both exchanges only by two subscriptions and two
payments. There is no choice; there is no com-
petition.
Any competition between opposition exchanges is

confined to obtaining new subscribers—to increasing
their subscription lists. Neither the same thing nor
what could possibly be called a substitute is offered.
Each exchange affords that connection between the sub-
scribers on its particular list and that is all—between
Messrs. A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, etc., or between
Messrs. A, B, C, 0, P, Q, R, S, T, etc. A subscription
to only one exchange is of no benefit when a con-
nection with the other exchange is wanted, subscrip-
tion to the other exchange is also necessary. This
is not competition in. any beneficial or any other sense.
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When anyone decides to become a subscriber to an
exchange he does not go to the one which offers any
other inducement than the ability to connect with the
people with whom it is the habit or necessity of the
person subscribing to communicate. If it is his habit
or necessity to communicate with some or all of those
on both exchanges, subscriptions to both exchanges
are necessary; in other words to get the advantage of
complete local telephone service in a community, sub-
scription to every local exchange in that community is
necessary.

The fundamental idea of the Bell System is that
the telephone service should be universal, intercom-
municating and interdependent; that there are
certain people with whom one oommunicates fre-
quently and regularly; there are a certain few with
whom one communicates occasionally, while there
are times when it is most necessary to get communi-
cation with some other one, who, until the particular
necessity arose, might have been unknown and un-
thought of. it is this necessity, impossible to prede-
termine, which makes the universal service the only
perfect service.
On the assumption that a perfect telephone system

must afford this direct highway of communication be-
tween any two desiring to converse, this system must
reach everyone; must be universal, comprehensive. To

the extent that any system does not reach everyone it
is not perfect; to the extent that any system does not
reach everyone, it is not in competition with the one
that does; and to the extent that both systems reach

everyone it is merely duplication; it is not competition.
Two exchanges may compete for subscribers, but

not by offering the same list of subscribers; it would

be impossible to keep the list of subscribers to any two

opposition exchanges the same. One may offer a more
(10sirab1e list of subscribers from your point of view

than the other, therefore you will subscribe to that
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one, but if both offer an equally desirable list of sub-
scribers to you then you must choose betwee.0 them. or
you must subscribe to both exchanges.
Ono may call the carriage industry and the auto-

mobile industry competing. They are in a sense, or.
one is a substitute in a very general sense for the
other. One might say the wholesale or retail flour
merchant and the rice merchant are competing, as one
is a substitute for the other, but two exchanges offer-
ing different lists of subscribers are not competing
even in that sense, as neither is a substitute for the
other, in that on one you may have communication
with certain people, and on the other with certain
other people; therefore they are not competing.
Two exchange systems in the same place offering

identically the same list of subscribers, if such a thing
can be imagined, are as useless as a duplicate system of
highways or streets in a village not connecting with
each other, but each reaching all the residents.

PHYSICAL CONNECTIONS.

Physical connection. What is meant by iti And
what object is it intended to accomplish?
Where there are two or more so-called competing

local telephone exchanges in the same territory, each
offers a particular service; each offers a connection
with its particular list of subscribers.
Physical connection would connect these separate

exchanges by trunk lines the same as exchanges be-
longing to one system are connected.

This in itself would be an easy matter in many
cases, and would allow the subscriber to one local
exchange speaking connection with the subscribers to
the other local exchanges. A fairly satisfactory serv-
ice could be given if all of the exchanges had the same
general style of equipment, uniform operating meth-
ods, and if harmony and concert of action between the
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operators of entirely independent and rival exchangesa
could be assured.
But what has been accomplished I You have en-

abled any subscriber to any exchange to communicate
with any subscriber to any other exchange. You have
not avoided tho objectionable duplication. You have
not given service to all the exchanges for one subscrip-
tion. This can only bo done through merger or com-
bination, not by physical connection. Physical connec-
tion implies separate and independent entities. For the
privilege of this physical connection with the other
exchanges the subscriber to any one of the exchanges
must pay. This payment or toll must be more or less
the equivalent of what the regular subscribers pay,
otherwise there would be discrimination.
If the equipment and the operating methods of the

opposition or independent exchanges physically con-
nected are different, the service is bound to be un-
satisfactory. No one of the exchanges can have any
control over the operators of the other exchanges.
There is bound to be strife and contention between the
operators, resulting in delays and poor service. Each
exchange must necessarily give preference and atten-
tion to its own service.
From the standpoint of local telephone exchange

service, therefore, there can be nothing to gain from
physical connection, either in economy or quality of
service.
The most important matter to consider in connec-

tion with physical connection, the one that has the
greatest bearing on the subject, is the character of
such physical connection between telephone ex-
changes, and wherein it differs from regular exchange
of service or physical connection between other public
utility companies.
A telephone exchange does not furnish a com-

modity, does not transport goods, nor does it trans-
mit messages.



• What. the telephone exchange does is to place at tho

dispomition of any subscriber a telephone circuit, con-

sisting of two wires, connecting such subscriber with

another person at a distant point. This circuit enables

them to carry on speaking communication with each

other; it must be continuous and unbroken; it is for

their exclusive use and while the circuit is at their

service it cannot be used by any others desiring to com-

municate, or for any other telephone purpose. The em-

ployes of the exchange render no other service than

selecting and connecting the wires together to form this

circuit, and putting the parties in communication. To

do this, and do it satisfactorily, the operators making up

the circuit must have absolute control of the wires

necessary for these circuits over the whole distance be-

tween the points of communication; that is, the oper-

ator at the starting point must have either control of

or perfect working unity and harmony of action with

all the operators of all the trunk lines and exchange

lines necessary for this circuit.

These conditions can only exist where there is a

strong, common interest or control.

Physical connection between independent or oppo-

sition exchanges means, therefore, the placing of t
he

wires necessary to give it effect out of the control
 for

the time being of the owning company and under the

control of a competing, opposition company, to enable

that competing, epposition company to give its 
sub-

scribers the use of property, equipment, faciliti
es,

operating staff, other than its own, and for the ti
me

being depriving the owning company and its su
b-

scribers of the use of such facilities.

Physical connection demands the exclusive use 
of an

integral part of the property and facilities and 
operat-

ing staff of one company for the customers o
f a com-

• peting company, no matter how urgent may be
 the own-

er's necessity for the immediate use of such 
property

and ftwilities, nor how small eho surplus fa
cilities be-

yond 11w owner's requirementm.
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If the service consisted of carrying packages or

transmitting messages along with other packages or

other messages, or hauling cars to their destination,

or accepting through tickets or transfers from eon

necting or cross lines of travel, it would be very

different. In ,such cases the property, facilities and

operation remain in the control of the ownipg com-

pany or its operating staff; no property intended for

the benefit of the customers of one company is put to

the exclusive use of another company; all that is done,

is the same as is done with and for all comers. The

package or passenger is carried, or the message trans-

mitted, to its destination at the convenience of the

company, along with other packages or messages.

So far we have considered only the local exchange.

Physical connection between independent or oppo-

sition telephone systems or between an independent

local exchange and a telephone system presents not

only the same but many more complications, and is

far more objectionable.
To better understand what is meant by physical con-

nection and what it is meant to accomplish, a knowl-

edge of the evolution and development and policy of

the Bell System is necessary, and what that policy and

belief is.
Repeating what has been said above, it believes that

the telephone system should be universal, interde-

pendent and intercommunicating, affording oppor-

tunity for any subscriber to any exchange to com-

municate with any other subscriber of any other ex-

change within the limits of speaking distance, giving

to every subscriber every possible additional facility

for annihilating time or distance by use of electri
cal

transmission of intelligence or personal communica-

tion. It believes that some sort of a connection with

the telephone system should be within reach of all.

This is what the Bell System aims to be—one

system with common policy, common purpose and
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common action; comprehensive, universal, interde-

pendent, intercommunicating; like the highway system

of the country, extending from every door to every

other door; affording electrical communication of

every kind, from every one at every place to every

one at every other place.
To create this system has been the policy of the

13011 interests from the beginning. It is the only

way by which a satisfactory telephone service—satis-

factory to the public or profitable to its owners—can

be maintained.
The Bell System as established is as advanced and

extended as the country as a whole will warrant. Its

policy of extension carries it a little in advance of the

public demands. In any effort to cover the whole

country many unremunerative exchanges and toll lines

have to be constructed and operated. Some of these

will in time become remunerative; some never will,

and those, for the benefit of the whole system, wi
ll

have to be carried at the cost of the whole system.

Most of the opposition exchanges have been built

up in a selected territory with capital obtained by the

promise of, or in anticipation of large profits; as a ru
le

capitalized far in excess of the plant value or co
n-

struction cost. Subscribers have been obtained by

promises of improved service at low rates. Many
 cf

such exchanges owe what success they have, whe
re

there is any success, to personal local influence or i
n-

terest. Many, if not all, have been a disappointmen
t.

The day of local telephone exchanges or limited t
ele-

phone systems has gone. This is recognized and fully

appreciated by those who have exploited or are operat-

ing them.
The idea of physical connection is born of a desire

to get for these local and isolated competing or op-

position exchanges or these comparatively limited ex-

change systems, the advantage of the more extensive

comprehensive Bell System. To get for the subser).}4:
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ors of these so-called competing, opposition exchanges
the connections which their own systems do not give
them, to gct for their subscribers all the advantages
enjoyed by subscribers of the Bell exchanges by giving
them the use of a part of the Bell System.
Physical connection would force the Bell System

to place at the disposal of and under the control of
any opposition company, Philadelphia for instance,
for the time being, one of its circuits from Chicago to
Philadelphia, to connect that Bell circuit with the cir-
cuits and system of the opposition company and di&
connect it, for the time being, from the circuits of the
Bell System.
This is not carrying packages or transmitting mes-

sages for the subscribers of the opposition Philadel-
phia exchange; it is turning over to that exchange for
the use of its subscribers the property of the Bell Sys-
tem.
The fact that the opposition exchange could get such

facilities would enhance its importance at the expense
of the Bell System.
Physical connection would force the comprehensive

Bell System, which has been built up with foresight
and enterprise and is being maintained in its complete-
ness at the cost of maintaining unremunerative ex-
changes and unremnnerative lines, to turn over to, and
put under control of, any opposition system for its use
and benefit, for the time being, a physical part of the
property of the Bell System and at the same time de-
prive the subscribers to the Bell System of the use of
such property. Physical connection would oblige any
system to construct and maintain surplus facilities and
employ a surplus staff of operators for the benefit of
any so-called competing or opposition—but less enter-
prising—company.
No possible compensation would be adequate for

such service or such deprivation.
One of the arguments for physical connection is that
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it will stop duplication. How? All agreements as to
territory, rates or character of opposition; all arrange-
ments which would come under the head of combination
or pooling; all understandings or anything that would
be equivalent to consolidation or combination, must be
eliminated; this is not what is meant by and is not a
part of, physical connection. Leaving all understand-
ings out of consideration what effect would physical
connection have on the local opposition exchanges?
Neither exchange could stop competing for subscrib-
ers. The exchange that did would soon dwindle to a
point of absolute undesirability; in other words, to a
point where the subscription list would offer no induce-
ments to others to join. Consequently activity must
be maintained, each exchange making every effort not
only to retain all on its list of subscribers but to add
more. The same territory must be covered, the con-
sequent duplication of conduits, pole lines, central and
branch offices must continue; in fact the strife or com-
petition would have to be more severe.
It is claimed that physical connection would bring

about one system, where any one telephone subscriber
could obtain connection with any other telephone sub-
scriber within the limits of possible communication.
With physical connection that would be the casc, after
a fashion, but what kind of a system would it be? It
would be imperfect in that it would still be a dual sys-
tem, with dual charges, made up of heterogeneous units
of exchanges and lines, operated under independent
managements with different operating methods and in-
terests, with no common control over operators, with-
out which service can not be satisfactory; in fact with
all those imperfections that it has taken the Bell in-
terests years to correct—imperfections which can be
removed only by combination,' agreement, understand-
ing, which would be in effect consolidation.
Such demand as there may be for physical connec-

tion from opposition exchanges is a recognition of Rime-
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nor facilities and comes fro
m a desire to get the bene-

fits of those superior facilities.

So far as it comes from the 
public it is an expression

of weariness with dual service o
r so-called competition.

Is there anything in practice, la
w or precedent that

cnn compel one system, built u
pon a comprehensive

basis, and trying to meet all t
he requirements of the

public, to turn over its physica
l property for the use

of so-called competitors—opposit
ion exchanges built in

selected territory with selfish 
views or motives? Is

there anything to compel one to
 share the prosperity of

a business created by enterpr
ise and advanced policy

with those who wish to appropria
te the benefits of such

work Can any public utility company 
be compelled to

divest itself of the operating co
ntrol of its own property

which was created for and may 
be needed at any time

in the conduct of its own busines
s/ This is not the

kind of interchange of business contemplated by

the rules governing common c
arriers. It is not co-

operation. It is pure and simp
le confiscation.
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TELEPHONE AND TELEGRA
PH.

The relations between the telep
hone system and the

telegraph system are compleme
ntary.

Telephone service is furnishin
g for the personal use

of the public an electrical circuit
 for personal com-

munication between distant poin
ts. Nothing is carried

by the telephone company, no c
ommodity furnished,

nothing transmitted by its staff,
 and nothing done ex-

cept to make up a direct circuit 
between, and place it

at the disposal of, the parties.

It annihilates distance in that it br
ings parties at dis-

tant points into speaking distance w
ith each other.

Telegraph service is the electr
ical transmission, by

the operating staff of the telegra
ph company, of writ-

ten communications for others.

It annihilates time in that it i
nstantaneously trans-

mits written messages between d
ifferent points.

The telephone provides somet
hing to be used by

the public themselves.

The telegraph performs a di
stinct service for the

public.
A telephone "circuit" consis

ts of two copper wires

of superior construction, arran
ged in a particular rela-

tion to each other, forming a
 metallic circuit equipped

with auxiliary apparatus, lo
ading coils, etc., connected

with a switchboard—all very c
omplicated and elaborate.

A telegraph "circuit" consist
s of one wire at most—

a grounded circuit. This wir
e can be divided into sev-

eral distinct "circuits."

A telephone "circuit" cannot b
e used for telephone

purposes by any but the two pa
rties in communication,

during the time of such com
munication, but the same

telephone "circuit" can at the
 same time it is being
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used for telephone service, be divided into two, four or

even eight telegraph "circuits," each of which can be

used for the transmission of telegraph messages.

While the existing telephone toll and long-distance

lines can be used for telegraph purposes, the existing

telegraph lines cannot be used for telephone toll an
d

long-distance purposes until reconstructed and ar-

ranged as described above.
There are two factors which determine the cost of

both services—Plant Cost and Operating Cost.

The total of these costs must be distributed over

the actual service performed, and the cost of 
each

item of service, whether telephonic communication o
r

telegraph message, varies directly with the total

amount of that service. The more the capacity of 
the

plant in service is utilized the less the cost of each 
par-

ticular item of service.
The plant cost is the fixed charge on capital invest

ed

in plant, the cost of its maintenance and the deprec
ia-

tion reserve.
The operating cost is more or less a constant in

itial

charge on each item of service, i. e., telephone conn
ec-

tion or telegraph message. In the telephone servic
e

it is the cost of the time of the operators in putting up

the circuit or connection for the use of the parties, and

getting them into communication with each other. 
It

is relatively small in that one set of operators can care

for a number of circuits. In the telegraph service

there is a large constant initial cost, for each messa
ge,

made up of the cost of the skilled and expert operators

on each circuit, offices with clerical and messenger sta
ff

for the collection and delivery, receiving, recording an
d

preparing messages for transmission, insurance agai
nst

mistakes in transmission or delay in delivery, etc.*

• Nryrr.. Rstierns unreasonable that a tologrnph comp
any should hnvo

ft pnssihle linhility of ninny thonsrinds of d
ollar% for a single mess:Igo at

orilloary neva. 'flume Is no ollwr business whPre there is nut stone

tolilltIonol (lump. for insurnneo to•yond a min!ma
in.
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The possible use—the number of hours during which

a telephone circuit can be used as well as the number

of items of service, i. e., communications or con
nec-

tions, which can be given within those hours—is lim
i-

ted by the necessity of the personae presence on the cir-

cuit of the parties communicating; by the time neces-

sary to get both parties on the circuit; by the time taken

by the communication; and by the intervals lost while

waiting for parties.
This limited capacity, together with the costly char-

acter of the telephone circuit, makes the plant cost

of each connection or communication very large. The•

operating cost is relatively very small in that one set

of operators can take care of the connections of a num-

ber of circuits.
The relatively small operating cost and large plant

cost make distance the important controlling element

in the cost of telephone toll line or long-distance serv-

ice.
In the telegraph service the messages are trans-

mitted by the operating staff, one after another, with

the speed of writing. There are no lost intervals

during the busy hours. The plant cost of each

item of service, i. e., the telegraph message, is rela-

tively very small, while the operating cost, for reasons

given above, is relatively very large for each message.

The relatively large operating cost and small plant

cost per telegraph message make distance a subordi-

nate factor in the cost of telegraph service.

The ratio of the possible number of telegraph mes-

sages over the same wires compared to the possible

number of telephone communications is very large.

It is possible to "telephone" messages, but while

the operating cost would be somewhat larger than

in the case of "telegraphing," the plant cost would

make telephoning messages prohibitive over long dis-

i ance under ordinary conditions. The use of the tele-

phone for that purpose is therefore limited econ-
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nmically to short distances, or so
me situation where

the plant cost would be almost or 
entirely negligible.

The small operating but very
 large plant cost

of the telephone communication 
and the large oper-

ating but relatively small plant co
st of the telegraph

message limit the possibility of 
either being used in-

discriminately or interchangeabl
y to very short dis-

tances, or to other particular situat
ions.

Under existing conditions or the
 present state of

the art, the "telephonic" transmi
ssion of written mes-

sages cannot take the place of "t
elegraphic" transmis-

sion in the regular conduct of th
e business.

In a large way the complement
ary character exists

in the joint occupancy and joint 
use for both purposes

of the trunk line plant of both
 companies. For the

general service of each the oper
ating staffs of the tele-

phone and of the telegraph are
 in every respect dis-

tinct and different, and not in t
he slightest degree in-

terchangeable. Each function re
quires an independ-

ent operating organization, ma
de up largely of experts

in each particular business, comp
lete in every respect.

Any attempt on the part of a tel
ephone company to do

a regular "telegraph busines
s" would necessitate a

"telegraph" operating organizat
ion in addition to its

"telephone" operating organiz
ation.

Before a telegraph company cou
ld do a "telephone

business" it would be necessary
 to reconstruct and

rearrange its entire wire plant; to construct and

equip central offices, distribut
ing subways and lines,

subscribers' connections and stations,
 at a cost of sev-

eral times its existing telegraph 
wire plant, and also to

create a distinct "telephone" op
erating organization.

While the large economies are in t
he joint occupancy

and the joint use of the trunk "
wire plant," there are

great advantages and large econo
mies in the utilization

for both purposes of other pla
nt and operating facili-

ties which must be maintained f
or a single purpose in

any case, and which could bear
 the additional burden
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of the service of the other without an additional cost.
There are in the distributing and branch lines of both
services large plant and operating facilities which are

only being utilized to a small part of their capacities;
where the business of either company is not sufficient
to maintain either office or operating staff; where to

maintain any office there must be utilized the office and
employees of some business which has first claim on
the service and attention of such employees. Under
these conditions satisfactory service is impossible, and
to a great degree affects the reputation of the whole
service, particularly that of the telegraph. This large
economic waste incident to separate service could be
almost entirely eliminated by joint use or occu-
pancy, and by bringing the business entirely under one
common control or influence the efficiency and the rep-
utation of the service could be greatly improved.
The utilization of plant and operating staff not fully

employed makes it possible to collect and deliver mes-
sages by telephone and to connect exchanges and sub-
scribers' stations by telephone toll lines with the night
telegraph offices at other points.
To the extent that these waste facilities are utilized

for public benefit and private profits, just to that ex-
tent regular standard service could be cheapened or
new service and additional facilities given to the public.
The idea of universality has been referred to in con-

nection with the telephone system. This idea can be
broadened and applied to a wire system. We believe
that the future development of the wire system in the
United States will afford facilities for the annihilation
of both tione and distance by the general use of elec-
trical transmission for written or personal communica-
tion, and will afford electrical communication of every
kind of intelligence from everyone at every place to
everyone at every other place. It will be compre-
hensive, universal.
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To do this efficiently and economically means t
he

combination of every kind of electrical tr
ansmission

of intelligence into one system in order that new
 and

additional uses may be developed and that th
e wire

plant and other facilities may be utilized to thei
r full-

est extent.
Cheap service comes from full loads. In the 

wire

service this can only be had by employing the 
plant to

its full capacity, all the time. The charts on p
ages 56

and 57 will show to what a limited extent this i
s now

being done.
In some lines of business like the transportat

ion of

passengers, where the unit of service is the ear
 mile,

and the overload capacity of the car is large, the

average load can be greatly increased by m
aking use

of the "overload" during the few hours of m
aximum

business. In no other way could the preva
iling cheap

fares be afforded for such long hauls.

In the electrical transmission of intelligenc
e each

item of service, the "message" or "telepho
nic con-

nection" occupies the wires and the time to the

exclusion of all else, and the law of increasing

returns therefore works within the narrow limit
s of the

capacity of the line. There can be no overload.

Cheaper service can only be given by the de
velopment

of new or additional uses which can be distri
buted over

the time now unused. In the telephone business 
what

can be done in this direction is restricted by the

necessity of the personal presence of the par
ties using

the telephone, which limits the use of circuits for
 tele-

phone purposes to certain hours of the day. 
In the

telegraph and cable business, under present 
conditions,

it is different. There is a large capacity unused wait-

ing to be utilized.
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Expedited service means
 a large surplus plant 

to

meet maximum demands
, unutilized at all other t

imes.

The cost of the unutilize
d facilities must be born

e by

the expedited service. The result is high charg
es, due

to small average load w
ith consequent large p

lant

cost.
Up to the present time th

e telegraph and cable b
usi-

ness has been developed w
holly on lines of exped

ition

and the business that has been developed
 is such

as will stand the extra 
cost of expedition. The-

oretically at least, there s
hould be no possibility 

of any

further expedition, of an
y rush or special serv

ice,

beyond what should be, if i
t is not now being given

.

To do anything which w
ould retard_ the expediti

on

of the business as now dev
eloped would be detriment

al

to the social and business
 organization of the wor

ld;

as in expedition lies the 
prime value of the pres

ent

service.
Under a universal wire sy

stem operated on the line
s

and in the manner indic
ated above, the additional

services will be given to 
the public at rates commen

su-

rate with the value of suc
h services, and in the grea

t

possibilities of electrical
 transmission of intelligen

ce

some uses will be found 
or developed to absorb an

d

utilize this enormous wa
ste, and also relieve any c

on-

gestion now suffered by
 the more important bus

iness

by furnishing a service 
which would be satisfacto

ry to

such of the existing bus
iness as has heretofore

 had

no alternative, but wo
uld prefer the new service

.

The Night Letter—the 
first attempt—met with po

p-

ular reception and is fil
ling a definite place in the

 busi-

iness and social world. 
The Day Letter, so rec

ently

introduced that its poss
ibilities cannot yet be 

deter-

mined, will doubtless find
 its place. Depending upon

the reception of these, o
ther services will be 

intro-

duced.
It is also intended to extend some of thes

e new

classes of serviee to 
Hlantie cables as soon a

s
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it is made possible by the completion of negotiations

and arrangements now pending.
Until the economies, which may result from the

joint occupancy or joint use and the consequent

utilization of these now unutilized facilities, are de-

termined, there will be no changes made in the present

conduct of expedited or regular service. Whether all

or only part of the economic waste will be absorbed

in the other classes of service is a question yet to be

answered; until answered anything that might re-

stAt adversely either to the quality of the service, the
extension and introduction of new service, or to the

reasonable profits to which the companies are entitled,

would be foolish and uncalled for.

RÉSUMÉ AND CONCLUSION.

The following condensed summary of some of the
principal things shown in this and previous reports
is made with the purpose of taking away any excuse
for further repetition or publication of those mis-
statements, distorted facts and erroneous conclusions
which, for various reasons, are circulated from time
to time.
It is shown that the total outstanding obligations

of the Bell System in the United States, not including
the manufacturing company, amount to $580,000,000.
All the capital of the various companies composing the
System not included in this consists of inter-company
items and duplications.
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It is shown that the b
ook value of the proper

ty rep-

resenting these outsta
nding obligations is $6

96,700,000,

$116,000,000 in excess
 of the outstanding 

obligations.

It is shown that in al
l cases of official app

raisement

the actual value of th
is plant has been f

ound to be

above the book value.

It is shown that there 
is no water in the c

apital of

the American Telepho
ne and Telegraph 

Company;

that each $100 of o
utstanding obligations

 is repre-

sented by more than $
100 cash paid into the

 treasury;

that the excess of cash
 paid into the treasury

 over the

outstanding obligatio
ns at the close of the year

amounted to nearly 
$17,000,000.

It is shown that the 
construction costs of 

the Bell

System arc small. The cost per exchang
e station is

but $117.12. The cost 
per exchange station,

 including

the extensive system 
of toll lines, is but $1

42.13. This

valuation includes th
e first class exchan

ges and ex-

change construction.
 All or substantially al

l of the

cheaper class of con
struction, the rural co

-operative

and association lines,
 is embraced in the s

ub-licensee

or connected compani
es, constructed on th

e basis of

giving a low-cost loca
l service.

It is shown that the 
cost of construction p

er ex-

change station has st
eadily decreased from

 $199.00 in

1900 to $142.00 in 191
0, notwithstanding the 

great in-

crease in the invest
ment in real estate, un

derground

construction, toll line
 construction and copp

er wire.

It is shown that ins
tead of increasing and 

oppres-

sive rates there has b
een a continual decre

ase of the

average annual charg
e for exchange servic

e from an

average of $44.68 in 
1900 to $31.28 in 1910

.

It is shown that the ta
xes paid in the year 19

10 by the

Bell System amount t
o over 5 per cent. of 

its gross

earnings, 16.4 per cent
. of its net earnings, a

nd 1.4 per

cent. of the value of it
s telephone plant.

It is shown that the
 control of the compa

ny is not

vested in any one int
erest nor has it been u

sed for the
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benefit of any individual or
 group of individuals; that

the shareholders, recognizin
g an uninterrupted admin-

istration of their affairs i
n their interest have con-

tinued the Directorate on th
e same lines or the lines

of natural succession from t
he beginning.

It is shown that the America
n Telephone and Tele-

graph Company is not in t
he accepted sense a trust

nor has it been built up by a
bsorbing competing com-

panies or in restraint of bus
iness. That while the Bell

System is made up of sep
arate corporations, these

corporations are not, neve
r have been, and never

could be in competition,
 and also that under any

system of organization or
 under one ownership, sep-

arate companies are nece
ssary for purposes of Sta

te

jurisdiction.
That a universal and comp

rehensive telephone sys-

tem cannot have any 
operating limits, but must 

give

unbroken, continuous, con
necting circuits under one

control, from every subscr
iber's station in every direc-

lion to the limits of te
lephone speaking possibility

.

It is shown that bona fide
 competition between local

exchanges cannot exist,
 owing to the peculiarities

 of

the service rendered by 
these exchanges.

It is shown that physical
 connection does not and

cannot bring about any 
economical or beneficial r

e-

sult and increases instead
 of decreases the evil of

dual construction and sub
scription.

That physical connection w
ould give to subscribers

of an opposition exchange
 the service and use o

f

property provided fpr the use
 of others, and for which

others pay.
We are charged with mai

ntaining a large experi-

mental and patent organizati
on largely for the purpose

of suppressing new inventi
ons and improved metho

ds.

The Bell System does mainta
in a large experimental

and engineering department,
 but for the purpose of de-

veloping the value and efficien
cy of anything that is

new; what it really does is dem
onstrated by the fact
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that the construction, equipment and operating
methods of the Bell System are the standard the
world over. That the equipment of the exchanges of
the whole world is either the same as, or is modeled
upon that of the Bell System. And that no construc-
tion, equipment or operating methods rejected or
"suppressed" by the engineering experts of the Bell
Systm have ever yet come into permanent use.
We are charged with making abnormal profits on the

equipment, supplies, etc., furnished the operating com-
panies by the Western Electric Company, and in this
way increasing the cost of service to the public. It is
shown that the profits on Western Electric sales to the
operating companies of the Bell System are less than
on sales to the independent companies, to the extent at
least of the saving in the cost of selling to the operat-
ing companies.

It is also shown that the telephone service and the
telegraph service are complementary, not competi-
tive; that each has its own proper place; that joint use
and joint occupancy of wires will reduce operating
cost, maintenance charges and construction invest-
ment. That utilizing the unutilized facilities of both
will make possible large economies and improvement in
the wire service as well as new, additional and useful
services of both telephone and telegraph, for the bene-
fit of both the corporations and the public.

For the Directors,

THEODORE N. V.AIL,
President.



BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM IN THE UNITED STATES.

Dec. 31,
1895.

Dec. 31,
1900.

Dec. 31,
1905.

Dec. 31,
1909.

Dec. 31,
1910.

Increase,
1910.

'files of Exchange Pole Lines  25,330 30,451 67,698 113,893 120,175 6,282

Ines of Toll Pole Lines  52,873 101,087 145,535 164,111 167,827 3,716

Total Miles of Pole Lines 78,203 131,538 213,233 278,004 288,002 9,998

rifles of Underground Wire 184,515 705,269 2,345,742 5,337,436 5,992,303 654,867

4iles of Submarine Wire  2,028 4,203 9,373 22,698 24,636 1,938

6flies of Aerial Wire  488,872 1,252,329 3,424,803 5,119,892 5,625,273 505,381

Total Miles of Wire  675,415 1,961,801 5,779,918 10,480,026 11,642,212 1,162,186

:;'.umprising Toll Wire  215,687 607,599 1,265,236 1,804,552 1,963,994 159,442

)omprising Exchange Wire  459,728 1,354,202 4,514,682 8,675,474 9,678,218 1,002,744

Total  675,415 1,961,801 5,779,918 10,480,026 11,642,212 1,162,188

lotal Exchange Circuits  237,837 508,262 1,135,449 1,829,942 2,082,960 253,018

qumber of Central Offices  1,613 2,775
.

4,532 4,968 4,933 35f

qumber of Bell Stations  281,695 800,880 2,241,367 3,588,247 4,030,668 442,421

'lumber of Bell Connected Stations . . .  27,807 55,031 ' 287,348 1,554,445 1,852,051 297,606

Total Stations  309,502 855,911 2,528,715 5,142,692 5,882,719 740,027

quinber of Employees  14,517 37,067
_

89,661 104,956 120,311 15,355

umber of Connecting Companies  10,354 12,300 1,946

Exchange Connections Daily  2,351,420 5,668,986 13,543,468 19,925,194 21,681,471 1,756,277

roll Connections Daily  51,123 148,528 368,083 517,341 602,539 85,198

* Includes Private Line Stations. 1- Decrease.



BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM IN THE UNITED STATES.

ALL DUPLICATIONS BETWEE
N COMPANLES EXCLUDED.

COMBINED BALANCE SHEETS 
AT FIVE YEAR INTERVALS, 188

5-1910.

Dec. 31, 1885. Dec. 31, 1890. Dec. 31, 1895. Dec. 31, 1900. Dec. 31, 1905. Dec. 31, 1910.

ASSETS:
Contracts and Licenses . $16,732,100 $18,925,700 $20,005,300 $14,794,300 $13,313,400 $2,943,381

Telephone Plant . . . . 38,618,600 58,512,400 87,858,500 180,699,800 368,065,300 610,999,964

Supplies, Tools, etc. . .  348,500 1,021,800 1,810,000 6,464,400 11,069,500 20,987,551

Receivables  1,450,900 1,761,600 3,746,600 13,644,000 26,220,800 26,077,802

Cosh  1,792,600 1,183,300 .2,484,100 3,223,000 11,005,000 27,548,933

Stocks and Bonds . . .  1,138,800 2,697,400 4,480,500 11,400,400 23,041,200 64,766,089

Total  $60,081,500 $84,102,200 $120,385,000 1230,225,900 $452,716,100 $753,323,720

LIABILITIES:
Capital Stock  $38,229,200 $43,792,800 157,462,700 $130,006,900 $238,531,100 $344,645,430

Funded Debts  367,400 6,473,100 10,074,100 44,137,900 93,079,500 224,791,696

Bills Payable1,323
,000 2,000,000 7,000.000 35,000,000 92,566,943

Accounts Payable . . . .
1. 2,618,900 3,301,100 6,138,000 13,583,300 22,407,500 21,721,125

Total Outstanding OM-
gation.s  $41,215,500 $54,890,000 $75,674,800 $194,728,100 $389,018,100 $633,725,194

Surplus and Reserves .  18,866,000 29,212,200 44,710,200 35,497,800 63,698,000 110,598,626

Total  $60,081,500 $84,102,200 $120,385,000 $230,225,900 $452,716,100 $753,323,720
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American Telephone and Telegraph Company.

Balance Sheet, December 81, 1910.

ASSETS.

Stocks of Associated Companies 

Bonds of Associated Companies  

Capital Advances to Associated Com
-

$356,662,338.33
2,885,000.00

panies  
34,165,499.20 $393,712,837.53

Telephones  
$11,568,966.04

Real Estate  
2,184,730.44

Long Distance Telephone Plant  
45,948,391.62 59,702,088.10

Cash and Deposits  
$13,109,340.32

Short Term Notes  
627,466.52 13,736,806.84

Special Demand Notes  
16,970,229.34

Current Accounts Receivable  
6,093,415.42

Treasury Bonds  
17,300,000 00

$507,515,377.23

LIABILITIES.

Capital Stock  
$263,335,600.00

Four Per Cent. Collateral Tru
st Bonds,

1929
$78,000,000 . 00

Four Per Cent. Convertible Bo
nds, 1936 38,941,000.00

Five Per Cent. Coupon Notes,
 1007.... 5,000.00

Five Per Cent. Coupon Notes,
 1910.... 22,000.00

Other Notes Payable. 
13,150,000.00

Indebtedness to Western Uni
on Tele-

graph Co. for .N;r.v York Tele
phone

Co. Stock payable 1912 to 1915 
16,500,000.00 146,618,000.00

Dividend Payable January 15  
$5,266,712.00

Interest and Taxes Accrued, but not du
e 2,163,658 . 83

Current Accounts Payable 
593,895.44

Reserve ior Unearned Revenue  
2,758.99 8,027,025.26

Depreciation Reserve $37,425,080.08

Surplus 
52,109,671.89 89,534,751.97

$507,515,377.23

CHARLES GI. DuBOIS, Comptroller.
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BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM IN THE UNITED STATES.

ALL DUPLICATIONS BETWEEN COMPANIES EXCLUDED.

COMPARATIVE EARNINGS AT FIVE YEAR INTERVALS, 1885-1910.

Year 1885. Year 1890. Year 1895. Year 1900. Year 1905. Year 1910.

EARNINGS:
Gross Earnings  $10,033,600 $16,212,100 $24,197,200 $46,385,600 $97,500,100 $165,612,881
Expenses  5,124,300 9,007,600 15,488,400 30,632,400 66,189,400 114,618,473
Net Earnings  $4,909,300 $7,144,500 $8,708,800 $15,753,200 831,310,700 $50,904,408

Interest  27,700 278,700 655,500 2,389,600 5,836,300 11,556,884
Balance  $4,881,600 $6,865,800 $8,053,300 $13,363,600 $25,474,400 $39,437,544

Dividends  3,107,200 4,101,300 5,066,900 7,893,500 15,817,500 25,160,788
Surplus Earnings . . . $1,774,400 $2,764,500 $2,986,400 $5,470,100 89,656,900 $14,276,768

C..
CI

—
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American Telephone and Telegraph Company.

Comparative Statement of Earnings and Expenses
For the years 1909 and 1910.

Enos: 1909. 1910.

Dividends $15,949,?13.73 $19,205,494.35
Interest and other revenue from As-

sociated Companies 10,661,431 . 03 10,838,442. 84
Telephone Traffic (net) 4,360,104.94 4,893,513.39
Real Estate  95,723.97 95,119.69
Other Sources  1,694,867.76 325,758.44

Total.  $32,761,341.43 $35,358,328.71

EXPENSES 2,570,575.57 ' 3,425,114.22

NET EARNINGS $30,190,765 .86 $31,933,214.49

Deduct Interest  7,095,377.34 5,077,321.33

Balance $23,095,388.52 $26,855,893.16

Dividends Paid  17,036,275.64 20,776,822.12

Balance $6,059,112.88 $6,079,071.04

Carried to Reserves $3,000,000.00 $3,000,000.00

Carried to Surplus  3,059,112.88 3,070,071.04

$6,059,112.88 $6,079,071.04

CHARLES G. DuBOIS, Comptroller.
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American Telephone and Telegraph Company,

Annual Earnings and Diyidends,

Year.
Net

Revenue.
Dividends

Paid.
Added to
Reserves.

Added to
Surplus.

1900  $5,486,058 $4,078,601 8937,258 $470,198

1901  7,393,286 5,050,024 1,377,651 970,611

1002  7,835,272 6,584,404 522,247 723,622

1003  10,564,665 8,619,151 728,140 1,217,374

1004  11,275,702 9,799,117 586,149 890,43.5

1905  13,034,038 9,866,355 1,743,295 1,424,3&C

1906  12,970,937 10,195,233 1,773,737 1,001,967

1907  16,269,388 10,943,644 3,500,000 1,825,744

1908  18,121,707 12,459,156 3,000,000 2,662,551

1909  23,095,389 17,036,276 3,000,000 3,059,113

1910  26,855,893 20,776,822 3,000,000 3,079,071

CHARLES G. DuBOIS, Comptroller.
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That the administration and policy have been con-
sistent and uniform from the very beginning;
That the interests of the Bell system are dependent

upon giving the best service possible under existing
conditions, and anticipating as far as possible any
improvement.

Telephone service in its close personal touch with every
subscriber is a unique service, different from all other
public services; efficient service requires the co-operation
of the user, it requires prompt attention on the part of
the public.
In every use of the telephone system three human

factors are brought into action—one at each end, one
or both anxious and probably impatient, the one at
the central office, as nearly a machine as is possible, a
trained expert with at least as much intelligence and
reliability as the best stenographers, typewriters or book-
keepers. This central office factor is the personal servant
for the time of the factors at the end and is entitled to
the same consideration that is given to their own personal
staff. Perfect service depends on the perfect co-ordinate
action of all of these factors—any one failing, the service
fails. This should never be forgotten. All attempts so
far to eliminate the personal factor of the central office, to
make it a machine, have failed in systems of any extent;
there are times when, at the central office, action guided
by intelligence, is absolutely necessary.

vIA-4010844-6-
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HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE TELEPHONE

SYSTEM.

In spite of repeated attempts to make known the real

facts of the early history and evolution of the Bell
system, there seems to be still much misunderstanding.

• At the risk of being prolix, and of repeating what has
often been told, the history and evolution and develop-
ment will be retold as briefly as possible.
The telephone was first introduced to the public in

1876, and put to the first practical or commercial use
in 1877. During that year was organized the first
"association" or "company" to hold the patents. The
first companies to systematically exploit the business
were formed in 1878, one for New England, and one for
the rest of the United States and Canada. These two
companies succeeded to all the rights and property

of the original association. The capital, $650,000, 6,500
shares at $100 par each, represented the patents, such
rights and property as had resulted from the time
and money expended up to the spring of 1878, and in
addition $100,000 in cash.
Early in 1879, these two companies were consolidated

into one company, the National Bell Telephone Com-

pany, the first company to, attain any prominence.
The capital of this company was $850,000, 8,500 shares

of $100 par value each. $650,000 in shares was given

share for share for the stock of the two old companies

and $200,000 in shares left in the treasury. The treas-
ury stock was sold as the company required the money,

for the best price obtainable. The $200,000 par yielded

to the treasury $430,000 in cash, an average of $215

per share, the last 500 shares having been sold for $600

each.



It was during the existence of this com
pany that the

permanent foundations were lai
d upon which is built

the present comprehensive system
.

It was in the fall of 1879, that the settl
ement was made

with the Western Union Telegra
ph Company which

removed the most formidable a
nd powerful competi-

tor from the field.

It was during this period that those
 fancy flights in

the prices of the stock took place, t
he $100 shares (of

which there were only 8,500) bein
g quoted at one time

at $1,000. Few, if any, transaction
s took place how-

ever at this price or anything ne
ar it. The sale of

500 shares of the treasury stock a
t $600 per share was

probably about the best price a
t which any consider-

able transaction took place.

The stock of this company was fai
rly well distrib-

uted among 338 holders, an avera
ge of about 25

shares each, twelve holding in lots o
f 200 shares or over

an aggregate of 4,795 shares out of t
he 8,500 shares.

At the highest quotation the tota
l market value of

all the shares of the company woul
d have been $8,500,-

000. According to the popular belief
, over twelve of

the original investors have been cred
ited with realiz-

ing, if not more, at least as much as
 this.

No dividends were paid by this comp
any.

The rapid increase in the busines
s called for more

capital. Early in 1880 the American Bell Tele
phone

Company was organized and the
 business of the Na-

tional Bell Telephone Company transf
erred to it. The

shareholders of the National Be
ll Telephone Company

were given for each share of their
 stock six shares of

the new American Bell Telephone Comp
any stock. 8,500

shares of the treasury stock were
 at the same time sold

at par.

17

At the close of 18
80 there were 540 

holders of the

59,500 shares, an av
erage of 110 each. Twenty holders

of 500 shares or ove
r had in the aggregate

 33,190 shares.

This was the last yea
r that a majority of 

the stock was

closely held.

In 1881 the first d
ividend was paid.

The American Bell 
Telephone Company 

continued the

business until 1899, d
uring which time the 

capital stock

had increased from $5,9
50,000 to $25,886,30

0. The

$25,886,300 capital was held by 
6,961 shareholders.

62,649 shares were h
eld by 61 sharehold

ers in blocks

of 500 shares or ove
r, while the balance, 

196,214 shares,

was held by 6,900 
holders.

The increase in the 
stock had been sold 

for cash at

various times, yielding
 the company more

 than enough

in premiums above pa
r to offset the shares 

that had been

issued for patents, inventions, 
and property of the

National Bell Telephon
e Company.

When the American 
Bell Telephone Com

pany trans-

ferred its business to the American Tel
ephone and

Telegraph Company 
there had been over

 $28,000,000

actual cash paid into
 the treasury of th

e company by

shareholders as against
 $25,886,300 capital

 outstanding.

During the time no 
stock dividend or 

dividend of sur-

plus in cash to pay f
or stock issued was 

made.

The market price of
 ethe American Bel

l Telephone

Company shares duri
ng the year ranged 

above $200 a

share. The company
 was paying 15 per 

cent. dividends

yearly.
The demands of th

e business required 
much larger

capital than could 
be provided under 

the corporate

powers of the Ameri
can Bell Telephone 

Company. The

American Telephone 
and Telegraph Comp

any, a com-

pany organized to operate the long-di
stance traffic,
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purchased the business in 1899. The consideration was

cash, but in effect the shareholders of the American Bell

Telephone Company received two shares of the Ameri
-

can Telephone and Telegraph Company for each share

held. The dividends were put on a 73/ per cent. basis

and were increased in 1906 to 8 per cent., at which rate

they still continue.
Since 1900 the stock of the American Telephone and

Telegraph Company has been increased from time to

time as the business called for money. At the close of

1909 there were in the hands of the public $256,475,300.

So much of this stock as was not sold to the share-

holders at par was sold for cash at a premium, the high-

est at $152 per share, or was issued in exchange for the

convertible bonds at about $134 per share. None of the

stock has been issued as a dividend, nor have any cash

dividends been declared to meet payments for stock

issues.
At the close of 1909 the premiums thus received s

over the par of the outstanding share capital amounted

to over $14,000,000.
The original owners and promoters of the telephone

were first of all business promoters. Their idea was to

develop the business on broad lines. Whatever reward

they expected or received was the legitimate reward

following a legitimate development of a substantial ari
d

beneficial business.
The Bell system was founded on the broad lines of

"One System," "One Policy," "Universal Service,"

on the idea that no aggregation of isolated independent

systems, not under common control, however well

built or equipped, could give the public the service

that the interdependent, intercommunicating, univer-

sal system could give.

19

This is no recent or 
new idea or theory. 

It is co-

existent with the busines
s; in fact the theory 

was evolved

and developed before the business, 
and the business

has been developed on 
that theory.

To develop the busin
ess it was first nece

ssary to de-

velop the "art." It was unique, noth
ing like it ex-

isted; the whole art of the 
practical application o

f

electricity was new and
 undeveloped.

To develop the busi
ness to the best a

dvantage all

the best in the way
 of instrumentalities, apparat

us

and methods must be controlled. Apparatus and

methods at the start 
were crude, but new 

instrumen-

talities and new met
hods were suggested 

from daily

association, practice and
 study.

It was necessary to 
develop these, improve

 and re-

duce the useful to p
ractice, and eliminate 

the worth-

less. For this purpose a 
staff of technical, e

lectrical

and mechanical op
erating experts must 

be gathered

together and educated. 
To educate and assis

t these,

to enable them to do 
intelligent work, avoid 

repetition

and duplication, all 
that had gone before 

and all that

was being done here 
and elsewhere must 

be known.

For this purpose a b
ureau of research and

 information

was formed. Patent and legal expert
s must be employed

and educated to secur
e the advantage of 

this work and

study, as well as tcl 
furnish protection in t

he use of the

patents.
A highly developed 

manufacturing organizatio
n under

proper supervision and
 control was require

d to reduce

to practical use these
 ideas and inventio

ns, as well as

to secure the 
standardization and un

iformity of in-

struments and apparatus.

To ascertain which 
were the best of th

e methods

being evolved in fiel
d practice, to educa

te the others

in the use of them, t
o assist generally in 

the develop-



ment, and to bring
 about standardizatio

n of operating

practice and metho
ds, a staff of traveli

ng experts, ob-

servers and teacher
s was placed in the fi

eld.

It is necessary to the
 growing and constan

tly improv-

ing business that th
is work be continued

. It is being

done much more econ
omically and far mo

re effectively

by this company tha
n it could be done by

 the associated

companies, and wi
thout expense to t

hem except so far

as it is covered by t
he miscalled "rental

" of telephones.

The preliminary wor
k was certainly diffic

ult enough.

Add to that the ne
cessity of educati

ng a doubting,

hesitating public w
ho looked on the inv

ention as little

better than a toy,
 and some idea of t

he task can be

formed.
In the promotion a

nd exploitation of t
he business

two methods were p
ossible.

One company coveri
ng the whole country

. This would

require a large exe
cutive and adminis

trative staff in

the field, and a larg
e capital which, at t

he time, it was

impossible to secur
e. Under this method, state

 or-

ganizations would
 also have been necessary to hold

franchises.
The other 'way wa

s to enlist a large nu
mber of in-

dividual workers, e
ach with some capi

tal, large faith

and expectation, w
ith great capacity

 for work, who

would cover the fie
ld and develop the bu

siness.

To insure a comm
on policy and centr

al control, all

licenses were issue
d for small units o

f territory under

restricted terms, co
nfining the busines

s entirely within

each territory. The parent compa
ny owned and fur-

nished the telepho
nes, had all reversionary in

terests

or rights in the terr
itory, and the righ

t to connect the

units with each oth
er for the purpose 

of forming a uni-

versal intercommuni
cating telephone sy

stem. For this

purpose the long-di
stance lines and oth

er toll lines were

21

built. 'Under these t
emporary licens

es certain rent
als,

so-called, or roy
alties, were pai

d to the parent
 company

for the use of t
he telephones a

nd other inven
tions owned,

and also as 
compensation fo

r all the man
y other ser-

vices rendered, as described above. 'When these

licenses were m
ade permanen

t and include
d all future

as well as all
 existing inv

entions, and t
he right to

the business 
within the uni

ts of territory
, the parent

company retai
ned an interes

t in the bus
iness which

was represente
d by a stock 

interest in each
 company.

These licenses c
alled for a cont

inued certain p
ercentage

of the stock 
of the compan

y, but this ri
ght was soon

waived by the 
parent compan

y.

Through purcha
ses to defeat 

the attempts o
f hostile

interests to ge
t possession o

f some of ou
r associated

companies, thro
ugh the necess

ity of financin
g the com-

panies for the 
purpose of kee

ping up with t
he demands

for developme
nt, and thro

ugh the purchase of its

pro-rata of n
ew issues, the

 American T
elephone and

Telegraph Com
pany acquired

 its large ho
ldings.

The book val
uation of the 

American Tel
ephone and

Telegraph Com
pany's interest

 in the share 
capital of the

associated oper
ating compani

es December 
31st, 1909,

was nearly $
306,000,000; of 

this only $16
,000,000 was

received through
 contract or f

or licenses. The balance,

$290,000,000 wa
s obtained u

nder precisely the 
same

conditions that 
shares Oave be

en received b
y the other

shareholders.

While the set
tlement with th

e Western Un
ion Tele-

graph Compan
y in 1879 r

emoved from 
the field the

most formidab
le and powerf

ul competitor,
 it must not

be concluded 
that the Amer

ican Bell Tel
ephone Com-

pany had the
 field to itself

. The Bell syste
m did not

then, nor did 
it in any year 

or any time si
nce the great

value of the 
telephone to t

he world was
 established,
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have a monopoly of the business or anything approach-

ing it.
Patents and inventions were necessary for defence,

but were no protection against imitators.

There was a continued running fight in the courts and

in the field. The fact that the Bell won every case in

the courts availed it nothing except that it was credited

with a monopoly which did not exist.
The only time that the Bell Telephone was with-

out a competitor was at the Centennial Exhibition of

1876.

COMPETITION.

There is not, nor can there be, any competition be-

tween these local associated operating companies, as

under the conditions under which they can use the in-

struments and inventions, they must operate entirely

within their respective territories; nor can there be

competition in the telephone exchange systems operat-

ing in the same territory such as exists between other

public utilities, certainly not such as exists between

two gas companies or even between a gas and an elec-

tric light company.
The telephone system does not give you a "com-

modity" or a "product," or even a "service" except

so far as it is service to make up a "path" or "line" or

"highway" for personal communication with a party

at some distant point.
The value of a telephone system is measured by the

possibility of reaching through its connections any

one—at any possible place.
There can be said to be no limit to those with whom

one may desire communication at some one time or

other. Ordinarily your communications are confined

to a certain few other subscribers; occasionally you

may wish to reach certain others, but there are times

28

when it is an absolute necessity to 
get a connection

with,.6ome one possibly unthou
ght of or unknown before,

and the importance of this 
connection may be vital.

A purely local exchange has a 
certain value.

If it has, in addition to its 
local connections, a con-

nection with outlying contiguous localities, it has a

largely increased value.

If it is universal in it connections and intercommuni-

cation, it is indispensable to all
 those whose social or

business relations are more than 
purely local.

A telephone system which 
undertakes to meet the

full requirements must cover 
with its exchanges and

connecting lines the whole countr
y. Any development

which is comprehensive must cover some territory

which is not, and may never be
come, profitable in itself

but must be carried at the 
expense of the whole. It

must be a system that will afford communication with

any one that may possibly be 
wanted, at any time. To

do this the system must offer a 
connection of some kind,

and at such rates, as will cor
respond to the value of the

system to each and every user.

"Interdependence," "intercommunication,
” "uni-

versality" cannot be had with 
isolated systems under

independent control, however we
ll connected. They

require the standardization of operating methods,

plant facilities and equipment, 
and that complete har-

mony and co-operation of' op
erating forces, that can

only come through centralized 
or common control.

Wherever two systems exist, each
 has, with the ex-

ception of a percentage common to 
both, a differ-

ent list of subscribers. Those of large and extended

social or business connections mu
st connect with both,

while those who do not conne
ct with both get only

partial service—the same charac
ter of service offered

by two street car lines, eaeh 
having its tracks on and

running through the principal 
main street of the town

but each extending into and 
serving entirely different

sections of the community.

i\A4u1-114AA.L.k. (4*1
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Offering a connection with a so-called competing
exchange, having a list of subscribers either entirely
or largely different, is offering a different service, except
so far as they connect the same subscribers, and there it
is of no benefit, as either one would serve the purpose.
Two exchanges, each with the same list of subscribers,
cannot, in the nature of things, exist. One or the other
would be unnecessary because a subscriber would be
paying twice for the same service when either exchange
gave all that could be obtained from both. It
would be like paying two fares each time you ride in
a street car to maintain a parallel line, although you
could ride in but one at a time. Competition of that
character increases the cost to you. Competition is
only of service when it reduces your cost or increases
your service.

ECONOMY OF COMPETITION.

(
By reason of duplications, duplication of investment,

duplication of operation, competition in telephone
systems cannot, in the nature of things, produce
economy in operation, and without economy there can
be no reduced charges.
With only one system, at once is eliminated the dupli-

cation of subscribers' lines—so also is eliminated the
greater part of the unused and idle staff, equipment
and plant, and with this are also eliminated capital in-
vestments, capital charges, operating salaries, plant
maintenance and depreciation. That it contributes
also to the comfort and convenience of the subscribers
is in itself no small consideration.

WHAT HAS COMPETITION DONE FOR THE PITBLIC ?

No one can dispute the fact that the Bell methods
and system are the standard and have been accepted
as the best the world over.

25

Telephone rates have fluctuated. Beginning with

simple and crude instrumentalities and methods, w
ith

small developments, the rates were low. As facili
ties

increased, as methods and apparatus improved, an
d

apparatus almost new and hardly in use had to be 
dis-

carded to make place for new and improved met
hods,

rates had to be increased.

In the New York City exchanges, apparatus and plan
t

practically good as new to the value of over eight and

one-half millions of dollars, have been discarded be
cause

new improvements had made them obsolete, nearly
 all

between the years 1883 and 1902, and the same is r
ela-

tively true of any exchange system. As methods, pl
ant

and apparatus became more fixed and permanent, 
methods

of operating improved, operating expenses decli
ned, and

reductions in rates followed—not because of compe
ti-

tion.
REDUCTION OF RATES AND DEVELO

PMENT.

The diagrams on pages 26 and 27 show the course 
of

rates and development from 1894 to 1909, in the
 prin-

cipal cities and exchanges with and without 
competi-

tion. The non-competitive cities and exchanges are

about 50 per cent. larger than the competitive.

The average revenue per exchange station in competi
tive

and non-competitive Bell exchanges each year
 for this

period is shown in diagram on page 26. The 
slightly

higher average revenue in the non-competi
tive cities

is due to their larger size.

The two curves showing the reduction follow 
almost

exactly the same lines, and the percentage of 
reduc-

tion is almost the same.
Competition certainly had no effect on the Bell

revenue, was of no benefit to the public, co
mpelled all

to pay two subscriptions instead of one 
for complete

service, besides all the other disadvantages of 
dual ex-

change systems,
_
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The development—that is, the num
ber of exchange

stations per 100 population—for
 Bell exchanges with-

out competition and for the Bell and
 opposition exchanges

in cities with competition, is given o
n page 27. The

same cities are used as for page 26.

The combined Bell and oppositio
n development in

the cities with competition in 1909
, allowing 15 per

cent. for duplication, was 10.43 p
er 100 population.

The average duplication is probably
 nearer 20 per cent.

than 15 per cent.

The Bell development in cities with
out competition

was 9.77—only three-quarters of o
ne station per 100

population less.

The Bell development alone in cit
ies with competi-

tion is 7.8 stations per 100 populat
ion, or only 2.5 sta-

tions less than the combined dev
elopment, as against

the opposition development of 4.
53 stations per 100.

The opposition figures are taken from opposition

statements and include all the
 larger places where there

were such exchanges and those
 of the largest develop-

ment.

MINIMUM RATES.

For Bell exchanges aggregating
 some 700,000 stations

with no opposition, the mean min
imum rates for 1909 were

$36.00 per year for business, a
nd $23.75 for residence,

as against the mean minimum ra
tes in 1894 of $68.10

for business, and $56.00 for resid
ence.

In cities with competition, where
 there were Bell

exchanges aggregating 550,00
0 stations and opposition

exchanges aggregating 322,000 st
ations, the mean mini-

mum rates for Bell service were
 $41.25 for business, and

$22.80 for residence; for the opp
osition service, the mean

minimum rates were $37.15 fo
r business, and $23.25

for residence.
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AVERAGES OF OPERATI
NG UNITS OF ASSOC

IATED OPERATING

COMPANIES, 1895 TO 
1909.

(See Table, next page.
)

The table on page 30 
shows the averages of t

he revenue,

expenses and other av
erage operating detail

s of the asso-

ciated operating c
ompanies for the year

s 1895, 1900,

1905 and 1909.

Taking the years 1895 
and 1909, the average

 exchange

revenue per station fo
r exchange service 

was reduced

from $70.00 to $31.50,
 or 55 per cent.; the

 total revenue

including toll revenue 
per exchange station 

reduced from

$81.00 to 841.00, or 
one-half; the operati

ng expenses

including taxes reduced 
from $31.50 to $17.1

0, or 45 per

cent.; maintenance p
er station reduced 

from $26.20 to

$13.00, or one-half. 
Total operating exp

enses were re-

duced from $57.70 to 
830.00 per station, or

 not quite

one-half,—that is, redu
ction of operating 

expenses of

about one-half brough
t about a reduction 

in cost to the

public of exchange se
rvice of over one-half.

The other figures sho
w the various costs an

d expenses.

The average plant 
cost, including toll 

and exchange

construction, was reduce
d from $260 to 8145 pe

r exchange

station, about 45 per 
cent. All plant costs show 

a de-

crease per unit, alt
hough there has been

 an increase

in both labor and m
aterial.

These statements, statistics and diagrams should

establish the claim al
ready made that redu

ction in rates

followed closely redu
ction in expenses, an

d that reduc-

tion in expenses was 
the result of the bro

ad policy of

development and imp
rovement, the policy 

of the Bell

system from the b
eginning, and not forc

ed upon it by

competition;

That competition in t
he telephone busine

ss is not a

beneficial competition;
 and

That there is within 
the reach of every o

ne needing

it a connection with
 the Bell telephone s

ystem.
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AVERAGES OF OPERATING UNITS OF ASSOCIATED OPERATING

COMPANIES, 1895 TO' 1909.

AVERAGE PER EXCHANGE STATION,
EARNINGS:
Exchange Service  
Toll Service  

Total  

EXPENSES:
Operation  
Taxes  

Balance
Maintenance and Depreciation

NET EARNINGS  

Per Cent. Tel. Exp. to Tel. Earn-
ings  

Per Cent. Maint. and Depr'n to
Aver. Plant, Supplies, etc. • .

Per Cent. Incr. Exchange Stations f
Per Cent. Incr. Miles Exchange

Wire  
Per Cent. Incr. Miles Toll Wire f  
Average Plant Cost per Exchange

Station (including Exchange
and Toll Construction) . . . .

Average Cost per Mile of Pole
Line (Toll), including Wire . .

Average Cost per Mile of Wire
(Toll), including Poles . . . .

Per Cent. Gross Tel. Earnings to
Average Constr.  

Per Cent. Net Profits to Aver 
Capital Stock  

Per Cent. Dividends to Aver 
Cap. Stock  

1895.

$69.75
11.35

1900.

$44.68
12.60

1905.

$33.31
9.95

1909.

$31.37
9.42

$81.10 $57.28 $43.26 $40.79

$29.15
2.23

$21.63
2.37

$16.96
1.49

$15.14
1.93

$31.38 $24.00 $18.45 $17.07

  $49.72
26.20

$33.28
17,68

$24.81
13.91

$23.72
12.93

$23.52 $15.60 $10.90 $10.79

71.0

9.1
15.7

15.9
21.3

$260.00

$219.00

$81.00

33.4

10.11

5.07

72.8

8.4
26.5

33.2
25.2

$199.00

$348.00

$71.00

31.7

9.44

6.19

74.8

8.9
24.5

27.2
12.4

$145.00

$438.00

$62.00

31.7

8.34

5.75

73.6

8.4
11.6

7.1
4.4

$145.00

$610.00

$63.00

29.6

8.14

5.95

t Increase during year shown, over previous year.
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WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH COMPANY.

In taking over a substantial interest 
in the Western

Union Telegraph Company, this com
pany assumed a

substantial obligation to the public in 
addition to that

which it already had. To make clea
r the extent of

this obligation and the resulting a
dvantages, and to

illustrate the various shades of relation
 between the

telegraph and the telephone, some e
xplanations will be

interesting and instructive.

The connection or relation between the telephone

and the telegraph is not in any sense 
one of substitu-

tion, it is supplementary; one is auxilia
ry to the other.

Telegraphy eliminates the time of tra
nsit of corre-

spondence, by the electrical transmission 
of the text

from office of origin to office of dest
ination, but it is

incomplete in that the methods of colle
ction and delivery

are slow and primitive.

Telephony eliminates distance by placin
g parties at

distant points in direct personal c
ommunication with

each other, but the expense prohibi
ts its use for the

transmission of written messages over lon
g distances.

Telegraph operation as carried on must 
have a separate,

distinct and entirely different operating 
organization and

equipment from that of a telephone 
company.

Line construction and maintenance 
are common to

both the telephone and the telegraph,
 and can be com-

bined or performed jointly with ec
onomy. The same

wires may be used for both telepho
ne and telegraph

circuits and at the same time. The differentiation be-

tween telephone and telegraph co
nstruction and opera-

tion begins with the stringing of the w
ires.

Where there is density of message tr
affic sufficient to

keep busy an expert telegraph oper
ator, the telephone



cannot be used in compet
ition with the telegraph in

the handling of message traf
fic, but at some point of

less density of traffic the telephone will gradually

supersede the telegraph i
n handling message traffic.

The elementary differences
 in the scope and operation

of the telephone and the tel
egraph in the handling of

telegraph traffic indicate that each will occupy a dis-

tinct and a well-defined fie
ld:

The telegraph between centr
es of density and for long

distances.
The telephone for short dista

nces and for the collec-

tion and distribution betwee
n the customer and such

centres.
About 65 to 70 per cent, of

 the telegraph traffic is be-

tween, that is, both originate
s and ends in, about 550 cities

and towns of 10,000 or more
 population. The Western

Union telegraph lines reach
 over 22,000 smaller cities and

towns and villages, at most
 of which the commercial tele-

graph traffic would not of it
self support a telegraph office.

This business is now bein
g performed necessarily unde

r

some joint arrangement, f
or the greater part with the

railroad companies. While these arrangements
 will be

continued, a greatly ext
ended and improved service

will be given in connectio
n with the Bell system with

over 5,000,000 stations loca
ted in 50,000 cities and towns,

most of which will be put
 in immediate connection wit

h

telegraph offices at centr
al points. In this way the elec

-

trical transmission of mess
ages will be extended from the

actual point of origin to t
he actual point of destination.

There are comparativel
y few places where there is

business enough to war
rant a "night and day" tele

-

graph service, but the
re is no place where "night

and day" telegraph servi
ce is maintained that is not

in the centre of a "Bel
l system." Practically no Bell
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exchange is ever 
closed—therefore th

ere are few sub-

scribers of the Bel
l system who can

not be placed wit
hin

reach of night and
 day telegraph se

rvice.

Under the new 
conditions, when i

n full operation,

each service, the 
telephone and the 

telegraph, will find

its level of use, 
its field of best 

usefulness, with a 
dis-

tinct improvement
 in, and advantag

e to, both service
s.

Such economies 
as follow will be 

taken advantage 
of

to increase the 
facilities and wher

e possible reduce 
the

cost to the publi
c.

Before any change
 can be made in 

the existing rates

for existing serv
ice, it will be nec

essary to await t
he re-

sult of studies no
w being made, as 

it is claimed that
 the

irreducible cost of 
handling is so near 

the revenue recei
ved

for each commerc
ial message that

 no reduction in 
rates

would be justified
 by any probable

 increase in busi
ness.

Improvement and 
extension of exist

ing service and

introduction of new
 classes of serv

ice will be the f
irst

effort of all inter
ested. The first o

f these will be th
e in-

troduction of the 
"Night Letter" a

nd others will fo
llow.

The benefits and 
advantages from t

his complementar
y

operation will com
e, but not all at 

once. Careful study

and consideratio
n are being given

 to all questions 
by all

interested. Existing plant will
 have to be rear

ranged or

reconstructed, new 
plant constructed

 on proper line
s.

The necessary sa
feguards for the 

protection of the c
om-

pany and the pu
blic will have to b

e worked out.

The idea of ope
rating the teleph

one and the teleg
raph

in accord, each 
supplementing the o

ther, is not a new
 or

untried one, but h
as been ineffecti

ve because of the
 lack

of common inf
luence in the con

trol of the oper
ations.

With the emplo
yees of both co

mpanies actuated 
by a

common purpose,
 this can be ef

fectively done; w
ithout

a common infl
uence in the ope

ration it has bee
n prac-

tically impossible
.



GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS.

It is the duty and obligation, as well as self-interest,
of a public service corporation to give efficient service
up to the limits of reasonable practicability and to fur-
nish such service at a reasonable price.
As a rule all capital invested in any public utility is

permanently invested. It cannot be salvaged to any
extent, nor can it be used for any other purpose. The
chance of any return upon the capital is entirely de-

pendent upon inducing or educating the public to make
use of the service so offered. To do this, whatever is

offered must be offered at a price which leaves the
user a margin of profit—if not in money, in comfort
and convenience—at a price which the public will

accept, and that must necessarily be below the actual

value of the service to the public.
Although there have been abuses in corporate man-

agement and in the manipulation of both property and

securities, for which there is ample remedy if existing laws

are enforced, yet it must be admitted that the tremen-

dous development of utilities in this country as com-

pared with other countries, with their contribution to

the comfort and convenience of the public, is to a cer-

tain extent due to the lack of proscriptive restrictions.

The profits that have been realized by public service

corporations in the development of new and beneficial

facilities are insignificant in comparison with, and are cer-

tainly justified by, the enhancement of values and the un-

earned increment which have accrued to the public and

which could not have existed but for this development.

The one attracts more attention because of its cor-

porate character, while the benefits are of a private

character, widely dispersed in smaller units and as a

rule to individuals.
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It is but natural that corporati
ons should have some

misgivings about a control of int
ernal management by

a body without any responsibility 
that could be called ac-

countability, and without the pr
actical knowledge or

experience or information which 
comes from the daily

dealings with questions; a control
 which would under-

take to decide upon questions 
widely different, complex

and far-reaching, over which ex
pert managers of life-

long study and experience are 
sometimes at a loss; a

control over methods of business 
which usually are the

evolution of years of practice, an
d are so interwoven

with the fundamentals of business 
that they cannot be

changed suddenly without great 
disturbance.

Too much importance is apt to be 
attached to claims of

theorists or inventors, as any on
e can judge by com-

paring the wonderful promises a
nd claims made with

the results achieved.

All great developments in any 
line of industry have

been from crude and imperfect 
beginnings by a process

of evolution, by improvement in 
detail the result of

suggestion from association, oper
ation, or study.

The original idea upon which 
may be founded great

development may be revolutionary 
but it never springs

full-fledged or perfect into the w
orld.

Public utility companies have obli
gations and are

responsible both to the public and 
to their shareholders.

It is a responsibility with a
ceountability. Prevent them

from imposing upon the public 
with fictitious issues of

securities, or with exactions on th
e public with which

to pay dividends on those fic
titious securities.

As to their internal manageme
nt, operating methods,

leave something to their s
elf-interest, to their respon-

sibility with accountability; do 
not impose upon them

such control as might force up
on them new methods, new
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This he did, and he also used the cellar of the Sanders house as
a workshop.
He littered the place with tuning-forks, magnets, batteries, coils
of wire, tin cans, cigarboxes, and strange chemicals.
He had a string stretched from the cellar to the roof. Each end
of the string (for all strings have two ends) was attached to the
inside of a tin can. Sanders was ordered to go up on the roof and
talk down to the boarder in the cellar. This was an old and
interesting experiment which boys innumerable had tried. It
was a talking string.
All you had to do was talk into the tin can and your voice would
carry over the string for a distance of several hundred feet.
This was the germ of the telephone.
To replace the string with wire, and render the wire sensitive
with the aid of an electric battery, was an easy step—after you
knew how.
Besides Georgie Sanders, the young professor had another
interesting pupil, Mabel Hubbard by name.
When Mabel first came under the care of Professor Bell she was
fifteen years old. This was in Eighteen Hundred Seventy-four.
1[1 Mabel Hubbard was the daughter of Gardiner G. Hubbard
of Boston, an attorney, writer, economist, and all-round man of
affairs who was interested in everything human.
Hubbard was gentle, considerate, sympathetic, but knew too
many things to make much of a success of any one; and was too
conscientious to be a marked success in the practice of the law.
Mabel Hubbard was a deaf-mute, and she was Bell's best and
brightest pupil. He used to tell her of his wonderful invention, by
means of words which she never heard.
The inevitable followed.
Gardiner Hubbard had great respect for the young instructor
in vocal gymnastics, but did not have any confidence in his
inventive genius. That is where he differed from his daughter so.
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One day Bell said to Hubbard, "If I sing the note A close to the

strings of the piano, the A string will answer me by vibrating."

"Well, what of it?" asked Hubbard.

"It is an evidence," said Bell, "that some day we will have a

vocal telegraph. If I can project my voice over musical strings

and these strings will reply, why can't I send my voice over

wires?"
And Hubbard laughed. But Bell followed this up with another

proposition, "If I can make your daughter talk, I can make

metals talk, too."

And Hubbard sneezed.

Nevertheless, on February Fourteen, Eighteen Hundred Seventy-

six, there was issued to Alexander Graham Bell from the Patent

Office in Washington the most important patent ever issued by

the United States Government.

In this patent the word " telephone " is not used. That came

later. That was the coinage of Gardiner G. Hubbard.

Sanders had put up the money to secure the patent, and had also

grubstaked Bell for two years, for which Bell gave him a quarter

interest in the invention.

A stock company was formed, with a capital of one hundred

thousand dollars. The owners of this stock were Bell, Hubbard

and Sanders.

It was playfully understood between the Hubbard family and

Bell that, if the telephone was a success, Mabel Hubbard was to

become Mrs. Bell.

And so it happened that one year after the granting of the patent,

Alexander Graham Bell and Mabel Hubbard were married. Bell

became one of the Hubbard family.

Bell on his wedding-day presented his bride with a certificate for

all of his stock in the Bell Telephone Company.

It would have been easy for the patent to have sunk out of sight.

No matter how good a thing is, the man who puts it before the
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people, educates the people to its use, and successfully launches

it on the tide of the times—this man is quite as important as the

inventor sip
Hubbard was a man of influence, with a wide acquaintanceship

among businessmen, writers, politicians and teachers. He com-

mitted himself to the telephone, heart, head and hand.

Wherever he went, he carried with him a coil of wire and two

telephones. This was before the days of the receiver and the

transmitter. You simply talked into a disk, about the size of a

saucer, and then you inclined your head and listened for a

reply. Sometimes you heard it, and sometimes you did n't.

If you did n't, Hubbard always explained just why.
He had a coil of five hundred feet of piano-wire, with a telephone

at each end. He strung this from one railroad-car to another, and

then talked over the line.
This was the identical invention exhibited at the Centennial,

where, for two months, no one paid any attention to it.

Even the wonderful and far-reaching patent that was given to

Bell, merely described the article as " an improvement in the art
of telegraphing."
The principle had been proven. Various other wires were strung.

Sanders and Bell obtained permission to use a telegraph-wire,

and they telephoned successfully between Salem and Boston.

41:[ Both Sanders and Hubbard had neglected their regular affairs

to float in this dream of long-distance conversation.
Working with Bell was a young man by the name of Thomas A.

Watson, who was a mechanic and an electrician.
Watson was of immense help to Bell, and he was also a very

important factor in enthusing Sanders and Hubbard, because

Watson was a practical man, whereas Bell was spoken of as a

college professor, and not much of a professor at that.
Hubbard succeeded in collaring Dom Pedro, Emperor of Brazil,

at the Centennial. And the Emperor, being an obliging gentleman
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and with a turn of mind for the curious and peculiar, was greatly

interested in the telephone; or, as it was then popularly called,

the "talking-machine."

Anything that Dom Pedro talked about, the newspapers picked

up. And Gardiner G. Hubbard succeeded in launching the entire

newspaper press of Christendom into talking of the talking-

machine, simply because Dom Pedro declared it was the greatest

invention of the age.

Dom Pedro spoke of buying it out. And America sort of

rubbed her sleepy eyes and got awake to the fact that there were

possibilities in the talking-machine.

The Western Union Telegraph, seeing that Sanders and Hubbard

were able to utilize telegraph-wires and send messages—although

neither Sanders nor Hubbard were telegraph-operators—thought

they saw a way whereby they could cut down expenses and talk

over the wires, instead of using the slow and cumbersome dot

and dash.

Sanders, Hubbard and Watson talked the matter over together,

and then went to see President Orton of the Western Union.

They offered him the stock, including the patent, for a hundred

thousand dollars

And President Orton gave them the smile audible.

The ticker, or tape-machine, was already in operation. President

Orton knew more about the subject than he had intimated to

Sanders, Bell and Hubbard. He had investigated the thing,

believed that Bell's patent was of no value, and that it covered

merely a plaything at the best.

Then it was that the Western Union Company also organized a

corporation known as the American Speaking Telephone Corn-

pany, with a capital of three hundred thousand dollars.

Edison, Gray and Dolbear were retained, and the three greatest

electricians were placed on the Western Union payroll.

The announcement was sent forth to the world that the only
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original telephone was the one that the Western Union owned;
and this telephone was the combined invention of Dolbear, Gray
and Edison.
Here comes in a most unexpected turn. Bell, Sanders and Hub-
bard, instead of being cast down, were now greatly encouraged.
II The very fact that the Western Union Telegraph Company—
the greatest corporation then in America, or in the world—had
acknowledged that the telephone idea had a tangible, practical,
actual value filled them with enthusiasm.
Bell, Hubbard and Sanders had a banquet in a Boston sub-cellar
restaurant, and blew themselves to the extent of one dollar and
twenty-five cents for the feast.
They pounded each other on the back, toasted each other in
aqua punt, and declared that they were the people, and that
telephone wisdom would die with them.
They began making telephones, supplying them to factories whose
offices were a mile or so away, and to places that had branches.
They ran in debt to the full extent of their credit—which was n't
very much.
What they needed was a business manager, and Gardiner G.
Hubbard said he would find one.
Hubbard about this time had been named by President Hayes as
chairman of a commission to suggest ways and betterments in
the Post-Office System.
On one of his trips to Washington, Hubbard met Theodore N.
Vail, then head of the Railway Mail Srevice.
Hubbard took out of his valise his coil of wire and two telephones.

Vail went into the second car ahead, and at one end of the line,

with Hubbard at the other, they planned out a little scheme for

quick communication of the people.
If you want to know how crude the telephone then was, just

remember that the way they " called " was by tapping with the

fingers on the membrane of the telephone.
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Hubbard's enthusiasm was catching. Vail was " exposed " and

caught it, and Hubbard, on the spot, hired Vail as the General

Manager of the Bell Telephone Company at a salary of three

thousand dollars a year.

And then Hubbard wrote a letter to Vail, saying, "We rely upon

your executive ability, your fidelity, and your unremitting zeal."

Young Vail wrote back in dignified terms: "My faith in the success

of the enterprise is such that I am willing to trust my life to it.

I have confidence that we shall establish the harmony and co-

operation that are essential to a great enterprise."

One week later, Theodore N. Vail had resigned his position with

the Government, and taken his seat at a kitchen-table in a shabby

little office in a back-room in Reade Street, New York. And the_ 
Bell Telephone Company was in existence.

Because a man's salary is three thousand dollars a year is no

reason he gets it. Vail was obliged to accept his pay in stock. He

had a few thousand dollars, and this went for stock, too, because

the Company needed the money.

Bell was the inventor of the telephone. Watson was the man who

constructed the mechanical part of the machine.

Sanders financed it.

Hubbard advertised it.

But Vail put it on a practical business basis.

Vail took up the work with as good a preparation as any man

could have possessed. Vail was to business what Bell was to

invention ss. se.

Vail was born of a mechanical family. His own father had not
done very much, but genius is apt to skip one generation. His

granduncle Stephen had built the engines for the Savannah, the

first steamship to cross the Atlantic Ocean. One of his relatives

was the intimate friend and helper of Morse, the inventor of the

telegraph .r... zis.

Morse had lived for several years at the Vail homestead in
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Morristown, and the Vail family had grubstaked Morse, just as
Sanders had grubstaked Alexander Graham Bell.
At Morristown, Morse erected his first telegraph-line, a three-
mile circuit. This was in the year Eighteen Hundred Thirty-eight.
Theodore N. Vail had heard this story over and over, and was
heir, prenatally, to the science of intercommunication. As far as
this science had progressed, he knew it, having learned it from
his mother's lips.
He was a telegraph-operator and a skilled man in the manage-
ment of the handling of mails.
He was an economist of time, money and materials. With it all
he was an athlete, and had glowing good health.
This was in the year Eighteen Hundred Seventy-seven. Vail was
then thirty-two. He was two years older than Alexander Graham
Bell
-fiTce- owners of the Bell Telephone Company at that time were
Mabel Bell, Gardiner G. Hubbard, Thomas A. Watson, Thomas
Sanders, Theodore N. Vail and W. H. Forbes.
Forbes was a rich man, a Boston blueblood, and the son-in-law
of Ralph Waldo Emerson. Forbes was the first President of the
Bell Telephone Company.
The introduction of Forbes into the business put it on a sound
commercial footing, and caused the Company, for the first time,
to receive the respect of the business world.
Just before Forbes took an interest in the business, there were
various entries, which may yet be seen in the Bell Telephone
cashbook, as follows:

Money advanced to Bell 50c
Hubbard, for lunch 20c
On acct. to Vail $4.75

And now, behold, the unexpected happened. The Western Union
Company entered suit against the Bell Telephone Company,
demanding an injunction.
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Behind this suit were the biggest lawyers in New York City and
Boston
The Bell Company had given out rights to subsidiary com-
panies in various cities through the United States. Action was
brought against each of these separate companies, and everybody
connected with the Bell Company who could be was attached—
even the users of a telephone were up against the legal game. The
Bell folks were to be flattened out by the judicial willopus-
wallopus, and quickly, too.
The Western Union Company claimed that there were three men
who had invented the telephone; that each of these three patents
was theirs, and that these men had all perfected their machines
before Bell was in the field.
The case began in the Autumn of Eighteen Hundred Seventy-
eight, and lasted, for a full year. A thousand witnesses and more
were examined, and exhausted.
After a year, and before the Referee had put in his report, the
attorneys for the Western Union notified their clients that
Alexander Graham Bell was the original inventor of the telephone.
11 They suggested compromise, and their advice was taken.
A committee of three from each side was appointed and spent
five months in arguing the case from every possible standpoint.
41 At the end of this time a treaty of peace was drawn up and
signed
This treaty was very brief, but it covered the case:
First, that the Western Union admit that Bell is the original
inventor of the telephone; second, that his patents are valid;
third, that the Western Union agree to retire from the telephone
business
The Bell Company agree, first, to buy the Western Union
Telephone system at the appraised cost of construction; second,
to pay the Western Union a royalty of twenty per cent on all
telephone rentals; third, to keep out of the telegraph business.
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41. This agreement was to remain in force for seventeen years.

It was a mighty good thing for both the telegraph and the tele-

phone people.
The Western Union had gone into the business under a misap-

prehension. They had supposed confidently that their system of

telegraph wires could be used for telephone purposes, and it took

them several years to discover that the current required for

telephone business is almost infinitesimal. It is so very slight that

it can not be measured, and yet, without it, the wire is not

sufficiently sensitive or alive.
On the other hand, the heavy, coarse wires then used for tele-

graph business, and the heavy current, made it almost impossible

to utilize the equipment for telephoning.
The use of a telegraph-wire for telephone purposes would require
an entire rebuilding of the lines.

\ At that time, the telegraph business was a big business, and the

'! telephone business was a small one.

The telegraph was making money, and the telephone people were

struggling to get on their feet.
There is no romance of Victor Hugo, Sir Walter Scott or Jules

Verne that equals in romance the rise of the telephone business.

Thomas Sanders sold his stock for a million dollars, and lost most
of the money in Colorado gold mines. However, he had given a

certain amount of stock to his mother, and this had been doubled

by the liberality of Mabel Bell. And so the Sanders family was

made passing rich.
Gardiner G. Hubbard became a millionaire several times over,

and had a deal more money than he ever knew what to do with,

with his simple ways of life.
Hubbard was rich in money, rich in friends, and he managed to

distribute his love and his money—some of both where it did

positive good.
Thomas A. Watson, the dollar-a-day mechanic, became a million-
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aire, and established a shipbuilding plant near Boston. This

business flourished, and it now employs several thousand men.

41 As for Alexander Graham Bell, being a poet, a schoolteacher

and a lover by nature, he had presented all of his holdings and

patent-rights to his bride on their wedding-day, with a note

saying that, if it had not been for her, the telephone would never

have been invented. In other words, the invention of the tele-

phone was owing to the so-called disability of Mabel Hubbard.

41. Thus was a calamity turned into a monumental success.

Parties with a certain per cent of sentiment in their cosmos

declared that what Bell said to his wife on their wedding-day was

absolutely and coldly true.

This young woman gave him the encouragement without which

he would never have gone ahead and carried his invention to a

successful conclusion. Moreover, without the tangible help of

the girl's father, the matter would never have been publicized

and brought before the world.

Also, without the help of Gardiner G. Hubbard, Vail—the man

who organized the business and put it on a firm financial footing

—would not have been discovered.

When Vail took up the work of managing the Bell Telephone

Company and piloting it to success, through shoals and shallows,

passing many a rocky cape out into the fairway where the water

was deep, Bell turned to his work of instructing deaf-mutes.

On the subject of teaching the deaf and dumb, Bell has given to

the world about all of the literature it possesses. This literature

was expanded and published by Gardiner G. Hubbard.

The universities of the world have vied with one another in giving

Alexander Graham Bell tokens of recognition.

The French Government gave him the Volta Prize of fifty

thousand francs, and the Cross of the Legion of Honor. Germany,

England, Italy and Austria have recognized him with various

decorations se. oa.
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The Postal Service Boys have never lost sight of Theodore N.
Vail, and every now and then, Vail, on his trips backward and
forward between Boston and New York, will go into the postal
car and work the mail, just as Thomas A. Edison, on election
night, sits at a receiver taking down the returns, handina them
out, impassively.
If any one living person knows the telegraph, telephone and mail
demands of mankind, and how to supply them, Vail is the man.

Well has he been called, "The Monte Cristo of Communi-
cation."
Not long ago a man in Chicago, from his room in the Hotel

Ij Sherman, put in a telephone call for the President of the United
States. He got him.
And then the gazebo asked to talk with the Governor of each
State. Central, nothing surprised, for Central is never surprised
at anything, replied in cheery tones, "All right!"
And in three hours the man had talked with them all, or with their
secretaries, and knew just how they stood on a certain subject.

You can communicate with Emperor William of Germany, the
Czar of Russia, the Mikado of Japan, or a businessman in
Sydney, Australia, as easily as forty years ago you could com-
municate between New York and classic Hoboken.
The one thing that differentiates this age from all others that
have gone before it is the matter of intercommunication of the
people DIN. Pe.
Transportation is the matter of conveying persons or commodities
from place to place.
Communication is the matter of conveying ideas, thoughts,
emotions, desires, over distances—long or short.
There are in the United States today, in round numbers, fifteen
thousand telephone companies.
These companies are known by various and sundry names, but
usually the word " Home " or " Independent " is applied.
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If by chance some financial tidal wave should wipe these fifteen
thousand companies out of existence, between the evening
twilight and the dawn, it would create scarcely a ripple of
disappointment, save among those who own or operate them so.
If, however, the telephone company known as "The Bell System"
should cease to operate for a single day, it would discommode,
disarrange and disintegrate business to a degree which would be
unequaled by the stoppage of any other single public service,
save the United States mail alone.
The American Telephone and Telegraph Company, commonly
known as The Bell system, maintains and operates about seven
million telephone stations.
It employs about one hundred fifty thousand helpers.
It owns fourteen million miles of wire, and its customers converse
over these wires to the extent of twenty-five million conver-
sations, daily.
The value of the property owned by this company approximates
a thousand million dollars.
Nominally, there is a goodly profit in the telephone business. It
figures up pretty nearly as good as raising pigs. Starting in with
one sow that has two litters of ten pigs each, the increase is in
geometric ratio. Or that goose farmer where the honks were sold
to autoists.
New inventions have made the scrap-heap a great absorber of
profits in the telephone business.
The American Telephone and Telegraph Company deals in just
one commodity, and that commodity is service.
The success of this company turns on the quality of service that
it supplies.
As stated above, it has fifteen thousand competitors. These so-
called independent companies are financed for the most part from
the territory which they cover. The promoters go into any town
or city where the Bell System operates and start an opposition
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company, securing capital in the vicinity. So we see the slogan
on letterheads, billheads, delivery-wagons, billboards, and in
advertisements, thus: "We strive to please—Both Phones."
There seems to be an idea fixed in the minds of the proletariat that
a man with two telephones is twice as big a businessman as if he
had but one.
Guests of a hotel would not tolerate two telephones in a room.
But often the clerk will call you and say: "You are wanted on the
Home Phone. Please come down to the office."
And then you say things unprintable. If defined we could put
it in this way:
Hell: Three telephone systems in a town.
Purgatory: Two telephone systems.
Paradise: One good telephone system.
The independent companies operate about three million tele-
phones. Their capital stock is, say, five hundred million dollars.
The yearly income is about a hundred million dollars.

Almost every town and city in the Middle and Far West and South
has an " independent " telephone company.
However, in the main, the independent companies have done the
world good. They have inspired the" Bell "to improve its service
in every possible way. A person given to persiflage might also
say they have done the world good and proper—but this is
another story.
It is a curious fact that one group of men have, in several in-
stances, organized upwards of two hundred telephone companies
in as many different towns and localities. These men go into a
town and suggest telephone service at, perhaps, one-half what the
people are paying. The average man, knowing nothing about the
the cost of telephone service, nibbles at the bait, and is willing
to put up one hundred or two hundred dollars for stock.
The company may have a capital of five, ten, fifteen, twenty-five
or fifty thousand dollars, all depending upon the amount of
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territory that is to be covered. The individual or group composing
the company usually keeps more or less out of sight, and operates
through some local business man as head of the enterprise. Every-
body in that town is sort of blackmailed into coming in. Civic
pride is worked overtime, and the necessity of standing together
and twisting the tail of the octopus is made apparent.
The promoters take their pay in stock. They make money in the
organization through construction and supplying equipment. If
the district is a sparsely settled one, and the amount of business
does not look very encouraging, these promoters simply sell out
their stock and disappear into the circumambient ether, and,
nobody ever having seen much of them, they are not missed.
These independent lines were formed with the intent, for the
most part, of selling out.
The Bell System has bought up a great number of them and is
still absorbing them as they come into the market, at a fair
valuation se.
It does not require much of a prophet to see that eventually one
telephone company in the United States will be ample and
sufficient se. se.
This company will be under the supervision of the United
States Government. There will be a directing board appointed
by the Government that will work with the directors of the
company
This governing board will be made up of competent businessmen,
who know the difficulties involved, and who have a high sense of
what constitutes a perfect service. On this board the demagogue,
the professional politician, the promoter and the bounder will
have no place.
The ambition of the Bell System is to give the maximum of
service at a minimum of cost.
The responsibility and accountability of this corporation to the
public can not be misunderstood or evaded. When there is one
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company we know whom to blame when things go wrong. This
company obligates itself to serve the people, and it must do so
with the greatest possible amount of efficiency in order to save
its corporate soul alive.
The Bell System was reorganized in Nineteen Hundred under the
name of the American Telephone and Telegraph Company. The
Western Union Telegraph and the Telephone Company are
practically one institution.
Mr. Vail, from time to time in his career has been able to reach
down or up and strike an untapped reservoir of strength. He has
moved from point to point, always making head. This ability to be
physically and mentally born again is a wonderful achievement.
41 Professor James, of Harvard, wrote a book on the subject,
entitled, Untapped Reservoirs, wherein he endeavored to prove
that under normal conditions every man should keep growing
and evolving in mental power.
The brain is an organ. It is the last organ of the body to develop.
It grows through exercise, just as all organs do, and only when
properly exercised can a man hope to have an efficient and
masterful brain.

1
 But if any living man has worked out the problem of getting the
most out of life, it is this man, Theodore N. Vail.
Vail is interested in every living thing. There is no enterprise, and
no line of human activity, that is not vital to him.

He has the curiosity of youth. He has known poverty, sorrow,
loss, misunderstanding, but he has worked his difficulties up into
life and cashed in his errors and mistakes.
We grow by elimination. Vail knows everything that will not
work 941. 14.

\
East, West, North and South, on the Equator, in the South

Temperate Zone and the North Temperate Zone, this man is

equally temperate and at home. He loves horses, knows breeds

of cattle, is interested in poultry, is an enthusiast on school-
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gardens, on good roads, and on everything that relates to human
betterment.
On Mr. Vail's great farm in Vermont, there is raised a wonderful
Crap Zio Sir

What crop is it? It is the best product that Vermont produces—
men! 4.. ae.
Vail's farm is a school where a hundred boys are taught scientific
agriculture, and the beauty of earning an honest living with their
hands.s.-
He loves children, and I have seen him stop his automobile on a
country road to pick up schoolchildren headed for the little Red
Schoolhouse and give them a ride.
Little foolish things, you say? Well! Nevertheless, they mark the
sympathetic heart of a man who has lived a most useful life, and
who is now the active head of two of the greatest and most
useful corporations of the world, and who yet has the faculty of
putting himself into the place of the country boy.
Vail has time to listen to a good story—and tell one—if the tale
is not too long.
He can laugh, and he can even laugh at himself.
Vail impresses you as a well-nourished, happy, sympathetic,
generous man.
Personally, he practises all of the economies of New England. If
he dines alone, a thirty cent lunch is quite enough.
) Just after Vail became President of the American Telephone and
* Telegraph Company, he summoned a number of the big heads of

departments and district managers to New York City for con-
ference. There were a hundred or so of these men that he wanted
to see. He wanted to know them and he wanted them to know
him. It was necessary that they catch a little of this great
enthusiasm and boundless faith which Vail himself possessed
in American possibilities. The question was, How would Vail
entertain these men when he got them to New York?
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And what did he do? He just rented a yacht that belonged to

a princely nabob who happened to be in Europe.

Anything belongs to Vail that Vail wants. No man would refuse

him anything, no matter what, because he is a man who would

not ask for a thing he did not need.

And so he told the nabob that he must have that yacht for a

few months.
It was a beautiful craft, and here on this yacht Vail met the

district managers and department heads as they came—perhaps

a dozen at a time—from all over the United States and from

Europe as well.
It was a great diplomatic blend of business and pleasure. They

sailed up the Hudson, and out on the Sound, and even got a

taste of the rolling sea.
Vail listened to what they had to say, and they listened to him,

and when they parted they parted as friends. They had played

together and laughed together, and men who have laughed and

played together always thereafter think well of one another.

Vail commands the loyalty of his men to a degree that no other

businessman, perhaps, in America does. He is a Jovian, and the

Jovians are the boys who are doing big things in an electric way.

([Some years ago, when the telephone business was largely

divided between New York and Boston, Mr. Vail found it neces-

sary to make several trips a week backward and forward. At first

he rode with the " folks " on the regular trains, and was often to

be found in the day-coach or smoking car.

He discovered, however, that there was too much visiting going

on, and a trip entailed a waste of time unless he could get by

himself where he could relax, think, drowse or work, as the mood

inclined sv. .9 a.
And so he got a special car and rode alone or with two or three

particular men that he wanted to talk to.

That was a great economic stroke. Instead of making a date with
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a man at the office, he simply invited him to ride over to Boston,
and together they thrashed out the matter. And you can depend
upon it that when they arrived in Boston the other man had
accepted Vail's point of view!
There is a degree of economy which is positive loss. There is that
which giveth and yet increaseth, and there is that which with-
holdeth and tendeth to poverty.
Theodore N. Vail is a great economist.
He is a great enterpriser. He knows how to spend big sums and
get the money back.
As for throwing money at the English sparrows, this he never
does
Personally, his wants are few. He possesses the virtues of New
England, fused with the beautiful spirit of the Middle West. He
is ever willing to throw away a good thing for a better one.
If a man were to be selected as General Commissioner of the Post-
Office Department, with authority to go ahead and do anything
with wires, wheels and mail-sacks which, in his judgment, seemed
right and proper, Theodore N. Vail would be the only man to
whom the commission should go.
The telephone business began as an interesting and curious
plaything. Then it became a convenience in big factories and
institutions, where the officers were scattered over a considerable
acreage; instead of sending a boy with a message, a telephone
was used.
It was regarded then that in a great city, with a vast complexity of
business, the telephone would not meet the requirements, so we
had the "A. D. T.," which supplied the humorists good raw stock
and was referred to as "Any Damn Time." And it makes us smile
to think that the first "telephone-girls" were these A. D. T. boys.
ILI The telephone business crawled up until it became a rival of
the telegraph, and then it was neck and neck with the telegraph.
411. Now, in extent of operation, it vastly surpasses the telegraph.
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4I Emerson says: "Great teachers do not teach us anything. In

their presence we are simply different people." The strongest men

in the world are not necessarily the most influential. Napoleon,

Casar, Frederick the Great, dominated men. They wore their

opinions pompadour. In their presence other men sank into

insignificance.
Great personalities iron the individuality out of other people.

Perhaps we will some day discover that the supremely great

man is the one who allows other people to live their lives, and

who, while doing a great work, is preparing the world to do

without him.
\ Mr. Vail does not subdue and destroy the personality of his

colleagues and helpers. He is simply one of them. They do not

fear him. They respect, admire and love him. He fills them with

• enthusiasm, and no one can meet this man, Theodore N. Vail,

I
l without really thinking better of himself.

Vail has educated a vast army of men to take the initiative, to

carry responsibilities, and to shoulder big burdens.

Vail is one of the World-Makers.
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The Rise of a Market for Industrial

Securities, 1887-1902

The performance of industrial securities in the depression of 1893-97
went far toward ridding the financial community of the idea that such
securities generally lacked investment quality. This shift in investing
sentiment was a factor of major significance in accelerating the merger
movement, the promoters of which, in turn, broadened the market for
industrials still further. This they accomplished by offering wide partici-
pations in promising ventures, by sweetening those participations through
extensive recourse to preferred stocks, and by employing promotional
techniques new to the field of industrial security marketing. The crea-
tion of a broad market for industrial stocks, hitherto highly inflexible
administrative tools, meant vastly increased fluidity of ownership. By the
turn of the century the transition was well under way from closely held,
"Inside" ownership of American business to semipublic, "outside" hands.

In recent years historians of business have been moving toward
a conviction that may be of major significance in the teaching of
history. The turn of the twentieth century, it would appear, saw
the introduction of so much that was new in American business as
to mark the end of an old system and the beginning of a new. This
conviction is based on the observation of a series of phenomena,
each of which might serve as the title of an independent article.
The Emergence of Big Business. The Development of Techniques
to Administer Multi-plant Operations. The Rise of National Adver-
tising. The Emergence of a Desire by Employers to Woo Workers
to the Capitalistic Standard. The Spreading Practice of Hiring Pro-
fessional Business Managers. The Launching of Schools Devoted
to Business Education. The Impact of Government Regulation on
Business Practices. The Dispersion of Stock Ownership in Business.
The Rise of Markets for Industrial, Municipal, Utility, and Foreign
Government Securities.
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This article deals with only one of these developments, but one
so fundamental as to underlie many others. Toward the close of
the nineteenth century the nature of business ownership was in
many instances imposing a block to progressivism in business af-
fairs. Expansion of facilities and needed changes in business or-
ganization were to a considerable degree waiting upon the intro-
duction of more flexible capital structures. This article traces how
that flexibility was attained and sketches the origins of what has
become a modern commonplace — the quasi-public nature of indus-
trial ownership in the United States. Without a ready market for
industrial securities, the spread of stock ownership would have been
delayed, the emergence of professional business managers would
have been postponed, and the creation of big industrial mergers
would have been made very much more difficult.

OVVNERSIIIP OF INDUSTRIAL COMPANIES IN THE 1880's

Without at least a brief glance at the status of industrial owner-
ship in the 1880's, one can hardly appreciate the enormous change
that was to occur in the following decade. Before 1890 a man with
excess capital to invest was likely to put his money into real estate.
If he chose to buy securities, he had a relatively narrow range from
which to select. The principal type of security investment was in
railroading. Industrial securities, except in the coal and textile in-

dustries, were almost unknown. True, by the end of the 1880's the
aggregate capital invested in industry may have equaled the capital
tied up in the nation's system of rails.' But the railroads were large,
well-established, widely known enterprises with securities traded
on organized stock exchanges, while the industrials, though numer-
ous, were small, scattered, closely owned, and commonly regarded
as unstable. The very term "industrials," meaning securities of in-
dustrial companies, did not come into use until the end of the
decade, and even then it generally appeared in quotation marks.
Not until the mid-nineties was computation of the Dow, Jones in-
dustrial stock average started. And not until 1900 did John Moody
begin his manual of industrial securities.2

1 The U.S. Census for 1890 states that the fixed and current assets invested
in manufacturing alone ( a figure which therefore does not include the other
types of industrial companies) was $6.5 billion, while the capital invested in
railroads was $10 billion. The census readily states that its figures for manu-
facturing capital are probably incomplete.

'The term "industrials" first began to appear in this country in 1889; in Eng-
land the first written use, according to the New English Dictionary, was in an
1894 issue of the Daily News.
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By the late 1880's the industrialization of the United States had
completed what may be regarded as the first stage of its develop-
ment. This stage had been typified by small single-plant companies
serving limited markets. Changes in the making would soon alter
this pattern. The railroad industry had matured; the continent had
been spanned and interlaced; the market for railroad securities had
become well established; the heavy railroad demand for capital,
relative to the investment funds available, had begun to diminish,
and funds were beginning to seek new investments. As a result, a
new era was about to occur in industrial America.
With certain important exceptions the industrial companies stand-

ing on the threshold of this new development were closely held and
without a public market for their securities. All too little is known
about most of these companies in that early stage of their develop-
ment. Their history lies buried in the anonymity of census reports,
and many of them have vanished from memory with the disappear-
ance of their names and even of their corporate records. It will
probably be years before enough material has been uncovered to
give us a detailed picture of those times. For the present we must
rely on scattered sources and a general knowledge of the kinds of
problems that have always beset small business.
The difficulties facing small businessmen in that period were of

two general types. First, risk capital for expansion purposes was
difficult to obtain. Owners of small industrial enterprises frequently
had to borrow short-term money for long-term investment, hoping
to repay their loans out of large immediate earnings. That they
frequently went bankrupt when business conditions took a turn for
the worse is a recurrent story in the history of small ventures. Yet
to have obtained long-term money from outside sources was nearly
impossible, partly because few people of capital were willing to put
money into small enterprises and partly because the owners them-
selves seldom would consent to let the contributors have any voice
in the business.

Secondly, it was difficult for an owner of sunk capital to transfer

John Moody, affiliated with the banking firm of Spencer Trask & Company,
had sensed a demand for an industrial manual in the mid-nineties. He vainly
tried to interest his firm in publishing such a manual and then to persuade Henry
V. Poor to add an industrial supplement to his railroad manual. But Poor saw no
future in industrials, and the severe depression caused Moody to postpone ac-
tion. Finally deciding to go ahead on his own, he had his volume ready for
publication in 1900, just in time to profit from the culminating industrial and
financial boom, when investors were seeking information and most corporations
were seeking publicity and thus were willing to supply the information. ( Con-
versation, John Moody with Marian V. Sears, 12 May 1955.)
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any part of his investment to an outsider. Even though highly suc-
cessful, the enterprise might not attract buyers. To run a business,
particularly a specialized manufacturing enterprise, required pe-
culiar skills in addition to capital. These skills were usually pos-
sessed only by persons already operating in the industry. Conse-
quently, potential buyers generally were to be found only among
competitors. This fact often meant that the owner of a business
found the opportunity to sell limited to a merger of his firm with
that of a competitor.
The infrequent opportunity to complete a sale had kept the going

price of industrial concerns at a low level. A common sales figure
was "three times earnings" — in other words, a price that was ex-
pected to reimburse itself out of profits within three years, a basis
of valuation that is not uncommon in the sale of small businesses
even today. By comparison a man who owned part of a sound rail-
road or textile mill could sell his share at a price ranging from seven
to ten times earnings. Clearly the owner of industrial capital was at
a serious disadvantage because of the lack of an established and
recognized market for industrial securities.
This situation was aggravated by the troubles inherent in pro-

viding management succession for small and closely owned busi-
nesses. By the 1880's the number of firms experiencing a transfer
of management from one generation to the next was very large.
Often this kind of transition was not a happy one. Perhaps the
founder provided no direct heirs to carry on in his place, or the heirs
were unequal to the responsibilities bestowed on them, or they
simply wanted to enjoy the fruits of the family fortune rather than
continue as owner-managers. Frequently it was the sisters and the
cousins and the aunts who wanted to sell what they had inherited —
either to put the money to consumptive uses or to diversify their
fortunes.
As the problems of capital inflexibility and management succession

converged with the intensely competitive conditions of the 1880's,
pressures began to develop that were too great to be withstood by
old-style business institutions. A great rearrangement of the busi-
ness structure began to take place creating, as it proceeded, the
big, widely owned industrial enterprises that we know today.

Originally imprecise, the term "industrial" underwent refinement
in those years until it came to include securities of four specific
categories of business: manufacturing, distributive, extractive, and
processing.3 A brief look at these four categories and the degree to

Types of enterprises whose securities are not included in these categories:



Laxl

which the sunk capital of each was being held in place by an un-
developed security market will give some inkling of the nature and
magnitude of the financial problems facing businessmen of that day.

First, however, a word about the range in size of industrial com-
panies in the 1880's. In general the following may be said: compa-
nies with a net worth (invested capital plus reinvested earnings) of
more than $10 million were few in number and in size ranked very
large; 4 companies of $5 million to $10 million were also fairly rare
and, by the standards of that day, large; $2 million to $5 million
companies were common and about medium in size; companies
worth up to $2 million were numerous but relatively small.5 Because
the data for that period are so unreliable, we shall refer to compa-
nies only by these four classifications and not by specific dollar
figures.°
MANUFACTURING. In general, the manufacturing enterprises of the

1880's belonged in the small category. The partnership form of or-
ganization predominated, permitting ownership to be transferred
only with great inconvenience and often only after the dissolution
and re-establishment of the firm. Where enterprises were incorpo-
rated and, therefore, had outstanding securities, these were gen-
erally held by a small group of persons and were infrequently offered
for sale to the public.
Perhaps the most vivid illustration of the close ownership of manu-

facturing in the 1880's is provided by the fact that some of the
decade's leading manufacturing enterprises were family owned. At
least half the stock of the very large Singer Manufacturing Company
was owned by a single family, the descendants of Edward Clark,
cofounder of the enterprise; Isaac Singer's stock had been left to a
number of descendants but was not to find its way into trading on

railroads, utilities, banks, insurance companies, investment companies, street
railways, canals, shipping companies, express companies, pipelines, docks and
warehouses, ferries, and land companies.

This figure should be compared with the capitalization of the leading rail-
roads of the day. By, 1889 each of the country's ten largest railroads had more
than $100 million of net worth and the largest of them all, the Pennsylvania
Railroad, had over $200 million.

° A roughly similar breakdown in modem times would be: very large, over
$1 billion; large, $100 million to $1 billion; medium, $5 million to $100 million;
small, up to $5 million.

° It is often not possible to obtain net worth figures for industrial companies
in the 1880's. The Commercial and Financial Chronicle, while an extremely
useful reference work for the whole period, is not exhaustive in listing com-
panies formed or their capital structures. Consequently, we have often been
forced to make estimates based on stated capital, total assets, net earnings,
number of people employed, and the like.
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the exchanges until the 1890's. Carnegie's combined steel interests,
another of the very large manufacturing enterprises of the 1880's,
were closely held partnerships and were not to be converted to cor-
porate form until 1892. The very large McCormick Harvesting
Machine Company was already an incorporated enterprise, but its
ownership and management were still tightly held by the McCor-
mick family. To be sure, the very large Pullman Palace Car Com-
pany of Chicago was widely owned. This company was, however,
more a railroad than a manufacturing concern ( about two-thirds of
its assets were tied up in the operation of its sleeping car business).
It was the only manufacturing company regularly traded on the
New York Stock Exchange in the 1880's. Thus in some of the coun-
try's leading manufacturing enterprises there was no public trading
of securities and in only one was there trading on the New York
Stock Exchange.
There were, to be sure, a few instances that departed from this

general pattern, among which were companies in the cotton textile
industry of New England, oldest of the great industries fostered by
the nineteenth century. Much of the capital in this industry derived
from mercantile sources, and the unusual way in which it was in-
vested owed much to its special origins. Textile capital was usually

organized into corporate form. Ownership was from the outset dis-

persed among many persons. Even great textile princes like Arthur

Lyman or T. Jefferson Coolidge held dominant ownership in few

mills, but had substantial holdings in many.
Despite this dispersion of ownership, the common unit of textile

enterprise was small. Even the largest of the New England mills

( such as Amoskeag in Manchester, Merrimack in Lowell, Pacific in

Lawrence, and Wamsutta in New Bedford, just to name leaders in

the centers of production) may be classified as medium in size.

Trading in textile shares dated from the early years of the industry
and accounted for the fact that in the 1880's the country's leading

organized market for industrial securities, such as it was, was the

Boston Stock Exchange. The market was a quiet one; frequently
the par value of textile securities was $1,000. Most mills issued only
common stocks. Many of these stocks were regarded as of invest-
ment quality and were looked on as adequate security for loans.
Thus, unlike the owners of most other manufacturing enterprises,
the shareholders of textile stocks were not likely to regard their
capital as irretrievably sunk in a given plant or company.

DISTRIBUTIVE. Only two of the country's distributive enterprises
operated on a large scale, the two great dry goods wholesalers in
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New York and Chicago: H. B. Claflin 8r Company and Marshall
Field & Company, both partnerships. In the medium class were the
bigger department stores: John Wanamalcer in Philadelphia; R. H.
Macy & Company in New York; and the retail branch of the Marshall
Field business in Chicago. Throughout the decade these distribu-
tive companies were all partnerships.
Elsewhere in the country's distributive system, business was being

conducted almost exclusively by partnerships and on a srtzall scale.
The Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Company, F. W. Woolworth &
Company, Montgomery, Ward & Company, and Sears, Roebuck &
Company were already in existence and growing rapidly, but they
still had not moved out of the small category and only Montgomery,
Ward had abandoned its partnership form of organization.
EXTRACTIVE. In several of the extractive industries nearly all the

enterprises were small partnerships or proprietorships. This was
especially evident in oil drilling and gold mining, although there
were occasional exceptions, such as the large and publicly traded
Homestake Mining Company of George Hearst (father of William
Randolph) and the oil drilling activity of the very large Standard
Oil group.
Copper and iron mining were becoming important and were

represented by a few large widely owned companies. In copper
there was the large Calumet & Hecla mine of Northern Michigan, a
publicly owned Boston-promoted enterprise with securities traded
on the Boston exchange, and in iron mining, the Minnesota Iron
Company and the Tennessee Coal, Iron & Railroad Company. Both
of these mining companies were owned by a substantial number of
investors, although the securities of only the second found an active
market.
Coal mining, the largest of the extractive industries at that time,

was by the 1880's closely allied with the railroad business and was
by then organized somewhat along railroad patterns. The railroads
were the coal companies' best customers, and financial connections
often bound the two together. The kind of incentive that might
lead an investor to put money into railroad securities might with
equal logic lead to an investment in coal, and the range of securities
in the one bonds, preferred stocks, and common stocks — were
similar to the range in the other. Consequently, coal companies,
while in a strict sense belonging to the industrial category, held a
position in the securities market which, like the position of the Pull-
man company, was more nearly akin to railroading than to industry.
As a result, Henry V. Poor thought it perfectly natural to include
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both Pullman and the leading coal companies in his railroad man-
uals. Coal securities offered a few opportunities for investment out-
side the railroad field, but they did not represent a separate and
distinct class of investment, as manufacturing securities would in
the next decade. For this reason we have excluded coal securities
from further consideration in our study of the developing market
for industrial securities.

PROCESSING. There remains to be considered the processing branch
of industry. The first industrial companies to attract on a large scale
the attention of the investing public were to be found not in manu-
facturing or distribution but in the processing industries ( oil re-
fining, sugar refining, lead smelting, and the like). These companies
were to have a history peculiarly their own, for here developed the
"trust" form of organization, the forerunner of the merger move-
ment.'

THE "TRUST" MOVEMENT OF THE 1880's

Price competition in the 1880's had been severe in nearly all busi-
nesses but in none more so than in the processing industries. The
first of these industries to develop the "trust" form of organization to
deal with competitive stresses was the oil refining business under
the leadership of John D. Rockefeller's Standard Oil. Following a
preliminary agreement in 1879, the owners of several small, medium,
and large refineries agreed in 1882 to put their securities in the hands
of a group of trustees, receiving in exchange, as evidence of owner-
ship, pieces of paper known as "trust certificates." Several advan-
tages were expected to accrue from this arrangement. The refineries
were to be run on a co-ordinated basis and in the words of the
original "trust" agreement, "in the manner . . . most conducive to
the best interests of the holders of the said trust certificates." Strength
from unity was looked for, both against other refiners and against
violent price fluctuations. Perhaps of even greater immediate impor-
tance, the "trust" arrangement was thought to be a method of cir-
cumventing the vague but troublesome aversion of the common law
to corporations doing business in several states.

Clearly not among the objectives of the Standard Oil "trust" was

'An important exception to this pattern of development was the meat pack-
ing branch of the processing industry. These firms did not enter into a "trust"
arrangement in the 1880's and did not become widely held in that period. Even
the very large Armour & Company remained a partnership. Gustavus Swift
incorporated his very large business in the 1880's and sold stock to his New
England distributors, but the stock did not find its way into the hands of the
public until the 1890's.
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the search by shareholders for a means of freeing their capital in-
vestment. Standard Oil "trust" certificates never sought an active
public market; there was always someone in the inner group ready
to buy certificates as they became available. The "trust" certificate,
however, was a new financial instrument which other businessmen
recognized as having potential marketable value, and many of those
who subsequently formed "trusts" in imitation of Standard Oil took
the opportunity to unload part or all of their investment by selling
their certificates to the public.
In addition to Standard Oil there were five industries in which

"trusts" were formed on a very large scale: cotton oil refining (1884);
linseed oil refining (1885); whiskey distilling (1887); sugar refining
(1887); and lead smelting and refining (1887). We know of no
very large industrial combine formed before 1889 on other than the
"trust" basis, and of no very large "trust" formed by other than proc-
essing companies.°
Based on what happened in the six very large "trusts," certain

pertinent generalizations regarding the "trust" movement can be
made.°
( a) In each case, a large majority of the industry combined in the

"trust." There were, however, examples of companies that were
invited but, not being satisfied with the terms, declined to join. Some
companies were included only to have their plants closed, for over-
capacity was one of the problems the "trust" was established to deal
with.
(b) When a "trust" was formed, the entering partnerships had to

'The cattle "trust" of the late 1880's, which ranked as very large, may be
an exception. Little has been written about it, however.

Case studies made of these six "trusts" serve as the basis for these conclu-
sions. Among the most useful sources on "trusts" and mergers of the period
are the following: Arthur S. Dewing, Corporate Promotions and Reorganizations
(Cambridge, 1914); Eliot Jones, The Trust Problem in the United States (New
York, 1921); Luther Conant, Jr., "Industrial Consolidations in the United
States," Quarterly Publications of the American Statistical Association (March,
1901).

To date, much of what has been written about the "trusts" has been eco-
nomic theorizing. We need more complete studies based on the records of the
constituent companies before we can draw final conclusions about the "trust"
movement. Most writing has concentrated attention on why "trusts" came into
being. Wherever attention has been given to why the constituent companies
went out of existence the assumption has been made that the reason lay in the
difficult competitive nature of the times. But research into the history of the
large processing "trusts" has led us to believe that there were, in fact, a number
of reasons why people sold out to the "trusts" and that in total these subordi-
nate reasons were perhaps as important as the competitive factors that have
heretofore received such exclusive attention.
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incorporate so that owners would have securities to exchange for
"trust" certificates. On incorporating, many of the constituent com-
panies based their capitalization on optimistic estimates of their
earning power, with the result that their net worth considerably
exceeded the value of their tangible assets.
( c) The rates of exchange of securities for certificates often ap-

peared on paper to be highly favorable to the original owners. The
reasons for this were many, but among them was surely the psycho-
logical advantage to be gained by bringing weaker companies into
the combine on the basis of a one-for-one exchange of shares, with
the inescapable result that the stronger companies had to be brought
in on a several-for-one exchange. In consequence, the total par value
of the "trust" certificates typically exceeded the combined pars of
the constituent companies and led to the charge that values were
being watered. However, owners of the certificates, if they had any
financial sophistication whatsoever, took these exchange ratios into
account when estimating the value of what they received, and typi-
cally thought of their securities as worth much less than par."
( d ) The trusteeship organization was a device for centralizing

administration of a number of plants, often scattered over several
states. We need to know more about how these early multi-plant

enterprises were managed, but in the early years local executives

seem to have remained in their positions. For legal reasons the

trustees wished to preserve the fiction of complete decentralization,

but it seems likely, especially in the more successful "trusts," that

the locus of authority soon shifted to headquarters."
( e ) In at least one "trust" and perhaps in several others,12 a reason

for the formation was a desire to liquidate an investment. H. 0.

" As an exception, Standard Oil Company certificates typically had a market
value nearly twice par, although there was little trading in them and they were
not even listed on the Unlisted Department of the New York Stock Exchange.

11 For example, in the New York legislative investigation of the sugar refining

"trust," H. 0. Havemeyer testified that there was no unity of control whatever;
"all corporations attended to their own business," but, having possession of the
stock, the trustees "could put in such officers as they liked." State of New York,
Senate, Report of the Committee on General Laws on the Investigation Relative
to Trusts, 1888, "Proceedings," p. 31. See also U.S. House of Representatives,

Committee on Manufactures, Report in Relation to the Sugar Trust and Stand-

ard Oil Trust, Report No. 3112 (Washington, 1889); U.S. Industrial Commis-
sion, Report on Trusts and Industrial Combinations, XIII (Washington, 1901);
U.S. House of Representatives, Special Committee on the Investigation of the
American Sugar Refining Company, Hearings and Report No. 331 (Wash-
ington, 1911).
" Not long after the cotton oil "trust" was established by midwestern and

southern firms, important New York interests were able to acquire enough
shares to effect a change in management.
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Havemeyer, the dominant figure in the sugar refining "trust," im-
mediately after the "trust" was formed, offered a large portion of his
certificates for sale on the open market, although he continued as
trustee and remained in an executive capacity.
( f ) Since the "trust" certificates were issued almost entirely in

exchange for shares of individual firms and not for new capital, there
was no need for the financial services of bankers or brokers. Enough
owners wished to dispose of their shares, however, to make relatively
large blocks available to the public and to command the kind of
market attention that the smaller component companies had never
been able to do. Without concerted marketing pressure, a trade
sprang up outside the organized mechanism of the New York Stock
Exchange. Soon the demand became so great that the Exchange
had to make special arrangements so that its members could deal in
"trust" certificates on an "unlisted" basis — an arrangement made
necessary because the shadowy legality of the "trusts" precluded
them from conventional listing.
( g) Unlike the railroads, the "trusts" gave to their shareholders

very little information about operations and earnings. Public charges
of unjustifiable increases in prices of products, fraud, and stock mar-
ket manipulation by insiders also contributed to wariness of investors
and resulted in severe fluctuations in the price quotations of certifi-
cates.
By the closing years of the 1880's, however, "trust" certificates

were attracting the eager attention of New York speculators. The
trade in sugar refining certificates alone by the last half of 1889
averaged 150,000 shares a week — in contrast to a volume of 2,000
in Pullman shares. Activity in "trust" certificates outdistanced the
entire list of industrials traded in Boston. In those few years the
Boston Stock Exchange lost its pre-eminence in industrial securities,
and New York stepped into a position of leadership from which it
has never receded.
More importantly, those years marked an abrupt change in the

trend of investments, for thenceforth and continuing down to the
present, industrial stocks gained increasing prominence as an invest-
ment for the nation's savings, while at the same time the ownership
of industrial enterprises, once so frozen and restricted, rapidly gained
mobility and dispersion.
The closing years of the 1880's deserve attention for still another

reason. In 1889 New Jersey passed a law permitting holding com-
panies to be organized. Had the holding company concept been
regarded as legal a decade earlier, it seems likely that none of the
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"trusts" would have been formed. The organizers would have used
the holding company device instead. It is significant that no large
"trust" was created after passage of the New Jersey law and of the
federal Sherman antitrust law. The new mergers took the holding
company form instead, and within a few years most of the "trusts"
had converted into holding companies."
So much, then, for the background out of which was to emerge a

public market for industrial securities. Attention had been drawn
to them by the activity in "trust" certificates. Until 1889, however,
the certificates had been attractive to speculators only. A means of
interesting the conservative investor remained to be found.

A MARKET FOR INDUSTRIAL SECURITLES DEVELOPS: 1890-1893

Broadly considered, the investment market of the early 1890's
gained its growing supply of industrial securities in three ways: ( a)
from "trusts" that were converting to corporations; (b) from mergers
that were forming in imitation of the "trusts" but along corporate
lines; and (c) from companies with owners who wanted to take ad-
vantage of the developing market to unload a part of their equity.
No longer were processing companies the leaders in getting their
securities into public hands; all categories of industrials were
represented.
The type of security that was to play a key role in the emerging

market for industrials was the preferred stock. True, industrial
preferreds were never to be so actively traded as industrial com-
mons, but they were to possess two special claims to distinction:
first, as a means by which industrial proprietors could liquidate a
part of their sunk investment without endangering their position

of control; secondly, as an inexpensive and safe means by which
companies themselves ( as distinct from their stockholders) could

obtain funds. This latter function — the use of preferreds to raise
new capital — will be discussed later in this article.
One of the advantages enjoyed by preferred stock was the already

existent familiarity of the market place with the concept of a pre-
ferred security. Railroad preferreds had been known in this country

for over five decades." And in England industrial preferreds were

already in general use." Consequently, the issue of preferred stocks

"Standard Oil, earliest of the "trusts," was the last to convert to the holding
company form (1899).
" See Georp Heberton Evans, "The Early History of Preferred Stock in the

United States,' American Economic Review (March, 1929, and March, 1931).
"Out of the first 100 companies listed in the "Commercial & Industrial"
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by American industrial companies in the early 1890's was favorably
received by an already conditioned body of investors.
In the period 1890-1893 16 at least 23 American industrial com-

panies issued preferred stocks of investment quality.17 Three of these
preferred issues were put out by converted "trusts," 12 by new
mergers, and 8 by one or another form of recapitalization ( see Table
1). Approximately half the mergers of that period did not put out
preferred issues,18 but when it is remembered that industrial pre-
ferreds, especially in manufacturing, were a novelty to the market,
the number that suddenly appeared is remarkable.

It is impossible to make any comprehensive generalizations about
the industrial preferreds of the early 1890's; they were as yet too
new.'9 But a few observations are possible. These preferreds were
almost always exchanged for outstanding securities. In many in-
stances, however, the management of the issuing company immedi-
ately made some kind of organized effort to help stockholders (in-
cluding themselves) market their preferreds to the general public.
It is curious and perhaps revealing that nearly all these preferreds,
when first distributed, were sold for exactly par regardless of their
dividend rates; apparently the market had not yet refined its method
of valuing these new securities. More than half of them were listed
on the New York Stock Exchange, and usually a few months after
issue.2° ( Frequently a company's common was listed at the same

section of the (London) Stock Exchange Official Intelligence for 1890, 38 had
preferred stock issues. At about this time a number of English-owned com-
panies, especially breweries, were organized in the United States with preferreds
figuring prominently in their capitalization. For an early use of preferred stocks
in Germany, see Hunt's Merchants' Magazine & Commercial Review (Nov.,
1859), p. 586.
" The precise limits of the period are October, 1889, when the first "trust"

(cotton oil) incorporated, and May, 1893, when the market for new issues
was suddenly blighted by financial panic.
"We have arbitrarily considered a preferred stock to be of investment

quality if it was issued by a company of at least medium size, if it was being
referred to in the financial journals, and if it was paying dividends. Much of
the information in this section was gleaned from the circulars of brokers who
were advertising preferred issues for sale. Baker Library at the Harvard Busi-
ness School has a remarkable collection of early brokers' circulars.

There were, however, only five large or very large mergers in that period
which did not issue preferreds: Illinois Steel Company, Lake Superior Consoli-
dated Iron Mines, National Wall Paper Company, New York Biscuit Company,
and Celluloid Company.
" In the 27 May 1893 issue of the Commercial and Financial Chronicle,

"Investors' Supplement," an article on "Preferred Stocks of Industrial Com-
panies" discusses the variability and occasional indefiniteness of the terms of
certain preferred stock issues.

2° During the years 1890-1893 the New York Stock Exchange listed about
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TABLE 1

INVESTMENT GRADE INDUSTRIAL PREFERRED STOCKS ISSUED, 1890-1893

Name of Issuing Company
Date

Organized

Initial Capital
(000,000 omitted)

Preferred Marketed by

Destiny of CompanyBrokers

Commercial Invest-
Banks and Trust ment

Companies BankersPreferred Common Bonds

TRUSTS
Am. Cotton Oil Co." 1889 $10.2 . $20.2 c $4.0 Part of Best Foods, Inc.
Am. Sugar Refining Co.. 1891 25.0 25.0 Still in business
Nat'l. Lead Co.' 1891 15.0 15.0 Still in business

MERGERS (very large)
Am. Tobacco Co.
Natl. Starch Mfg. Co.

1890
1890

10.0
4.1 •

15.0
4.5 3.3 X

Still in business
Part of Corn Prod. Refining

Co.
Nat'l. Cordage Co. 1890 5.0 10.0 No longer operating
Genl. Electric Co.. 1892 4.0 29.8 4.0 Still in business
U.S. Rubber Co.
U.S. Leather Co."

1892
1893

13.5
52.0

13.5
53.0 6:6

X Still in business
No longer operating

MERGERS ( medium & large)
Am. Soda Fountain Co. 1891 2.5 • 1.2 X No longer operating
Herring-Hall-Marvin Co. 1892 1.8 1.5 X No longer operating
Am. Type Founders' Co. 1892 4.0 5.0 X X Now Daystrom, Inc.
Trenton Potteries Co. 1892 1.2 1.8 X Part of Crane Co.
Mich.-Peninsular Car Co. 1892 5.0 2.0 2:6 X Part of ACF Industries
Hecker-Jones-Jewell Co.. 1892 3.0 2.0 2.5 Part of Standard Milling

Co.

RECAPITALIZATIONS
H. B. Claffin Co. 1890 6.0 • 3.0 Part of Barnhart, Parr &

Fagan
Procter & Gamble Co. 1890 2.2 2.2 2.0 Still in business
Thurber, 'VVhyland Co. 1891 1.5 1.0 X d No longer operating
R. I. Perkins Horse-Shoe Co. 1891 1.8 1.0 X No longer operating
P. Lorillard Co. 1891 2.0 3.0 Still in business
Westinghouse Electric &
Mfg. Co. 1891 4.0 6.0 Still in business

Barney & Smith Car Co. 1892 2.5 1.0 1:6 X No longer operating

Henry R. Worthington Co. 1892 2.0 5.5 Part of Worthington Corp.

• No organized effort to market preferred.
"Also issued bonds, which were marketed by investment bankers.
C As of 1891 after reorganization completed.
d Participated in the distribution in an assisting capacity.
• Sum of first and second preferreds.
Sousicas: Brokers' circulars, Commercial & Financial Chronicle, Moody's Industrials.



time.) Most of the preferreds paid 7 or 8 per cent dividends, usually
on a cumulative basis. (Frequently the common stock was expected
to earn 12 per cent on par after provision for preferred dividends.)
A number of the preferred issues carried no voting rights, a fact that
is hardly surprising when one remembers that the "owners" of these
companies, in liquidating a part of their investment, usually had no
intention of relinquishing control. The mode of distribution of the
securities varied, usually with the manner in which a new issue came
into being. The incorporation of a "trust" called for one method, a
merger another, and a recapitalization still another. A few words
about each.
INCORPORATION OF "mum." The conversion of several of the

"trusts" into corporations reveals something about how industrial
enterprises in those years abandoned their simple, and on the whole
unsophisticated, mode of financing and adopted instead some of the
more refined and more complicated methods already known to rail-
roading. The increase in financial sophistication did not occur in
every case, however. Two of the "trusts" (linseed oil and whiskey)
converted to operating companies and simply exchanged their cer-
tificates for common shares on a one-for-one basis. It is perhaps
significant that these two "trusts" had their headquarters in Chicago.
The other "trusts" had New York headquarters, and all eventually
became holding companies. One of the New York "trusts" ( lead)
handled its own conversion of certificates into shares, but two of the
others ( cotton oil and sugar) had their securities converted by a New
York bank that had been rendering similar services to a number of
prominent railroads — the Central Trust Company 21 (now a part of
the Hanover Bank).
The latter two New York "trusts" ( cotton oil and sugar) went so

far as to take the advice of investment bankers on how the conver-

as many new industrial preferreds as new railroad preferreds and with about
the same range in size.

a Note the varying uses of the word trust. The successive derivations are
as follows. If a man trusted another, he placed his money in a trust fund in
the other man's care. When the other man established a company to handle
a number of trust funds, he called it a trust company. The Central Trust Com-
pany was one of these. When the owners of a group of industrial enterprises sur-
rendered their securities to a committee of so-called trustees, they called the re-
sulting combination a "trust" ( we have put the word in quotation marks to indi-
cate our wish to use the term in this narrow and specific sense). Laws set up to
deal with large industrial combinations, of which the "trusts" were the earliest
examples, were called antitrust laws. There is still another use of the word
trust to mean any large industrial combination, but this use is careless and
inappropriate.
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sion should be accomplished.22 The certificates of both "trusts" had
become widely distributed and were owned by some of the clients
of these bankers. In both cases representatives of the bankers went
on the board of directors, a practice that was already usual among
railroads and one that was later to fall under attack as it became
widely adopted by industrial firms.
On the advice of the bankers, the "trusts" divided their stock

capitalization into two categories. The first, intended to be backed
by the year-in-year-out earning capacity of the company and secured
by fixed assets, was represented by preferred stock. The second,
standing for uncertainty and risk as well as for anticipated growth,
was represented by common shares. The combined market value of
preferred and common shares was expected to exceed the value of
the certificates they replaced. This suddenly enhanced value seemed,
to the uninitiated, like financial legerdemain, but the increase is
easily explained. So long as the "trust" certificates had represented
risk value as well as investment value, they had held little appeal
for the conservative moneyed man. But once the two aspects had
been separated, the worth to each — to the conservative investor and
to the rash speculator — was increased.
The sugar "trust" conversion illustrates how this appreciation in

value occurred. The new corporation had a capital structure that
was to become usual in the later mergers: half preferred and half
common. Two $100 par "trust" certificates, when deposited, were
replaced by a $100 par preferred stock and a $100 par common.
The announcement of this rate of exchange ( several months in ad-
vance of the actual transfer) had a pronounced effect on the market
price, although other factors also influenced the situation. In three
months the price of the "trust" certificate rose from 50 to the 70's.
When the conversion finally occurred, the market put a value of 86
on the preferred and 57 on the common. In other words, two certifi-
cates worth approximately $100 had appreciated in market value
to $143 in about three months.
The investment bankers advised one more bit of financial sophis-

tication. On the grounds that the "trusts," like many industrials,
had been operating on too thin a margin of working capita1,23 they

" The cotton oil "trust" brought in the prominent railroad banking house
of Winslow, Lanier & Company; the sugar "trust" sought assistance from Kidder,
Peabody & Company.
" The inadequacy of working capital to meet seasonal needs was so great

in the cotton oil "trust" that it had been relying on large short-term loans and
had refrained from paying dividends even when making a profit. The new
corporation met this deficiency by marketing $4 million in debenture bonds to
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recommended the issue of bonds to fund short-term debts — again a
feature common in railroad finance at that time but almost unknown
to industrials. Partly because industrialists had an almost instinctive
dislike for mortgage indebtedness, the issuance of bonds did not
become widely practiced. When it occurred, the issues were never
large and were usually debentures rather than mortgage instruments.
In general, bonds were not to play a really significant part in the
rise of the industrial securities market.

MERCER.S. A second source of marketable industrial securities early
in the 1890's was new mergers. A few years earlier, many of these
mergers would have taken the form of "trusts"; after 1889, however,
they incorporated, usually in New Jersey. The initiative for merger
generally came from the industrialists themselves, but the type of
arrangements varied from situation to situation.
The mergers of the early 1890's can be divided into two separate

groups, the larger and the smaller. The smaller followed a distinctly
recognizable pattern. Not so the others. The problems involved in
putting together a huge industrial combine were too varied to
follow one pattern.
Each of the six very large mergers listed in the accompanying

table came into being by a different route. American Tobacco was
the work of industrialists who placed their own advertisements for
the sale of their preferred and who relied on banks only to receive
subscription signatures. National Starch was the work of a risk-
taking promoter who previously had been operating outside the
starch industry and who allied himself with a brokerage house for
the purpose of distributing the new company's preferred shares.
National Cordage was recapitalized in 1890 with the aid of invest-
ment bankers but went on to a series of mergers promoted by the
industrialists themselves with some help from commercial bankers.
The General Electric merger was a straight exchange of securities
without any organized marketing effort. United States Rubber was
put together by an outside intermediary paid on a commission basis;
the preferred distribution was handled by a group of investment
bankers and brokers. United States Leather was the work of indus-
trialists who relied on investment bankers only to underwrite a bond
issue for working capital.

raise permanent working capital. The sugar corporation authorized, but did
not issue, $10 million in mortgage bonds. Another example is the $2 million
bond issue marketed by J. P. Morgan & Company in 1898 for the Studebaker
wagon enterprise (later the Studebaker Corporation). Most industrial bond
issues in that period ranged from $2 to $4 million and were therefore sub-
stantially smaller than the issues of preferred stocks.
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In contrast, the smaller mergers of the early 1890's followed a
fairly standard course: almost invariably, when they issued pre-
ferred stock to cover assured earnings and common to cover risk,
as the "trusts" were doing, they arranged on behalf of the stock-
holders to have some or all the preferred shares marketed as a block
through New York brokers. These brokers represented not the
company but the stockholders. Technically the brokers did nothing
for the stockholding group that they would not have done for each
as an individual. They did not underwrite the distribution; they
merely did their best to sell what they could without any guarantee.
Their profits came from their brokerage commissions.24 If the
industrialists also wished to liquidate a part of their common stock
holdings, as occasionally happened, they contributed their shares to
a "pool" and engaged a manager, frequently the market manipu-
lator, James R. Keene. Thus, the investment grade preferreds found
their way into the hands of conservative investors through brokers,
while the speculative common, through the use of pools, followed a
natural course into the rough-and-tumble market.
Prominent among the brokerage houses that helped to distribute

new issues of industrial preferreds in the early nineties were A. M.
Kidder Sr Company, Poor & Greenough, Blake Brothers, S. V. White
Company,25 Richardson, Hill Ez Company, and John H. Davis Er

Company. These were the firms that were in on the ground floor of
a promising business — the distribution of newly issued industrial
securities. Yet not one of them figured importantly as the industrial
securities-issue business expanded, and only one of the six, A. M.
Kidder, has come down to the present as an important firm. Possi-
bly the principal reason why these brokerage houses did not figure
prominently in later new issues is that they were equipped to handle
only small blocks of securities." Few of the companies issuing Se-

"As a matter of passing interest, the brokers frequently supported their
efforts to sell industrial preferreds by the statement that the selling industrialists
had agreed to retain their common stock ownership and their interest as man-
agers for a specific period of time. In later mergers, the industrialists often sold
their entire interest in their companies, and the public was assured that these
men had agreed not to re-enter business in competition with the merger for a
specified number of years.

Possibly one of the first lectures on industrial securities delivered at an
American university was given by F. W. Hopkins, a partner in S. V. White &
Company, at Yale in November, 1890. See Commercial and Financial Chron-
icle (8 Nov. 1890), p. 636.

"The way the brokerage houses sought to get national distribution of their
securities was to place subscription lists at scattered banks and trust companies.
A list of banks participating in two or more industrial preferred stock distribu-
tions in the years 1890-1893 indicates the geographical spread: New York
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curities in this period fell in the very large category, but in the 1898
1902 period a substantial number fell in that range.
REcAprrAuzATIoNs. A third route by which industrial securities

found their way into the market was through recapitalizations. In
their simpler form, recapitalizations occurred when owners of part-
nerships incorporated their ventures and took advantage of the de-
veloping market for industrials to liquidate part of their investment.
The most publicized instance in this period was the H. B. Clain
recapitalization. In 1890, John Claflin, son of the founder, decided
to convert his family's wholesaling enterprise into a corporation to
facilitate the settlement of his father's estate. Two classes of pre-
ferreds were issued, and parts of each were sold to executives, em-
ployees,27 distributors, and the general public. The sale was handled
by the company itself with the assistance of a brokerage firm and a
commercial bank. Many of the purchasers were Claim distributors,
a natural group to bring in as stockholders; indeed, a number of
companies in those days, on the sale of stock to outsiders, looked
first to their commercial distributors as potential buyers.28
The sale of Claim n stock went swimmingly. From across the

country came a flood of inquiries indicating that many other indus-
trialists were intrigued by John Claflin's success in liquidating a
large part of his holdings.2° Apparently there were many who were
eager to know how to do the same. Something out of the ordinary
had appeared in the business world and alert industrialists were
quick to sense its significance.
In their more complicated forms, the recapitalizations of the

early 1890's were, in effect, a variety of merger. Many industrial
companies during the previous decade had tried to avoid the legal
problems inherent in the purchase of competitors by leasing their
competitors' plants. With the passage of the New Jersey holding
company act in 1889, these companies effected recapitalizations and

Guaranty & Indemnity Company (New York), Farmers' Loan & Trust Com-
pany (New York), Franklin Trust Company (Brooklyn), Old Colony Trust
Company (Boston), First National Bank (Chicago), and First National Bank
(St. Louis). The most active bank in this field was the New York Guaranty &
Indemnity Company ( soon to become the Guaranty Trust Company).

27 Since this article concerns only the manner in which industrial securities
passed from inside ownership to outside or public hands, it does not treat spe-
cifically with the growing inclination of industrial companies, even some of the
most closely held, to admit their employees to stock ownership.

2s Other examples: American Tobacco Company, Swift & Company, United
States Leather Company, National Cordage Company, and United States
Rubber Company.

Bankers Magazine (Aug., 1890), p. 95.
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brought their leased concerns into a single enterprise. Many of
these recapitalizations were commonly referred to as mergers, and
in a legal sense that is sometimes what they were. But from an oper-
ational standpoint they were regularizations of what was already
being done. From a financial standpoint they should be kept dis-
tinct, since they attracted the attention of investment bankers in a
way that industrial mergers of that time were generally unable to do.

It was very important to win the backing of investment bankers,
for they were the men who had come to occupy, through their work
with government bonds and railroad securities, a central position in
the market for new issues. But they were as hard to woo as Spanish
senoritas. We can only suppose, in the absence of specific evidence,
that industrialists had been making repeated attempts to attract the
assistance of the investment banking community. But for another
half-decade they were to meet with coolness. In general, the only
occasions when investment bankers could be induced to handle in-
dustrial issues was ( a) when called in on the conversion of trusts
to corporations, (b) when a well-established industrial company
wished to float a bond issue for working capital purposes, or ( c )
wheri a successful company wished to recapitalize in order to buy
out its satellite plants.
By comparison with outright mergers, the recapitalizations were

conservatively financed. As previously pointed out, merger common
stocks were usually backed only by earning power; in recapitaliza-
tions the common stock usually had a backing in physical assets as
well as in earning power. Furthermore, the earning power of a
recapitalized company was fairly predictable since the company had
already been operating for some time as an integrated whole,
whereas the earning power of a merger was conjectural since no one
could predict how well the several units would function in combi-
nation with each other.
When an investment banking house agreed to handle a recapital-

ization, it acted for the issuing company and not for the stockholders.
It was a part of the investment banking tradition to work for the
enterprise, just as it was part of a broker's tradition to work for the
individual. If an investment banker agreed to help an industrial
company to market its preferred, he usually shared the distribution
with some other investment banking house. Only rarely did he form
a syndicate to underwrite the sale.
The leading investment bankers in the recapitalization of indus-

trials were August Belmont & Company, Lee, Higginson & Com-
pany, Kidder, Peabody & Company, and Baring, Magoun & Corn-
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pany. It is no accident that two of these houses (Lee, Higginson
and Kidder, Peabody) were located in Boston, the early home of
industrial securities, and a third (Baring, Magoun) was closely af-
filiated with Boston, having been Kidder, Peabody's New York
branch. Boston investors were accustomed to putting their money
into industrials and constituted a logical market for new industrial
securities.
By all measures the most prominent of the four were the Bel-

monts, father and son. As American representatives of the influen-
tial House of Rothschild they were able to bring a vast reputation
to their handling of industrial issues. Theirs was the only house in
that early period that ventured to underwrite the sale of industrial
preferreds. Their first underwriting (in association with Vermilye
& Company" ) was the 1890 issue of National Cordage preferred.
This underwriting was part of a recapitalization program intended
to permit National Cordage to absorb its leased properties. The re-
capitalization was followed by a hectic series of mergers in which
the Belinonts took no part. The Belmont house also underwrote
the preferred issue in the Westinghouse recapitalization of 1891.
The partners of Lee, Higginson had made fortunes in a copper

mining venture (Calumet & Hecla) and, rather fortuitously, had
formed a close connection with another promising venture, the
Thomson-Houston enterprise of Lynn, Massachusetts.31 Thomson-
Houston was one of the companies in the General Electric merger
of 1892, and Lee, Higginson consequently was one of the houses
prominently associated with that company in its later financing.
Lee, Higginson also participated with August Belmont in the West-
inghouse issue of 1891.

Kidder, Peabody was the firm advising the sugar "trust" on its
conversion to a corporation. In another instance the firm undertook
to sell a preferred issue for Procter & Gamble, when the family
owners of that partnership arranged a Claflin-like recapitalization
to get some of their money out of the business. Kidder, Peabody
also joined with Baring, Magoun when that house handled the sale
of preferred stock for P. Lorillard & Company to enable the tobacco
company to buy certain leased properties it had been operating.

i° By a series of transmutations this company has become today's Dillon,
Read & Company.

n One of the earliest industrial preferreds issued by a manufacturing com-
pany in this country was put out by Thomson-Houston in 1889 and privately
distributed by Lee, Higginson. This issue was exchanged on a share-for-share
basis with the new preferred issue put out by General Electric in 1892 (see
Table 1).
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It is important to note that investment bankers played only a
minor part in the mergers of this early period. August Belmont par-
ticipated in the 1890 recapitalization of National Cordage but not
thereafter. Baring, Magoun handled a bond issue for United States
Leather.32 Lee, Higginson and J. P. Morgan had previously done
private banking with the companies that went into General Electric,
but, as already pointed out, the General Electric merger itself was a
straight exchange of shares with no organized attempt at public dis-
tribution. Lee, Higginson also participated in the United States
Rubber distribution. But the other large mergers, including those
that issued only common stock, came into being without assistance
from investment bankers.
The bankers no doubt argued that mergers were still an unproved

organizational device and that merger stocks had still not undergone
a market test. In the case of National Cordage their judgment
turned out to be all too right. The Cordage executives, intoxicated
by their early success, proceeded to build a larger and larger enter-
prise on the basis of exchanged securities until they had achieved
the most talked-about industrial combination of its day. For a time
their expansion was hampered only by the unwillingness of any
banking house or brokerage firm to assist them in selling securities
to the public. The whole structure crashed in bankruptcy, however,
when a drop in the stock market in May, 1893, caused the promoters'
loans to be called. The National Cordage bankruptcy threw dis-
credit on industrial securities in general and came to be regarded as
having triggered the panic of 1893. For the next four years there
was to be a practical curfew on new industrial issues.33

EFFECT'S OF THE DEPRESSION: 1893-1897

Despite the virtual disappearance of a market for new issues, a
number of industrial securities came on the trading market for the
first time during the years 1893-1897. The latent pressure to liqui-
date sunk investments was too powerful to be restrained even by
low prices. Most of the new securities coming on the market were

32 The United States Leather merger, largest of its day, was the work of a
group of manufacturers who stated that they wished to prepare for their retire-
ment by bringing their properties together under the management of younger
men. There was at first very little effort to market the stock to the public.

u Several mergers occurred during the depression but most of them were
industrialist-promoted and made no use of financial middlemen. A surprising
number had no connection with New York or New Yorkers. The securities of
only one, the Consolidated Ice merger of 1895, measured up to investment
quality.
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the holdings of people who had learned that they could get cash by
offering their stocks in the "outside" market ( i.e., the curb outside
the New York Stock Exchange). It is impossible to measure the
total volume of transactions of this sort, since no records of the num-
ber of "outside" sales were kept. But the number of issues traded
on this basis is in itself an indication of what was occurring. In 1890
less than 10 industrial companies, exclusive of mining ventures, had
their prices quoted in the financial journals. By the crash of 1893
the number had grown to more than 30. In the next four years of
depression another 170 names were added to the list.
This steady spread of activity in industrial shares during the years

when almost no mergers were taking place gives us a glimpse of
how the industrial securities market might have developed had
there been no tendency toward merger. By the very nature of
family inheritance, the ownership of American industry was gradu-
ally becoming dispersed. With this as the only force at work, a
pattern of ownership somewhat like that in the cotton textile indus-
try of New England might eventually have come to prevail: owner-
ship might have spread, but to a limited degree; shares might have
become available to outsiders, but to a restricted extent. It was the
merger movement that accelerated the process and intensified it —
to a smaller extent in the earlier period, 1890-1893, to a major de-
gree in the later period, 1898-1902. As a result of the merger move-
ment, far more people parted with their ownership in family busi-
nesses than would otherwise have done so; and doubtless far more
men of substance (nonindustrialists with investable capital) put
their funds into industry than would otherwise have chosen that
type of investment.
We need to know more about why individual stockholders saw an

advantage in surrendering their ownership in a single enterprise in
favor of participation in a combined venture. As suggested above,
one of the strong motivations apparently was an opportunity to
liquidate part of their investment, coupled with the opportunity to
remain part owners. At least this was a theme that was played on
when stockholders were asked to join in a merger. The argument
may have been used that mergers brought an easing of competition
and an opportunity for enhanced earnings in the future. But the
trump card was immediate liquidity at a price the owners probably
never imagined their stock to be worth.

It is conceivable that a reflective observer of the industrial secu-
rities market during the 1893-1897 depression might have predicted
that, as the confidence of investors returned, there would inevitably
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occur a renewal of corporate mergers. Certainly the factors that
had created the "trusts" of the eighties and the mergers of the early
nineties were still operative and in some cases intensified. More-
over, two developments were making the pathway to merger less
rocky than before: ( a ) the legal validity of the holding company
was becoming established, and (b) the market strength of industrial
securities was being demonstrated under adverse economic condi-
tions.
In general it may be said that industrial securities weathered the

depression better than the railroads, and challenged the old assump-
tion that industrials were the more unstable of the two. True, some
of the better railroad stocks, partly because they were more sea-
soned, turned in a stronger performance than the better industrials.
But at the other extreme, it was the railroads that experienced some
of the more spectacular bankruptcies. It has been estimated that
approximately one third of the railroad trackage in the country en-
tered reorganization.34 One of the two most actively traded pre-
ferreds (Northern Pacific) was among those that had to be scaled
down, and the other ( Wabash) paid no dividends. Among indus-
trials, only the smaller issues of preferred stocks went through the
wringer, issues that had never really enjoyed much market accept-
ance.
Of special interest is the fact that the larger industrial combina-

tions seem to have suffered least. Only two of the very large "trusts"
did poorly — curiously enough the two with headquarters in Chi-
cago and with capitalization of all-common stock. The three with
preferred stock paid regular preferred dividends throughout the de-
pression. Among the mergers the record of the larger ones was
nearly as good, if National Cordage is excluded. American Tobacco
and United States Rubber paid regular preferred dividends through-
out the depression, and United States Leather at least maintained
the payment on its publicly marketed bond issue. Only General
Electric and National Starch did not maintain their dividend pay-
ments, General Electric because it was conserving its cash and not
because it was losing money.35 Stated another way, all the early
industrial preferred issues of more than $10 million did exception-
ally well. For a group of unseasoned securities, this was a remarkable

TM See Edward C. Kirkland, A History of American Economic Life (New
York, 1951), p. 366, and E. G. Campbell, The Reorganization of the American
Railroad System, 1893-1900 (New York, 1938), pp. 26-28.

m A good record was also made by the recapitalizations. All the recapitaliza-
tion preferreds marketed by investment bankers maintained their dividends.
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record and one that probably did not escape the notice of discerning
investors.
By the end of 1897 a number of factors had provided the indus-

trial securities market with potential strength. Business in general
was surging upward and the great American confidence in a brighter
future was returning. Investors were showing a willingness, even an
eagerness, to put money into industrial preferreds, and the owners
of industrial properties had less reason to be skeptical about selling
out to a combination of competitors, for they had the advantage of
knowing how the participants in earlier mergers had fared.

INDUSTRIAL SECURITIES Co mE OF AGE: 1898-1902

It is hardly surprising that the first men to sense the change in
confidence of investors were the independent promoters. These
men had played a relatively small part in the earlier boom in indus-
trial securities, but they had been learning valuable lessons.
John R. Dos Passos had served as legal counsel for the sugar

"trust" and had noted how market values could be enhanced by the
issue of a variety of securities to replace a single all-purpose issue
of certificates. The Moore brothers (W. H. and J. H.) of Chicago
had been influential in the 1890 formation of the New York Biscuit
Company and had learned from that venture that an all-common
stock issue had less market potential than a mixture of common and
preferred. Charles R. Flint, an importer of crude rubber and there-
fore a man well-known to the rubber industry, had served as nego-
tiator in the United States Rubber merger and had become con-
vinced that money was to be made in the promotion of combines.36
Elverton R. Chapman, a partner in the venturesome brokerage firm
of Moore & Schley ( John G. Moore and Grant B. Schley), had
gained some experience in telegraph and gas mergers but nothing
in the industrial field to compare with the experience of the other
men just mentioned.
We have no way of knowing whether these men saw, or were

offered, opportunities to promote mergers during the depression
years. Perhaps merger opportunities came their way only to be laid
aside when they saw how unreceptive the market was. With market
revival, however, these men were quick to act. They had much to
gain and little to lose. Unlike so many of the brokers and bankers
these men did not let themselves be deterred by a concern for their

Flint had tried earlier to promote a merger among electrical manufac-
turers, but without success.
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reputation for soundness and stability. Their ambition was to make
quick profits from ripening opportunities.

Beginning in the fall of 1897 and running through to the summer
of 1898 a number of new mergers occurred. Six of these ranked
very large in size. Two of the six (Glucose Sugar Refining and In-
ternational Paper) were the work of manufacturers with only their
lawyers assisting. The other four were put together by three of the
four men mentioned above. Dos Passos was responsible for the
American Thread Company, the Moore brothers for National Bis-
cuit, and Chapman for American Malting and for Standard Distill-
ing ( a combine of the distilleries not included in the old whiskey
"trust"). Flint is absent from the list, but judging from the flood of
his promotions early in 1899, he must have been already at work.
Not only were these men among the first to join the great end-of-the-
century merger caravan but they were to occupy leading positions
throughout the next five years.
The promotion of very large mergers late in 1897 and early in

1898 followed a distinguishable pattern. This seems the more re-
markable when it is recalled that earlier the very large mergers
showed no pattern whatsoever.37 Some fundamental changes had
occurred in business since 1893, and all the promoters seem to have
adjusted to these changes in approximately the same way.
One of the changes, for instance, was the increasing willingness

of many stockholders to part with their equities outright when their
firms joined in a merger. Another was the relative degree of confi-
dence shown by promoters. Whereas formerly the promoter had
received a commission for his services, in the later period he took
a position of risk. Acting as manager of a syndicate, he brought
into temporary partnership with himself a group of moneyed men
among whom were usually the leading industrialists in the field of
the merger and perhaps one or two brokerage houses to help in the
eventual distribution of securities.
More often than formerly the firms entering a merger were al-

ready corporate in form and had many stockholders. This increased
dispersion of ownership made it more difficult to get acquiescence
to a merger plan. Whereas formerly one or two men spoke for an
entire company, the new mergers sometimes had to get the approval
of hundreds of stockholders, especially when, as in National Biscuit,

37 The only earlier merger of a pattern similar to that of the later period was
the National Starch Manufacturing Company of 1890, organized by Chester W.
Chapin. Curiously enough, Chapin seems to have taken very little part in the
mergers of 1898-1902.
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the merger was a combination of already merged companies. If at
least a majority of stockholders agreed to a merger, the plan could
go through and the holdouts and potential troublemakers could be
ignored, but a clean organizational plan with no minority groups
was usually favored.

Still another change in underlying conditions was the increasing
amount of cash required to effect a merger. In the days when
stockholders could be induced to join through a simple exchange
of securities, few cash expenses were involved — incorporation fees,
legal expenses, travel, entertainment, and the like. By the end of
1897 those days were gone.

First, there was the need for option money. Before deciding to
form a new company the promoter's syndicate had to get fixed-price
options on the properties to be merged. These options sometimes
expired before all the negotiations had been completed, and one of
the risks of promotion was the loss of option money under such
circumstances."
Cash was needed for a second purpose: working capital. When

a merger acquired only physical assets, it received no liquid funds
and sometimes no inventory with which to begin operations. These
had to be provided before the new company could get under way.

Thirdly, the component companies often had miscellaneous in-
debtedness which the promoter wished to clean up. With cash to
pay off these debts the merger could start with an unencumbered
balance sheet.

Fourthly, the promoters generally agreed to pay for properties
partly in cash instead of wholly in securities. A part payment in
cash (when coupled with the fact that a selling company usually
retained its own liquid capital) made a merger seem very attractive
to the sellers. The arrangement in effect transferred to the pro-
moter's syndicate the risk of putting the securities on the market.

Occasionally the cash for working capital purposes was raised by
the sale of bonds to the public, but almost invariably the rest of the
cash and usually the working capital as well was obtained by the
sale of equity securities. To expedite these sales a new gimmick was
used. The public was admitted to the same preferential treatment
formerly tendered only to the stockholders: that is to say, an in-
vestor who subscribed to a share of preferred stock also received a

3° Usually industrialists were sufficiently eager to sell to be willing to extend
the options, but not the hardheaded Andrew Carnegie, who, at a slightly later
date, was to make the Moore brothers forfeit a whopping million-dollar option
when they were unsuccessful in arranging a Carnegie-centered merger of steel
companies.
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certain (usually equal) amount of common stock, the first repre-
senting investment value and the second representing risk capital.
The combined package still sold at par, but whereas formerly the
preferred had been thought to be worth $100 and had been accom-
panied by only a "right" to buy common stock, by 1897 the pre-
ferred was looked upon as worth something less than par and the
speculative value of the common was thought to be more than
enough to make up the differential. Thus, an investor who paid
$100 for a preferred-common package did so in the belief that he
would be able to turn around and market his shares separately for
a combined value of perhaps $110 or $115.3°
A promoter had to be careful not to get himself in a position of

needing more cash than the market would provide. If he thought
the market was not going to absorb enough securities, he could, of
course, back out of the deal, but only at the cost of his option money
and his prestige as a promoter. If, on the other hand, he ventured
ahead only to discover that he could not unload, he and his syndi-
cate found themselves faced with a shelf full of depreciated securi-
ties and an unhappy group of industrialists whose securities had
turned out to be worth less than they had been led to expect.
The secret was to limit the amount of cash needed. To accom-

plish this the promoter tried to get the merging industrialists to

accept securities for as much of the purchase price as possible. He

might use the strategy of saying to these industrialists that it was
immaterial to him whether they asked for cash or securities. Such

apparent indifference would indicate that the promoter felt confi-

dent he could raise the cash, if necessary, by selling the securities of

the new company to the public. But he could not take this position

of indifference unless the industrialists were likely to choose securi-

ties; otherwise the merger would require too much cash and the

promoter, to raise the cash, would run the risk of glutting the market

with stock of the new company.
Some writers have assumed that, in setting the amount of a merg-

er's capitalization, a promoter regarded the sky as the limit. But in

fact there was a certain ceiling above which he could not go.

Many of the industrialists had had long experience in their field and

were in a position to make a fairly accurate appraisal of the earning

power of the new combine and hence the long-range value of the

combine's securities. True, industrialists sometimes overestimated

" By 1902 a common expectation was that the preferred would sell for $85

and the common for $35. See our article on the International Mercantile Marine
merger of 1902 in the December, 1954, Business History Review.
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the earning power of the combine to which they were selling out,

but they at least had some concrete basis for judgment. If, in their

opinion, the promoter was issuing more securities than the earnings

of the combine could carry, they simply refused to accept payment

in stock and asked for cash instead — or withdrew from the merger.

Since the promoter could not afford to run the chance that either

of these mishaps would eventuate, he had to make certain that his

capitalizations revealed some degree of caution — a caution which,

unfortunately, somewhat dissolved as the public became increas-
ingly willing to buy any securities the industrialists were unwilling
to accept.
By mid-I898 it was clear that something big was happening, for

the promoter-backed mergers had found a favorable market and the
investing public had showed itself ready to put its money into in-

dustrial securities. It took only the formation of the Federal Steel
Company with a syndicate organized by J. P. Morgan & Company
to confirm the trend. The Morgan firm was the largest of the rail-
road banks, and by putting support behind an industrial issue, it
gave to industrial securities an endorsement that was certain to
count heavily with the investing public.

In comparison with the financial methods of the independent pro-
moters, Morgan's arrangements for the Federal Steel merger were
traditional and conservative. The Morgan firm declined, for in-
stance, to buy assets and stuck instead to the old-fashioned method
of buying from the stockholders a controlling interest in the merging
companies. Morgan also declined to bait stockholders with an offer
of part cash (although in later mergers he had to fall in with general
practice in this regard). The Morgan methods required far less cash
than did the methods of the promoters. But some cash had to be
raised to satisfy the Morgan demand for sound financing. Morgan's
plan for Federal Steel was to increase the working capital beyond
what the participating companies had been operating with and to
provide a sum of money for new plant and equipment. These funds
were to be obtained by selling preferred stock — just preferred, with
no bonus of common. The stock was to be offered first to the existing
shareholders and then to the public, the Morgan syndicate being re-
sponsible for selling any stock that the shareholders did not take.
This was true underwriting in the classical sense of the term, the
sense in which the term was used in railroad financing.40 It did less
to spread ownership of industry than did the methods of the promot-

" See Fritz Redlich, The Molding of American Banking: Men and Ideas
(New York, 1951), Vol. 2, Pt. H, p. 371.
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ers. But it accomplished one goal that the promoters had done little
to achieve. When the promoters had brought in new cash, they had
used it primarily to replace cash withdrawn from industry. The
Morgan arrangement was an early example of the use of preferred
stock for a new purpose: the attracting of investment capital to
strengthen and expand industry.
With the Federal Steel merger the accumulation of forces toward

integration of companies, diversification of investments, liquidation
of sunk capital, arrangement for management succession, and reso-
lution of competitive excesses burst forth into the great merger
movement of the end of the century. In the next four years the
market was to be flooded with industrial securities and — what was
of equal importance — was to absorb them.41 Most of the new in-
dustrial issues coming on the market were the product of mergers.
Most of the offerings led with preferred and followed with a bonus
of common. Most of the arrangements conformed to one or the
other of two patterns, the one worked out by the innovating pro-
moters, the other practiced by established investment bankers like
J. P. Morgan and modeled on railroad experience.
The rest of the story is fairly well-known. In the years from 1898

to 1902 there were added to the list of traded industrials some of
the stellar names of modern American business, companies that
were to take leading positions in their industries: United States
Steel, International Harvester, American Can, Pittsburgh Coal,
American Car & Foundry, American Smelting & Refining, Interna-
tional Silver, United Fruit, just to name a few of the best-known.42
Whereas only a decade earlier an industrial company with over $10
million capitalization was a rarity, there was produced by merger,
in the span of a few years at the turn of the century, nearly a hun-
dred companies of that size. Almost all the mergers of that period
fell in the industrial classification. Almost all followed the familiar
pattern of issuing preferred to cover basic value with a bonus of an

" Not until the spring of 1903 did the accumulation of securities glut the
market, thus contributing to the depression that was then developing and
bringing to an end the turn-of-the-century merger period.

According to Shaw Livermore, and in contrast to the general view on this
subject, a high proportion of the mergers in the 1889-1905 period were financial
successes. See Shaw Livermore, "The Success of Industrial Mergers," The
Quarterly Journal of Economics (Nov., 1935), p. 68.
"On a sample day in 1903, trading was reported in 136 industrial commons,

of which a third were the issue of companies still existent in 1955 with little
change in name. On the same day trading was reported in 83 preferreds, of
which a quarter were the issues of companies still existent and still financed by
preferred stock.
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equal amount of common to represent risk earnings and the promise
of growth.43

It is a curious commentary that so much of this radical change in
corporate structure was accomplished by the industrialists them-
selves with the assistance of a handful of maverick financial men,
the independent promoters. Four promoters ( the four mentioned
earlier: Flint, Dos Passos, the Moore brothers, and Moore & Schley)
handled the negotiations for nearly a third 44 of the very large merg-
ers of 1898-1902. One of these four, the partnership of Moore &
Schley, was so active that it showed promise of achieving first mag-
nitude in the banking field; its prominence in the mergers of 1898-
1902 was exceeded only by Morgan's. But although it was for many
years the largest brokerage firm on Wall Street, the crash of 1907
was to bring it close to ruin. Only the intercession of Morgan saved
it from bankruptcy. Thereafter it went into eclipse and although it
still survives it has never regained its earlier position. So great has
been the interest of historians in the work of J. P. Morgan and so
limited the information about the work of these independent pro-
moters that their role in the turn-of-the-century merger movement
has never been given the attention it deserves.

Another third of the very large promotions in this period was the
work of a number of men, each with only one or two promotions to
his record. A few of these men have gained historical prominence
— John W. Gates of American Steel & Wire, F. Augustus Heinze of
United Copper, and Thomas A. McIntyre of the Standard Milling
Company. But many of the others have disappeared into oblivion
as have some of their companies.
A quarter of these very large mergers was the work of investment

bankers, principally those with experience in the issue of railroad
securities. Eventually nearly all the railroad houses participated in
the turn-of-the-century mergers, but only J. P. Morgan with any
zest. The Morgan house managed some of the largest industrial
syndicates of the period and in the popular mind did much to link

" These general statements are based on a page-by-page examination of the
Commercial 1.7 Financial Chronicle and the Boston News Bureau for those
years, but summary figures do not include projected mergers that came to
nothing. Another useful source for this period is the United States Investor.
" This fraction is based on the number of mergers. If capitalizations are

taken as the base and Morgan's mergers excluded, these four promoters account
for about two-fifths of the business, or more than twice the amount accounted
for by all the investment bankers apart from Morgan. The Morgan mergers
were so extraordinarily large that, when added to the group, their capitalizations
account for about half the total.
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investment banking with the merger movement.45 But obscured
behind the dazzling performance of the Morgans is the fact that
relatively few of the turn-of-the-century industrial merger promo-
tions were headed by the old-line railroad houses.

SUMMARY

The years 1887-1902 produced a solution to one of the trouble-
some problems created by the industrial revolution, the problem of
capital inflexibility in the industrial segment of our economy. In the
great age of commerce that had preceded industrialization, capital
had been liquid and therefore fairly free-flowing. But with indus-
trialization, capital had been sunk more and more in fixed invest-
ment, and new methods had to be developed before easy transfers
of ownership could again become possible.
By seeking incorporation the proprietors of industrial enterprises

had acquired, through the issuance of common stocks, a potentially
easy means of transfer. But even with this potential at hand a fluid-
ity of transfer awaited the development of market acceptance. Until
the late 1880's industrial companies remained for the most part too

small to be widely known and their securities too risky to be of
interest to investors.
In the 1890's two developments helped to resolve these difficulties.

The merger movement produced enterprises of such size and such

dominant position in their industries that their existence became a
matter of household knowledge. Concurrently the all-common-

stock form of capitalization gave way to capitalizations of part com-
mon, part preferred with the effect of converting some of the so-
called risky industrial securities into more attractive instruments of
investment. The issuance of a number of new industrial preferreds
during the early 1890's laid a groundwork for market confidence.
But it was the performance of these preferreds during the depres-

45 It should be pointed out that the largest merger of all, United States
Steel, was initiated not because of competitive stress but because an individual,
Andrew Carnegie, wanted to liquidate his sunk investment in steel properties.
It is our belief that J. P. Morgan became interested in the Carnegie properties
in two stages: (a) when he learned, at the famous Simmons dinner, that the
profit outlook for the steel industry made a public sale of steel securities look
promising and (b) when he learned that Carnegie would accept bonds in full
payment, thereby obviating the need for a public issue to raise money for the
purchase of Carnegie's properties. However, such a huge bond issue posed a
problem, for the underlying structure had to be large and impressive to support
so much debt. It may have been the need for a balanced financial structure as
much as anything that led Morgan to approve the huge capitalization that
United States Steel came to have.
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sion of 1893-1897 that convinced the investing public of the sound-
ness of industrial preferreds.

It is possible to distinguish four stages through which industrial
securities passed on their way to general market acceptance. In the
first stage, which existed before the late 1880's, these securities had
a very narrow market. They rarely were listed on the Exchange.
Sometimes they were traded on the "outside" curb, but more often
they had only regional acceptance and exchanged hands only in
direct person-to-person sales. Occasionally blocks of stock were
offered on an auction basis. If a firm was sold outright, the price-
earnings ratio tended to be low, frequently no more than three times
average net income. It was under these market circumstances that
the "trust" certificates began to be traded.
The success of the "trust" certificates introduced a second stage,

which extended from 1890 to 1893. In this period industrial securi-
ties began to be listed on the Stock Exchange and to be traded by
leading brokerage houses. A relatively new type of security, in-
dustrial preferreds, was issued and marketing groups were formed,
usually under the auspices of brokerage houses, to assist stock-
holders who wished to liquidate part of their investment. Price-
earnings ratios began to move up, and brokerage firms began to
assure their clients that industrial commons ought to be worth ap-
proximately eight times average net income. In this stage, as in the
earlier one, most of the trade remained at the stockholder level.
Only rarely did companies issue new securities and sell them di-
rectly to the public as a means of raising funds. This development
became general only in the third period.
When the merger promotions began late in 1897, the promoters

were able to count on a market that was already conditioned by the
sale of securities at the stockholder level. It was therefore not a
difficult leap for the promoters to begin marketing securities on be-
half of the companies themselves. In this third stage the funds
raised by public sale were used to pay off former stockholders or to
replace working capital and not to extend the company's operations.
Furtherrnore these sales were not underwritten; the promoters sim-
ply made sure that they could sell the necessary blocks of securities
before committing themselves to the merger. Viewed in terms of
number of issues, this stage dominated the period 1897-1902. It
would also have dominated the period in terms of capital issued had
it not been for the work of J. P. Morgan Sr Company. It was the
Morgan firm which introduced stage number four.
Since the third stage had inherent weaknesses, it did not survive
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the end of the merger movement. By the very nature of their opera-
tion the merger promoters did not provide the funds necessary for
an expanding industry and they could not, because of their limited
capital resources, guarantee to the issuing companies the funds
which a new issue of securities was intended to raise. The financial
men who had been accustomed to raising new funds on a guaran-
teed basis were the investment bankers, and it was to them that
industry eventually turned.
That the investment bankers were slow to enter the business of

underwriting industrial securities is not surprising. With a market
that was still relatively untested, bankers had to accept a high level
of risk to underwrite industrial securities. Furthermore, most of the
old railroad houses had been accustomed to underwriting bonds
and had conditioned their customers to think of bonds when they
thought of investment. In the early 1890's some of these houses had
in fact underwritten industrial bonds. But it was preferred stock
that was to gain popular acceptance among industrial securities,
and the underwriting of preferred issues was something the invest-
ment bankers came to slowly. J. P. Morgan az Company led the field
in 1898 with the others following only in a cautious way. Not, in-
deed, until after 1902 did industrial securities settle into the fourth
stage of securities marketing — the stage when underwriting of
issues came into general practice.
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The Bell Is Ringing

The world's biggest company is a bundle of paradoxes wrapped in a string of superlatives. It makes a

product that cannot be bought and lives on a commodity that cannot be seen. In a nation that idealizes

competition, it has practically none. Unlike other corporate giants, it cannot set its own prices, which

are carefully regulated not only by the Federal Government but by individual states. It has more direct

contact with Americans than any other company, yet it often feels misunderstood. Few companies are

more conservative; none are more creative. It has grown huge by paying attention to little

things—little efficiencies, little economies, little people. It is that ubiquitous firm whose business is

talk and whose product is the telephone: the American Telephone & Telegraph Co.

At A.T.&T., superlatives recur with the persistence of a busy signal. An outsize and aggressive utility,

the company owns, operates and services 83% of the nation's 84 million telephones—nearly half of all

the phones in the world. Its assets of $28 billion top those of General Motors, General Electric and

U.S. Steel put together, and since 1945 it has raised enough new capital ($26 billion) to buy up the

gold reserves of the U.S., Britain and several European countries. With 733,000 workers, the company

employs a labor force greater than the population of Boston; its annual wage bill of $4.7 billion

exceeds the gross national product of Ireland and Israel combined. A.T.&T.'s 1963 revenues, which

reached almost $10 billion, amounted to more than the combined incomes of 30 state governments

and accounted for 1.7% of the gross national product.

Long Noses. By virtue of his position as head of this colossus, the chief executive of A.T.&T. is
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automatically the biggest businessman in the nation. For eight years that post has been held by a

square-cut, thin-lipped man named Frederick Russell Kappel, who happens to be very much like the

corporation he heads—a creature of power and paradox. Chairman Kappel (rhymes with apple) mixes

freely among the mighty in science, politics and business. The 65 corporate chiefs who make up the

prestigious U.S. Business Council, a group that advises the Government, have elected him their

chairman. Lyn don Johnson often calls Kappel to discuss the state of U.S. business, is also one of

A.T.&T.'s best customers.

But for all the importance and respect his position brings, Fred Kappel, at 62, remains essentially a

small-town boy who retains the earthy and often unsophisticated ways of the heartland. He runs the

most modern of corporations from an old-fashioned office in a lower Manhattan building whose Doric

columns and tiled floors are defiantly unmodern. In this Parthenon of the William Howard Taft era,

Kappel still converses in the slangy, twangy argot of his native Albert Lea, Minn., can still cuss on

occasion like the pole-hole digger he once was. One significant term that often salts his conversation is

"long-nosed." Says Kappel: "It's a term I use to mean looking ahead, planning ahead. I like to think of

the Bell System as a long-nosed company."

See-As-You-Talk. Today, the company that thrives on talk is creating quite a bit of talk about

itself—most of it by being long-nosed. In search of new and better ways to transmit words and TV

pictures (most network TV programs are transmitted over A.T.&T.'s telephone lines), A.T.&T. is

reconnoitering the frontiers of technology and expanding man's inventory of knowledge. It built

Telstar in its labs, and will play a major role in the new Comsat Corp., which plans to ring the earth

with communications satellites within two or three years. This fall it will start laying a fourth cable to

Europe beneath the ocean, and last week it completed the first telephone cable to Japan. In typically

prudent fashion, the telephone company is preparing for just about any eventuality: late this year it

will finish a $200 million underground cable across the U.S. that will be able to carry important calls

even if all above-ground wires are destroyed in a nuclear attack. It is also developing a wide array of

new equipment, including pushbutton phones, which have just gone into use in 35 cities, and a new

electronic switching system so swift that it will be able to handle 1,000,000 telephone calls between

two ticks of the clock.

Two weeks ago A.T.&T. announced that it will soon cross yet another frontier in technology: it will put

into public operation the world's first see-as-you-talk Picturephone service. Already on view at A.T. &

T.'s pancake-shaped pavilion at the World's Fair, the Picturephone will go into service next month in

public booths in New York, Chicago and Washington, offer service between those cities to people who
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are willing to pay rates that will range from $16 to $27 for three minutes. Whereas the regular phone

uses only one circuit, Picturephone in its current stage needs the equivalent of 125 of them—for the

125 hair-fine lines on its tiny TV screen. With confidence that this problem will be solved, A.T.&T. sees

a bright and profitable future for its latest device.

Even more exciting than the see-as-you-talk phone to the nation's businessmen and economists is the

impact of A.T.&T.'s spend-as-you-grow plans. As proof of its faith in the economy, A.T.&T. in 1964 will

undertake the largest program of expansion and modernization ever launched by any company in

history. The $3.35 billion that the company will spend will account for 71% of all capital spending by

U.S. business, create i8o,000 new jobs in supplier companies an o much to eep

economy's greatest period of peacetime expansion going strong.

Blank Checks. To get more than a third of the money it needs, A.T.&T. went to its usual source of

cash: that most democratized group of capitalists, its own stockholders. The company floated history's

largest stock issue, 12,241,294 shares, and gave first crack at the issue to its shareholders on a 1-for-2o

basis. Openly trying to make the stock even more attractive, Fred Kappel announced an increase in

the yearly dividend from $3.60 to $4 and a 2-for-1 split that next month will raise the total to

512,000,000 shares. Stockholders gobbled up almost the entire issue, and thousands sent the

company blank checks in an unprecedented show of confidence, asking A.T.&T. to fill in the cost of

whatever they could buy.

More shareholders have placed their savings and hopes in A.T.&T. than in any other corporation. It is

a haven for 2,350,000 investors, many of whom are untutored in the nuances of high finance but feel

certain that the nation's largest company will prosper so long as the nation itself does. A.T.&T. has so

many stockholders that 20,500 of them are named Smith, and 1013 die every day. Three-quarters of

them own fewer than 100 shares, and the biggest holder, Wall Street's Merrill Lynch, keeps most of its

3,600,000 shares for small-customer accounts.* No wonder that Wall Street dubs A.T.&T. "the

widows' and or phans' stock," and shareholders affectionately refer to it as "Ma Bell."

"I've Made Mistakes." Not everyone shares this fondness for the telephone company, but almost

everyone has an opinion about it. To U.S. military chiefs it is a first-class defense contractor, and

scientists consider its Bell Labs to be the finest industrial-research establish ment anywhere. A.T.&T.

has become so much a part of the American scene that it is at once a source of envy and admiration

and a butt of jokes. Says Cartoonist Al Capp, whose Li'I Abner delights in needling Mother Bell: "In

this country, if we don't like our wives, or even our Government, we can change them. But have you

ever tried to change your phone company?"
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Fred Kappel does not take kindly to such impertinent questions. He likes to think of A.T.&T. as a

warm and faithful creature, and of anyone who does not like its predominance as something of an

ingrate. He lists his own home-phone number in the directory —and so do the presidents of the 23

regional operating companies that

A.T.&T. embraces in the Bell System. He also takes time out from each busy day to study stacks of

mail from customers and stockholders on the the ory that "it's a good way to get a feel for what people

are thinking," has ordered that every letter must be answered within seven days.

Kappel is convinced that life's biggest kicks and greatest challenges come from working in the large

corporation. "This 'Organization Man' thing makes me disgusted," says he. "When someone talks that

to me I say he doesn't know what he's talking about. Somebody who is really running a railroad must

do his job and not be afraid about making mistakes. I've made all kinds of mistakes.

Somebody who never makes a mistake is sitting on his fanny not doing anything. But a man ought to

be right more than half the time."

Percentage Player. Kappel has seen to it that he has been right more often than that. A barber's son

who worked his way to an electrical-engineering degree at the University of Minnesota ('24), he joined

A.T.&T. 40 years ago at $25-a-week. He was soon promoted from pole-hole digger to such jobs as

"interference engineer" and "foreign wire relations engineer" and spotted by his superiors as a cool,

unflappable fellow not given to snap decisions. Every night he took home a briefcase heavy with

homework, and even when he went to the ballpark he took along other A.T.&T. people to talk

operations and engineering. He steadily moved up 14 levels on the corporate escalator to a

vice-presidency of A.T.& T.'s Northwestern Bell. He was called to New York headquarters, became

president in 1954 of A.T.&T.'s manufacturing arm, Western Electric, and took over as president and

chief executive of A.T.&T. in 1956. Says Kappel, who became board chairman in 1961: "I've never had

anything I didn't get for myself."

Chairman Kappel now earns $271,667 a year and lives in a four-bedroom, six-telephone house in

Bronxville, a New York suburb. He allows few ex pensive tastes to enter his well-modulated life. His

wife does the cooking, except for parties. Kappel doesn't smoke, rarely drinks, and faithfully attends

Bronxvillets Dutch Reformed Church, whose 3,000 members make it the largest church of that

denomination in the U.S. He does not openly participate in party politics ("I don't believe that I

should"), but he likes to read books of a political nature. Among his recent favorites: J. Edgar

Hoover's Masters of Deceit and Victor Lasky's J.F.K.: the Man 8z the Myth. Regularly, every two
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weeks, he plays with a bridge club, also enjoys an occasional shrewd game of poker. "He is a

percentage player, not a chance taker," says a man who has often watched his game.

Much Like the Army. Kappel is the prototype of the A.T.&T. executive, that particular type of U.S.

manager whose training and abilities make the telephone company about the best-managed firm

anywhere. One former A.T.&T. vice president wrote that the company's management system "is much

the same as the Army's." A.T.&T. is a pure meritocracy, run by men who started at the bottom and

worked up, step by step, winning the nod of many bosses along the way. The executives at A.T.&T.

combine in themselves dedication, sense of service, awareness of public responsibility, invocation of

old-fashioned virtues, puritan earnestness, Rotary Club friendliness, and a touch of self-righteousness

They consider themselves a breed apart —and they are. They value continuity and gradualism in

management more than most, and, though at ease in handling vast sums, run their company with a

peasant's fear of debt and the thrifty conviction that every piece of installed equipment ought to be

good for 40 years. Most of all, they view their job—helping the people to speak —as an almost priestly

calling.

To make sure of a continued supply of such men—they are not born, but made—A.T.&T. has

developed one of U.S. business's most advanced programs of management training and evaluation.

Every year it deploys 300 recruiters to search out 2,500 to 3,000 trainees on the nation's campuses.

They pick their men only from the top half of the graduating classes, and look for those who have

spent more time in the libraries than in the stadiums: A.T.&T.'s studies show that marks are the best

indicator of how a candidate works out later, extracurricular activities the least reliable. The

headhunters offer good starting salaries ($6,300 to $7,200) and a stock-purchase plan. Half of all

employees own A.T.&T. shares, most of them bought at 85% of the market price and sometimes in

installments; but no one in the company ever gets a stock option. About 900 men in Bell's system

make $25,000 or more.

The new recruit soon learns that A.T.&T. insists on making one man —any man—ultimately

responsible for every single project, however big or small, and that he stands to take the blame if that

project sours. As soon as he joins the organization, each candidate is tossed into the decision-making

maelstrom, perhaps as chief of a smalltown office or traffic department, where his performance can be

easily measured. About 20% of all trainees wash out in the first year, but even those who do not make

A.T.&T.'s stiff grades are scooped up by other companies eager to hire men with some Bell seasoning.

Internal Competition. To save itself from becoming fat and lazy like most monopolies, A.T.&T.

purposely sets up internal competition. It pits man against man, office against office, district against

district—and carefully rates each performance on report cards that are analyzed by efficiency experts.
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"We have people breathing down everybody's neck," says one high personnel man at A.T.&T. The

company even rates its accounting departments according to how many pieces of paper each one

processes; woe to the junior executive who finds himself saddled with slothful clerks. Every month

the company publishes its "Green Book," a 32-page pamphlet that critically compares the

performance of Bell's operating companies, one against the other, in 41 categories that range from the

percentage of calls affected by static (yearly average: 2%) to the rate of resignations (yearly average:

2.4% for men, 17.6% for women).

Many other companies try to copy A.T.&T.'s training and rating program, but they cannot copy the

advantage that bigness gives to Bell. A.T.&T. has so many operating companies, divisions and branch

offices that it has plenty of demanding and responsible jobs in which to develop and store up

executive talent. Men with the stamp of success on them are groomed for high management positions

as much as 30 years in advance. Some of the young executives are interviewed every year by one or

more of A.T.&T.'s 20 staff psychologists, who plumb their changing moods, opinions and goals.

The men who travel farthest in this obstacle course are tough, well briefed and able. At the very top,

A.T.&T. is run by a 23-man group that is led by Kappel and President Eugene J. Mc-Neely, 63, a stern

taskmaster who supervises operations and personnel and has followed Kappel into three executive

positions since 1949. This top team is known to company insiders as "the Cabinet." It is made up of an

extremely close-knit and like-minded group of men (median age: 57) with strikingly similar

backgrounds. They feel most comfortable with their own kind, even to the extent of lunching together

every day in the 22nd-floor executive dining room. Three-quarters of them come from small towns,

only a handful went to Ivy League universities, and ten of them have engineering training. In an age

when more and more companies are bossed by accountants, salesmen or lawyers, A.T.&T. remains

one of the few giants dominated by engineers—with all that implies of diligence, prudence and respect

for proven rules.

Conformity or Chaos. Sharply at 10 a.m. every Monday, the Cabinet members sit down in red leather

armchairs in the 26th-floor board room for a 21hour meeting. One by one, each man briefs the others

on developments in his division—new products, spending plans, struggles for higher rates. But the

Cabinet seldom wastes time on detail or minor decisions. All down the line, A.T.&T.'s middle

executives try to solve all problems long before they reach the vice-presidential level, leaving only the

knottiest ones to the Cabinet. If there is then a dispute, Kappel has the last word. "I may get into an

argument," he says. "There's nothing worse than somebody who agrees with everything. We all agree

in advance not to agree with anything unless we really believe in it." But he also argues that "there

must be some conformity. To be against conformity is to be against order and for chaos."
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Though such a sprawling company is beyond the power of any one man to change it substantially,

Kappel has made his mark on A.T.&T. Perhaps his signal contribution has been to increase earnings

nicely by pushing through local rate increases and introducing myriad new efficiencies. Long-distance

operators are now taught by programmed-instruction textbooks, which are much cheaper than

human teachers; speed-reading courses have cut the average time that information operators need to

look up a number from 37.6 seconds to 33.3 seconds, at an annual saving of $8,000,000. During

Kappel's eight years, earnings have jumped 84%, to last year's $1.5 billion—after federal and state

taxes of $2 billion. A.T.&T. habitually pays out 62% of its profits as dividends and invests the rest in

capital spending.

Keeping the Reins On. Fred Kappel contends that A.T.&T. needs still higher profits to grow on, but he

runs into opposition in Washington, where Government officials insist that his company is already

too profitable and too powerful. In terms of return on net cost of plant, the usual gauge of profitability

in utilities, A.T.&T. earns somewhat more than the average: 7.2%. The General Services

Administration, representing the Government as a user in regulatory hearings, has recommended

that Bell's return should be limited to 6.6%, and the staff of the Federal Communications

Commission, which regulates the Bell System and its interstate rates, has suggested 6.5%. So far, the

FCC's seven commissioners have refused to go along with this recommendation.

A.T.&T. aims at getting an 8% return whenever it can. It has to negotiate constantly not only with the

FCC but with local commissions in the 48 states in which it operates (all except Alaska and Hawaii).

In 47 of them, A.T.&T. hammers out local phone rates with state commissions, but in Texas it has to

dicker with no fewer than 1,500 town councils. Rates vary widely, depending upon how much money

A.T. & T. has invested in an area, how many numbers residents can call without paying a toll and

what the local commission will allow. When commissions agree to give A.T.&T. increases, they

sometimes find it politic to hold local rates steady but to raise the charges for phone installation and

for such extras as color phones. Despite some increases, rates have not risen as much as the overall

cost of living. While the U.S. consumer price index has gone up 59% since 1946, local telephone rates

have increased 48%; interstate rates have actually dropped 20% since 1940, thanks to a combination

of new efficiencies, higher volume of calling and pressures from the FCC.

Breaks for the Little. Last year the FCC forced the company to reduce some of its long-distance rates,

so that anyone can now call anywhere in the continental U.S. after 9 p.m. for no more than $1 for the

first three min utes. Two months ago, the FCC hit from the other side: it ordered A.T.&T. to raise

rates on its "cheaper-by-the-dozen" Telpak service, which transmits printed as well as spoken

messages over big bundles of circuits. The commission felt that A.T.&T. had originally priced this

fast-growing service abnormally low in order to attract big users. At the same time, the FCC denied
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A.T.&T.'s request for permission to send printed as well as spoken messages through its own

transatlantic cables, but granted that right to international competitors that lease channels within the

cables.

In an open admission of favoritism for such companies as RCA, Western Union International and

International Telephone & Telegraph, one FCC official said: "They're the little boys, so they deserve

the breaks."

But the big boy has always managed to win the most important battle; A.T.&T. defeated the Justice

Department's persistent attempts during the

Truman and Eisenhower Administrations to divorce it from Western Electric, and not much is heard

about that any more. A virtual monopoly almost since it was founded in 1877, the Bell System has

preserved its special status by arguing that it is much more efficient and economical than a lot of

little, local phone companies would be. It has agreed not to invade the territory of the 2,645

independent companies that control the remaining 17% of the phone business. Largest of the

independents by far is General Telephone & Electronics Corp., which has 5,1300,000 phones as well

as extensive manufacturing and research facilities. By buying up smaller companies and shrewdly

moving into rural areas and fast-growing suburbs that A.T.&T. does not reach, General Telephone has

lifted its sales 1,450% in the past dozen years—to last year's $1.4 billion. A.T.&T. has barely expanded

its area of coverage in 42 years, and in 1956 the Justice Department ordered it to open its thousands

of patents to all corners.

Lovable Green Giant. Always sensitive about its bigness, and reluctant to be viewed as the great

profitmaker that it is, A.T.&T. has devised one of the most effective lobbying and public relations

systems in industry. It keeps many discreet and well-connected lobbyists in Washington and in the

state capitals. The phone company's public relations campaign paints it as a lovable green giant of

communications. In fact, it is so anxious to be loved that it polls 80,000 stockholders each year to

find out what they think about the company, even financed a study to determine whether public

telephones are dangerous germ carriers. A.T.&T.'s answer: No.

Employees take company courses in politeness and courtesy, are constantly reminded that they and

their customers have no fewer than lo billion conversations a year. A.T.&T. executives are

encouraged to lead civic-uplift drives, and to join many public service groups. Once they have joined,

they frequently volunteer to make speeches about A.T. & T. or show company films, preaching such

slogans as "The Voice with a Smile Is Still Behind Your Dial" and "Whatever the Future Brings, It's

Still People Talking."
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Fred Kappel himself gives about a dozen public speeches a year, and in one of them, delivered four

years ago at Columbia University, he said that "low tolerance for criticism" is a sign of loss of business

vitality. A.T.&T. certainly has plenty of business vitality—and plenty of sensitivity to criticism. Kappel

calls A.T.&T.'s Washington critics "breaker-uppers" and "glorified publicity seekers." Fortnight ago,

at the Business Council's meeting in Hot Springs, Va., he deplored increasing regulation of business

by Government, and he believes that A.T.&T. could have moved much faster toward creating a large

network of Telstars if the Government had only given it permission to go ahead. As it is, the

ownership of Comsat Corp.—whose shares were approved for listing two weeks ago by the New York

Stock Exchange—will be divided among the public and the nation's communications companies. The

size of A.T.&T.'s stake has not yet been determined, but it will be substantial.

Hotter Meetings. When it comes to the customers, Kappel is often more puzzled than angered by

complaints. He admits that A.T.&T. made a tactical error in pushing all-numeral dialing without a

public educational campaign. By abandoning the familiar exchange prefixes (Klondike, Pennypacker,

Gypsy) and forcing users to dial seven numbers, A.T.&T. raised the possible total of phone numbers

in any area by 50%. But it also raised an uproar, was soon accused on all sides of an Orwellian

scheme to dehumanize everyday life—even though it would really have had to dehumanize life by

ultimately limiting service if it did not have the new system. "We've got to do it if the country is going

to grow," says Kappel. "But I don't believe we did very well when we started explaining it. We took the

attitude it's something we've got to do, and why the hell bother to explain." The fuss has since died

down, and the advent of direct distance dialing will, within the next decade, enable telephone users to

call any major country in the world by dialing twelve digits.

Other telephone customers complain that A.T.&T., which owns all its equipment and only rents it to

subscribers, will not permit them to hook up antique phones, and that it charges them 500 a month

extra for an unlisted number in New York City and Philadelphia; Cinemactor Tony Randall, who can

well afford it, has dodged the charge by listing his number under a phony name, Irvine W. Tishman.

As in many another company, A.T.&T.'s officers also are getting more and more harassment at annual

meetings. Kappel has special controls behind the rostrum at which he stands to cut off any speaker

who becomes too windy or unruly. But he delivered his most effective cut with out benefit of switch at

the April 15 annual meeting, where a professional meeting-goer asked a seemingly endless round of

questions, including one seeking to know how much A.T.&T. gave to charity. Told that the amount

was $ io million last year, the woman said: "Mr. Chairman, I think I'm going to faint." Replied Kappel

coolly: "That would be helpful."

Hooray! For all the complaints, big and small, A.T.&T. has given the U.S. the world's least frustrating
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telephone service with the world's most trouble-free gadget. Kappel points out that the average U.S.

phone needs a repair only once every five years; except in times of flood or other natural disasters, no

A.T.&T. switching office in the past 40 years has been out of order for as long as ten minutes. No

place is too inaccessible, no service request too small for A.T.&T.'s telephone men. They have put up

phone booths in the middle of forests for the convenience of hunters, offer phones with gentle chimes

for those who cannot stand the regular bells. Even former FCC Chairman Newton Minow, a voluble

critic of many other institutions, told a Senate committee last year: "Having just returned from

Europe, I would say hooray for the phone service you get here."

That service is growing even faster than the U.S. Every working day, A.T.&T. installs 11,500 new

phones and handles 251 million calls. The number of Bell telephone calls within the U.S. is expanding

by 15% a year, and A.T.&T. is straining to prevent a massive clogging of overloaded circuits by

steadily expanding and improving its equipment. Actually, the Bell System is one great computer,

linked by 24 billion interconnections and by enough copper wire to spin a four-ply cable to the sun.

The computer's innards are an orderly assemblage of $24 billion worth of the most sophisticated

equipment ever devised, and its long limbs sprawl over 3,000,000 square miles of city, plain,

mountain, valley and river. It is in constant change, works around the clock, seldom errs—and often

corrects itself when it does.

Kappel and his long-nosed engineers never cease devising comely new gadgets to hook onto this

computer to bring more profit to A.T.&T. and to add luster and convenience to what they call

"p.o.t."—plain old telephone service. They have successfully sold the idea of color for telephones: 21

million colored phones are now in use in U.S. homes. For a monthly charge of $25 to $35 apiece, they

have installed 17,000 telephones in cars and trucks, including several in Lyndon Johnson's autos.

Though 37% of the nation's telephones are already extension phones, A.T.&T. executives figure that

less than a quarter of U.S. homes are "fully telephoned"—having all the telephones they could use.

An even greater field for expansion lies in the area of business phones, which already account for fully

half of A.T.&T.'s revenues. The company's new pushbutton Touch-Tone, which reduces the average

"dialing" time from nine to four seconds, will make every business phone a candidate for

replacement. Cost: $5 for installation, plus $1.50 to $1.90 extra a month. Another innovation that

A.T.&T. recently introduced is the Card Dialer, which enables a user to reach frequently dialed

numbers by slipping a punched-hole plastic card into the base of the phone. It cuts dialing time to

two seconds, costs $15 to install, plus $3.50 a month extra, with 40 free cards. This year A.T.&T. will

bring out the Trim-line phone, whose dial is embedded in the receiver; aside from being

good-looking, it also will be a boon for the nearsighted and the bedridden.
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the mines and coal companies owning or controlling 63
per cent of the entire anthracite deposits. (Baker, R.,
1504, 1506, 1508.)
In the same year Mr. Baker cooperated with Mr.

Morgan in transferring to the Northern Securities Co.
controlling stock interests in the Northern Pacific and
Great Northern Railways, competitive transcontinental
systems.
One or more members of Morgan & Co. and one

or more officers or directors of the First National are
associated as codirectors in the following additional
corporations, among others:
The Mutual Life Insurance Co. of New York;
The anthracite railroads, including the Reading, the

Central of New Jersey, the Lehigh Valley, the Erie, .the
New York, Susquehanna & Western, and the New York,
Ontario & Western;
The Northern Pacific Railway, in which also Mr.

Steele, of Morgan & Co., and Mr. Baker, of the First
National, are members of the executive committee;
Adams Express Co.;
American Telegraph & Telephone Co.; and
The Baldwin Locomotive Works.
But nothing demonstrates quite so clearly the close

and continuing cooperation between Morgan & Co.
and the First National Bank as their joint purchases
and underwritings of corporate securities. Since 1903
they have purchased for their joint account, generally
with other associates, 70 odd security issues of 30 differ-
ent corporations, aggregating approximately $1,080,-
000,000. (Ex. 213, R., 1895; Ex. 235, R., 2127.) A com-
plete statement of such joint transactions in securities
will be found in a subsequent part of this report.

APPENDIX
187It is thus seen that through stockholdings, inter-locking directors, partnership transactions, and otherrelations, Morgan & Co. and the First National Bankare locked together in a complete and enduring com-munity of interest. Their relations in this regard are,indeed, a commonplace in the financial world. Thus,Mr. Schiff being asked whether he knew "the close re-lations between Messrs. Morgan and the First NationalBank," replied "i do." (R., 1687.)

Morgan & Co., First National Bank, and National CityBank. —Mr. Stillman, as president, chairman of theboard of directors and largest stockholder, for a longtime has held a position of dominance in the NationalCity Bank corresponding to Mr. Morgan's in his firmand Mr. Baker's in the First National Bank.For many years while Morgan & Co. and the FirstNational Bank were in close business union the Na-tional City Bank apparently occupied. a position of'independence. More recently, however, it has beendrawn into the community of interest existing betweenthe two first named, as is evidenced by a series ofniportant transactions.
First. Within three or four years Morgan & Co.quired $1,500,000 par value of the capital stock of theational City Bank, representing an investment at theock's present market price of $6,000,000, and J. P.organ, Jr., became a director. (Morgan, R., 1036,075, 1076; Davison, It., 1879; Ex. 134-A.)Second. In 1910 Mr. Morgan in conjunction withth Mr. Baker, his long-time associate, and Mr. Still-an, head of the National City Bank, purchased fromYan and the Mr. Ilarrhnan estate $51,000, par value,
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of the stock of the Equitable Life Assurance Society,

paying therefor what Mr. Ryan originally paid with

interest at 5 per cent — about $3,000,000 — the invest-

ment yielding less than one-eighth of 1 per cent. Mr.

Stillman and Mr. Baker each agreed to take a one-

fourth interest in the purchase if requested to do so,

by Mr. Morgan. No such request has yet been made

by him.
No sufficient reason has been given for this transac-

tion, nor does any suggest itself, unless it was the desire

of these gentlemen to control the investment of the

$504,000,000 of assets of this company, or the disposi-

tion of the bank and trust company stocks which it held

and was compelled by law to sell within a stated time.

.Mr. Morgan was interrogated as follows on this subject

(R., 1068, 1069, 1071):
Q. You may explain, if you care to, Mr. Morgan,

why you bought from Messrs. Ryan and Harriman

$51,000 par value of stock that paid only $3710 a year,

for approximately $3,000,000, that could yield you only

one-eighth or one-ninth of 1 per cent.
A. Because I thought it was a desirable thing for the

situation to do that.
Q. That is very general, Mr. Morgan, when you

speak of the situation. Was not that stock safe enough

in Mr. Ryan's hands?
A. I suppose it was. I thought it was greatly im-

proved by being in the hands of myself and these two

gentlemen, provided I asked them to do so.

Q. How would that improve the situation over the sit-

uation that existed when Mr. Ryan and Mr. Harriman

held the stock?
A. Mr. Ryan did not have it alone.

r•
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Q. Yes; but do you not know that Mr. Ryan origi-
nally bought it alone and Mr. Harriman insisted on
having him give him half?
A. I thought if he could pay for it that price I could.

I thought that was a fair price.
Q. You thought it was good business, did you?
A. Yes.
Q. You thought it was good business to buy a stock

that paid only one-ninth or one-tenth of 1 per cent a year?
A. I thought so.
Q. T4 normal rate of interest that you can earn on

money is about 5 per cent, is it not?
A. 'Not always; no.
Q. I say, ordinarily.
A. I am not talking about it as a question of money.
Q. The normal rate of interest would be from 4 to 5

per cent, ordinarily, would it not?
A. Well?
Q. Where is the good business, then, in buying a

security that only pays one-ninth of 1 per cent?
A. Because I thought it, was better there than it

was where it was. That is all.
Q. Was anything the matter with it in the hands of

Mr. Ryan?
A. Nothing.
Q. In what respect would it be better where it is

than with him?
A. That is the way it struck me.
Q. Is that all you have to say about it?
A. That is all I have to say about it.
Q. You care to make no other explanation about it?
A. No.
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Q. I do not understand why you bought this com-
pany.
A. For the very reason that I thought it was the

thing to do, as I said.
Q. But that does not explain anything.
A. That is the only reason I can give.
Q. It was the thing to do for whom?
A. That is the only reason I can give. That is the

only reason I have, in other words. I am not trying to
keep anything back, you understand.
Q. I understand. In other words, you have no

reason at all?
A. That is the way you look at it. I think it is a

very good reason.

Mr. Baker was asked the following questions (R.,
1466, 1467, 1469, 1470,1535):
Q. Coming, now, to this transaction of the Equitable

Life. You remember when Mr. Morgan acquired the
control from Messrs. Ryan and Harriman, do you not?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. When was it?
A. I could not tell you that date.
Q. It was in 1910, was it not.
A. If that is what you have in your record there,

that is correct, I suppose.
Q. I think that is correct. Is that your recollection?
A. No; it is not my recollection; but it is on the

record there.
Q. What is your recollection?
A. I know it was two or three years ago. That

is all.
Q. At the time Mr. Morgan acquired the interest
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in the Equitable, did he come with you?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. And with Mr. Stillman?
A. Yes.

Q. . . . I want to ask you further concerning this
Equitable Life transaction. Do I correctly understand
that at the time Mr. Morgan made the purchase you
and Mr. Stillman committed yourselves to take part
of it?
A. That was done so informally -
Q. (interrupting). Did you?
A. Yes; I will say we did.
Q. You were consulted before it was done and you

agreed to take a part of it?
A. Yes.
Q. Then, following that, about a year later, you

were asked to write this letter, were you not, confirming
that arrangement?
A. Yes. Mr. J. P. Morgan, Jr., wrote me a letter

and I put my initials at the bottom, saying it was so, or
something of that kind.

Q. Referring back, now, to the talk you say you
had with Mr. Morgan and Mr. Stillman about the pur-
chase of the Equitable stock; before it was purchased,
what reason did Mr. Morgan give for wanting to take
that stock from Mr. Ryan?
A. I can not remember that he gave any special

reason, except that he thought it would be a good thing
to be in his hands.
Q. When he said he thought it would be a good

thing to be in his hands, rather than in the hands of Mr.
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Ryan, what did you understand that to mean?
A. I did not understand that to mean much of

anything. I did not take much interest in it.

Third, about a year later Mr. Stillman and Mr. Baker,
pursuant to an understanding between them and J. P.
Morgan & Co., purchased approximately one-half of the
holdings of the Mutual and Equitable Life insurance
companies in the stock of the National Bank of Com-
merce, amounting altogether to some 42002, shares.
Mr. Baker being a member of the finance committee of
the Mutual, it was arranged that he should purchase
the Equitable's stock — about 15,250 shares — and Mr.
Stillman the Mutual's. Pursuant to the understanding,
Mr. Stillman turned over 10,000 shares to Morgan &

Co., who already owned 7000 shares. Mr. Baker kept
5000 shares, turned over 5000 to the First Security Co.,
and distributed the rest among various persons; 3000

shares were allotted by Mr. Stillman and Mr. Baker to
Kuhn, Loeb & Co.
Mr. Baker testified as follows regarding this trans-

action (R., 1463, 1464) :
Q. Was the purchase of that stock the result of an

understanding between you and him and others?
A. Yes, sir.
Q. Who were the others?
A. Some of the people at Mr. Morgan's.
Q. Who?
A. I can not remember whether it was Mr. Morgan

himself, or Jack — I mean Mr. J. P. Morgan, Jr. — or

some others; I do not remember. s
Q. Then the purchase altogether amounted to about

42,200 shares, did it not, from the two companies?

1111111111•11111111111111111111111=111111
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A. Yes.
Q. What arrangement was there as to the distribu-

tion of that stock; how it should be distributed between
Messrs. Morgan and Stillman and yourself?
A. I can not remember that there was any in par-

ticular. I disposed of mine as I have told you, and that

is as near as I can remember. I can account for the

bulk of it.
Q. Was there or was there not talk about the

distribution of that 42,200 shares?
A. There may have been, but I do not remember.

Q. You do not remember whether there Was or not?

A. No, sir.
Q. And you can not tell what Messrs. Morgan &

Co. agreed to take before the stock was bought?
A. I do not know whether they agreed to take any.

I think Mr. Morgan took 10,000 shares, probably, from

Mr. Stillman.
Q. Before you bought the stock between you, these

three interests, was there not some understanding, and

if so, what was it, as to the way it should be divided up?

A. Possibly there was, but I do not remember

clearly enough to answer the question intelligently to

you. I am willing to admit, if it is of any interest to

the committee, that there was an understanding and

that we were to take it for joint account.

Q. The committee would rather not have any ad-

missions that do not agree with your recollection, if you

have no recollection of it at all.

A. I have not a definite enough recollection to state

under oath.
Q. Is it your impression that there was an under-

standing that it was purchased for joint account?
13
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A. Yes.
Q. Between those three interests?
A. Yes; that it would be divided. I do not think

they were for joint account.

The National City Bank, the First National, and
Morgan & Co. now have two representatives each on the
board of directors of the National Bank of Commerce
— Mr. Vanderlip, president, and Mr. Simonson, vice
president, of the first named; 1111. Baker, chairman of
the board, and Mr. Hine, president of the second; and
H. P. Davison and J. P. Morgan, Jr., of the last; whilst
six of its finance committee of nine (it has no executive
committee) consist of Mr. Vanderlip and Mr. Simonson
of the National City Bank, Mr. Hine of the First Na-
tional, Mr. Wiggin, president of the Chase National,
which, as appeared above, has for some years been
controlled by the First National, and Mr. Davison and
Mr. J. P. Morgan, Jr., of J. P. Morgan & Co.
Fourth, during the same period in which occurred the

three transactions just described — that is, within the
last four years — the National City Bank, the First
National, and Morgan & Co. (excluding issues in which
there were other parties to the joint account) have
purchased or underwritten in joint account thirty-six
security issues (including the impending issue of the
Interborough Rapid Transit Co.) amounting to $484,-
456,000 and they, with other associates, thirty-one ad-
ditional issues amounting to $548,027,000, making in
all sixty-seven issues aggregating over $1,000,000,000
in which the First National, the National City Bank,
and Morgan & Co. were joint purchasers or under-
writers. Further, in the same period, the National
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City Bank and Morgan & Co. and other associates,
not including the First National, have purchased or
underwritten in joint account twenty security issues
aggregating $333,385,000. On the other hand, in the ten
years prior to 1908 the National City Bank joined with
Morgan & Co. in but one purchase or underwriting of
securities and with the First National in not one.
The acquisition by Morgan & Co. of a large block of

stock of the National City Bank with representation
upon its board of directors, and the transactions that
followed, in which those two institutions and the First
National Bank were joined, as above set forth, show a
unison of interest and a continuity of cooperation be-
tween the three such as for many years previously had
existed between two of them — Morgan & Co. and the
First National.

Combined power of Morgan & Co., the First National,
and National City Banks. — In earlier pages of the
report the power of these three great banks was sepa-
rately set forth. It is now appropriate to consider
their combined power as one group.

First, as regards banking resources:
The resources of Morgan & Co. are unknown; its

deposits are $163,000,000. The resources of the First
National Bank are $150,000,000 and those of its ap-
pendage, the First Security Co., at a very low estimate,
$35,000,000. The resources of the National City Bank
are $274,060,000; those of its appendage, the National
City Co., are unknown, though the capital of the latter
is alone $10,000,000. Thus, leaving out of account the
very considerable part which is unknown, the institu-
tions composing this group have resources of upward of
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(e) General Electric Co.: A member of the group
was one of the organizers of the company, is a stock-
holder, and has always had two representatives in its
directorate, and markets its securities.
(f) International Harvester Co.: A member of the

group organized the company, named its directorate
and the chairman of its finance committee, directed its
management through a voting trust, is a stockholder,
and markets its securities.
(g) Lackawanna Steel Co.: Members of the group

have four directors in common with the company and,
with associates, marketed its last issue of securities.
(h) Pullman Co.: The group has two representa-

tives, Mr. Morgan and Mr. Baker, in the directorate
of this company.

(i) United States Steel Corporation: A member of
the group organized this company, named its director-
ate, and the chairman of its finance committee (which
also has the powers of an executive committee) is its
sole fiscal agent and a stockholder, and has always
controlled its management.

Fourth, as regards the great public utility corporations.
(a) American Telephone & Telegraph Co.: One or

more members of the group are stockholders, have three
representatives in its directorate, and since 1906, with
other associates, have marketed for it and its subsidi-
aries security issues in excess of $300,000,000.
(b) Chicago Elevated Railways: A member of the

group has two officers or directors in common with the

company, and in conjunction with others marketed for

it in 1911 security issues amounting to $66,000,000.
(e) Consolidated Gas Co. of New York: Members
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of the group control this company through majority
representation on its directorate.
(d) Hudson & Manhattan Railroad: One or more

members of the group marketed and have large interests
in the securities of this company, though its debt is now
being adjusted by Kuhn, Loeb & Co.
(e) Interborough Rapid Transit Co. of New York:

A member of the group is the banker of this company,
and the group hag agreed to market its impending bond
issue of $170,000,000.
(f) Philadelphia Rapid Transit Co.: Members of

the group have two representatives in the directorate
of this company.
(g) Western Union Telegraph Co.: Members of the

group have seven representatives in the directorate
of this company.

Summary of directorships held by these members of the
group.— Exhibit 134-B . . . shows the combined direc-
torship§in the more important enterprises held by Mor-
gan & Co., the First National Bank, the National City
Bank, and the Bankers and Guaranty Trust Cos., which
latter two, as previously shown, are absolutely controlled
by Morgan & Co. through voting trusts. It appears
there that firm members or directors of these institu-
tions together hold:
One hundred and eighteen directorships in thirty-

four banks and trust companies having total resources
of $2,679,000,000 and total deposits of $1,983,000,000.

Thirty directorships in ten insurance companies hav-
ing total assets of $2,293,000,000.
One hundred and five directorships in thirty-two

transportation systems having a total capitalization of

1
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$11,784,000,000 and a total mileage (excluding express
companies and steamship lines) of 150,200.

Sixty-three directorships in twenty-four producing
and trading corporations having a total capitalization
of $3,339,000,000.
Twenty-five directorships in twelve public utility cor-

porations having a total capitalization of $2,150,000,000.
In all, 341 directorships in 112 corporations having

aggregate resources or capitalization of $22,245,000,000.
The members of the firm of J. P. Morgan & Co. hold

seventy-two directorships in forty-seven of the greater
corporations; George F. Baker, chairman of the board,
F. L. Hine, president, and George F. Baker, Jr., and
C. D. Norton, vice presidents, of the First National
Bank of New York hold forty-six directorships in thirty-
seven of the greater corporations; and James Stillman,
chairman of the board, Frank A. Vanderlip, president,
and Samuel McRoberts, J. T. Talbert, W. A. Simon-
son, vice presidents, of the National City Bank of New
York, hold thirty-two directorships in twenty-six of the
greater corporations; making in all for these members
of the group 150 directorships in 110 of the greater
corporations.
The affiliations of these and other banking institu-

tions with the larger railroad, industrial, and public
utility corporations and banks, trust companies, and
insurance companies of the United States, are shown in
graphic form in two diagrams which are in evidence,
and are attached to this report as Appendices F and G.

Relations between Morgan & Co., First National Bank,
National City Bank, Lee Higginson & Co., Kidder, Pea-
body & Co., and Kuhn, Loeb & Co. — Besides the group

1111111115"'
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composed of Morgan & Co. and the First Natio Bank and the National City Bank,. the principal ban -ing agencies through which the greater corporate eirterprises of the United States obtain capital for theiroperations are the international banking firms of Kuhl'Loeb & Co., of New York, and Kidder, Peabody & Ce'and Lee Higginson & Co., of Boston and New York.While it does not appear that these three last-nanledhouses are affiliated with the group consisting of thefirst three in so definite and permanent a form of allianceas that existing between the latter, it is established thatas issuing houses they do not as a rule act independ-ently in purchasing security issues but rather in nal"son and cooperation with one or more.members of thatgroup, with the result that in the vastly importantservice of arranging credits for the, great commercialenterprises of the country there is no competition orrivalry between those dominating that field, but vir-tually a monopoly, the terms of which the borrowingcorporations must accept.
The full extent to which they participate in oneanother's issues does not appear, owing to the absenceof data as to the names of underwriters, other than instrictly joint-account transactions of the issues of securi-ties made by Messrs. Morgan & Co., Kuhn, Loeb & Co.,the First National Bank, and the National City Bank.The distinction between the cases in which one of thebanks or banking houses assumes the relation of anunderwriter of an issue of securities made by one of theothers and that in which they act in joint account isthat in the former case underwriters do not share in theprimary bankers' profit, but insure the former againstloss, while in the case of a joint account they are part-
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ners and as such share in the original risks and profits.

The course of business is for the house acquiring

from a corporation the right of purchasing or under-

writing an issue of its securities to offer participations

in the purchase or underwriting to one or more of the
associates named. Taking as an illustration the latest

issue of the American Telephone & Telegraph Co., the
method of procedure is thus described in the testimony

of Mr. Schiff (R., 1664):
Q. And is there not an issue now in course of offer

to the public of American Telephone & Telegraph

bonds?
A. There is.
Q. Advertised in the last few days? '
A. In course of offer to stockholders; not to the

public.
Q. They are in course of offer to the stockholders

and if the stockholders do not take them, are they then
to be offered to the public?
A. Then the underwriting syndicate will have to

take them, and whether they will offer them to the
public or not I do not know.
Q. But it is an issue that is publicly offered to the

stockholders?
A. It is going to be publicly offered to the stock-

holders. '
Q. What is the amount of that issue?
A. I believe it is between $60,000,000 and $70,000,000.
Q. It is $67,000,000, is it not?
A. It may be $67,000,000; I do not recall.
Q. Is that a • joint-account transaction between

Morgan, Kidder, Peabody, and yourselves?
A. It is a joint account transaction between
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Morgan's, First National Bank, the National City

Bank, Kidder, Peabody & Co., and Baring Bros.,

and ourselves.
Q. Baring Bros., of London?
A. Yes.
Q. Take that as an illustration; who made the deal

with the company?
A. I believe J. P. Morgan & Co.

Q. And they invited you to participate on joint

account with these other houses?
A. They did.

It was admitted by Mr. Davison, of Morgan & Co.,

and other bankers that the practice of banking houses

becoming in effect partners in the purchasing and under-
writing of securities instead of acting independently of

one another is a development of recent years.

Mr. Davison testified as follows (R., 1854, 1855).

Q. Recently, within the last few years, many of the

issues of J. P. Morgan & Co. have been made jointly

with the First National Bank and the National City

Bank, have they not?
A. Yes.
Q. And many with Lee-Higginson and with western

bankers?
A. No; not very many with the western bankers.

As a matter of fact, I recall very few with the western

bankers. We have made them occasionally with Lee-

Higginson and with other houses.
Q. You have made them very largely with Lee-

Higginson?
A. It is comparative. I do not think we have, very

largely.

)
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Q. But your main joint-account transactions are
with the City Bank and the First National Bank?
A. I think they have been.
Q. Is it not a fact that in previous years you made

the issues largely alone, prior to five years ago?
A. I think more largely alone; yes, sir. They were

smaller in character.
Q. Within what length of time has it been that J. P.

Morgan & Co. have done most of their issuing business
in joint account? Has it been within your time?
A. No; I think it was a little before my time.
Q. You think it started a little before your time?
A. I think it started a little before my time. In

fact, the evidence shows that it did.

Mr. Schiff said (R., 1688) :
Q. Don't you know that most of the Morgan issues

in the past few years have been made jointly; that is,
that the City Bank has participated in them with the
First National?
A. Ido.
Mr. Schiff is a director of the City Bank.
It will be noticed that Mr. Davison advances the

great size of present-day security issues in explana-
tion of why banking houses now purchase such issues in
combination or for joint account instead of independ-
ently, as formerly. The fact is, however, . . . that
not only are small issues still very frequent, but they
are purchased in concert as regularly as the larger issues.
Of the issues since 1907 . . . purchased or underwritten
by two or more of the banking houses there named acting
together, about ninety werefor $5,000,000 and less, while
an additional sixty were for amounts between $5,000,000
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and $10,000,000. It also appears that forty-five of such
issues for $5,000,000 and less, most of them made since
1909, were purchased or underwritten by Morgan & Co.
in conjunction with associates.
Of course we do not suggest that banking houses may

not on particular occasions join in purchasing or under-
writing an issue of securities and yet remain entirely
independent and free to compete with each other gener-
ally in the purchase of security issues. But where a
group of such banking houses, pursuant to a settled
policy, regularly purchase these issues in concert, com-
petition amongst them in this vastly important com-
mercial function is effectually suppressed. And that is
the situation in this country. No less an authority
than Mr. Baker admitted as much (R., 1542, 1543):
Q. But among these banking houses that we have

named is there not a strong and continuous community
of interest in the purchase and sale of securities?
A. I think there is. We have always tried to deal

with our friends rather than with people we do not know.
Q. It is a good deal better to deal with your friends

and split it up than it is to compete for the securities?
A. Not necessarily.
Q. That is what happens, is it not?
A. Oh, I do not think so to any great extent.
Q. Have you ever competed for any securities with

Morgan & Co. in the last five years? If so, give us the
name of them.
A. I do not know that we have competed with them.
Q. You divide with them, do you not? You give

them a part of the issues when you have it?
A. We are apt to.
Q. And if they take a security they give you a part

-

(
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are interested or become interested in one kind of
issues of a company that they retain that interest in
other issues?
A. Often it is so.
Q. That is part of the banking ethics, is it not?
A. Yes, I would say it is; on satisfactory terms.
Q. Is it another rule of banking ethics that bankers

shall not interfere with one another's customers?
• A. The same ethics obtain in banking that obtain
in the legal profession and in the medical profession as
to infringing upon the preserves of others.
Q. Well, what are the ethics in the banking pro-

• fession as to trespassing upon the preserves of others?
A. If you will tell me what the ethics are in the legal

world, I will answer yout question.
Q. No; I would rather have you tell me the ethics

in the world with which you are acquainted. .
A. I can not state the matter any better than you

have. It is the custom — I am not dealing in ethics.
Q. What is the custom among bankers and banking

houses as to any one interfering with another's customer
in business?
A. I do not know whether there is any custom. I

think it is considered unprofessional.
Q. Unbusinesslike?
A. And not in good form according to the highest

principles of business practice.
Q. Is it not in accordance with banking ethics to

interfere with or take customers away from firms; to
take customers who• have been doing business with
some other banking house?
A. I think that is ordinarily considered high-minded

practice not to do so.
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Mr. Davison testifying on the same subject said
(R., 1858, 1859):
Q. Then you know of these three instances the

Chicago & Western Indiana Railway Co., the Kansas
City Terminal Co., and the New York Central, all made
within a few weeks jointly with other banking houses —
those we have been discussing. Is there any rule or
custom among bankers that where they make one issue
of a company or are interested together in one issue they
remain interested in subsequent issues?
A. For the same company?
Q. Yes.
A. As a matter of practice, if it was satisfactory in

every particular, I should say it was the custom; yes.
It is a matter of banking ethics.
Q. A matter of banking ethics?
A. I should say so; yes.
Q. If either one of the three thereafter gets an issue

of that company it is a matter of banking ethics that it
is for joint account, is it?
A. I should say that the natural way of handling

that business would be to have it go to the parties who
handled it before, if it were satisfactorily handled; yes.
Q. You mean if they have not had any differences

or disagreements between themselves?
A. Yes, if it was satisfactorily handled.
Q. Have you not within the last few weeks also

taken an issue of $67,000,000 of American Telephone
& Telegraph Co. bonds jointly with Lee-Higginson and
other banking houses?
A. No.
Q. You participated with them in that issue?
A. Excuse me, I was going to answer your question.
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I think with others, not including Lee-Higginson & Co.
as principals, but with Kidder, Peabody & Co., the
First National, the National City Bank, Baring Bros.
& Co. (Ltd.), of London, and Morgan-Grenfell (Ltd.),
of London, we have underwritten an issue of $67,000,000
of American Telephone & Telegraph Co. bonds.
Q. Are they the same parties
A. I beg your pardon — and Kuhn, Loeb & Co.
Q. Are they the same bankers or banking houses

with which you had previously underwritten issues of
the American Telephone & Telegraph Co.?
A. Exactly; and that is ,a complete answer to your

question.
Q. You have together underwritten, I think, $150,-

000,000 of those bonds, have you not?
A. That is my recollection.
Q. So that the same rule of banking ethics required

the same disposition of this issue as of the others?
A. I would not say it required it.
Q. It resulted in it?
A. It resulted in it, exactly.
Q. As a matter of fact, in business morals it would

require it.
A. It would require it if everything was properly

and satisfactorily handled, and there were no other
factors in the situation which might make it inexpe-
dient. The situation, when a transaction comes up,
always governs.

Mr. Schiff was more guarded in his statement of the
practice (R., 1666, 1668, 1669):
Q. And you would not, for instance, if you knew

the Southern Railway was going to make an issue of

APPENDIX 213
securities, be willing to bid on them, would you?,
A. We would not.
Q. In other words, these houses have their recog-

nized clients, have they not?
A. To some extent.
Q. And is it not also recognized that they are their

clients and that they are not to be interfered with?
A. I think that is going a bit too far, because there is

very frequently interference or attempted interference.
Q. Has there ever been any interference with your

exclusively handling the issues of the Union Pacific
Railroad in the last ten years?
A. I do not think so.

Q. Have you any instance in mind in which in the
last five years you have invaded the field of Messrs.
Morgan & Co. or they have invaded yours?
A. I have not.
Q. Or have you in mind any instance in which you

have invaded the field of the National City Bank or
the First National Bank, or in which they have invaded
yours?
A. As to the First National Bank, I know we have

not. As to the National City Bank I can not say for
certain. I think they would do business to a certain
extent even where we are considered the agents, and
we would do certain business where they are considered
the agents; not to a large extent.
Q. Is not that where the corporation is a customer

of both of you? Is not that the only case in which the
corporation is claimed to be or regarded as a customer
of both of you or either of you?
A. It is in cases where a corporation is regarded as a
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scale enterprises by imperfect
 competition, co-

operation, and interlocking int
erest.

The tremendous power which ac
crued after 1880

to J. P. Morgan and to the othe
r great investment

bankers was accumulated in two
 steps: first by

the logical development of their 
earlier acquired

status of "active" investment ban
kers, and second-

ly by their achievement in making
 themselves the

key figures in the national econo
my. The result of

this process is usually called inv
estment bankers'

control, a correct, but badly misu
nderstood term.

To be sure, a contemporary stat
ement that in-

vestment bankers as fiscal agents o
f corporations

"being responsible for [their] welf
are and fi-

nances" "controlled" and "directed
" those finances,

is a good description of the situation
.512 In every

other respect control by the investm
ent banker was

negative rather than positive. In othe
r words,

voting trusts513 and directorates in cor
porations

were to keep out undesirable people, whatever

this may have meant, and to preclude de
trimental

policies. The only positive aspect of c
ontrol was

very often the selection of the chief exec
utive and

perhaps of other leading officers, as co
mes out in

a letter of Schiff's written in 1912. Wit
h respect

to some railroad he wrote to a Europea
n ally:

"but the recent management has evidentl
y been a

very poor one and must be thoroughly
 changed."5"

Morgan, for instance, made Elbert H. 
Gary the

head of the United States Steel Corpora
tion and

sustained him in a fight with Charles 
Michael

Schwab, very much to the detriment o
f the enter-

prise concerned. He made the very
 unfortunate

selection of such a nonentity as Charl
es S. Mellen

to head the New York, New Haven an
d Hartford

Railroad, George F. Baker, on the ot
her hand,

selected Theodore Newton Vail as the
 head of the

American Telephone and Telegraph C
ompany when

by a pool he developed a concern of nat
ional im-

portance out of the previously Boston
-controlled

corporation. But once the "right" me
n were in and

as long as they ran the enterprise in
 question in

line with an understood over-all po
licy and with

profit, the investment banker in c
ontrol in effect

did absolutely nothing. Industrially
, to use Veblen's

term, what appeared as investment
 banker's con-

trol meant de facto autonomous ad
ministrations.515

But they were autonomous onl
y in return for suc-

cess and good behavior, and the c
ontinuously re-

current need for additional funds 
in an expanding

national economy made the capt
ains of industry

vassals of the investment banke
rs. These things

are too well known to need furt
her detailed atten-

tion.
Investment bankers' activities led,

 as indicated,

to diminishing competition in th
e fields which they

controlled. Consequently those cont
emporaries

whose gospel was the Wealth of
 Nations and who

believed with their long decease
d master in the

magic power of competition as 
the regulator of

economic life and vehicle of pro
gress were horri-

fied. Untermyer, the New York 
lawyer and counsel

of the Pujo Committee, was am
ong these, and his

questioning of such investment 
bankers as Morgan

or Baker took all too often a tu
rn toward the pa-

thetic. He acted on the basis 
of a semi-religious

creed, on the basis of certain'v
alue judgments, as

the modern social scientist wou
ld express it; con-

sequently he could not understa
nd the fact state-

ments, the basic thinking, and th
e value judgments

of those whom he questioned. H
is remarkable

factual knowledge, on the othe
r hand, made him

in many respects their superi
or. There was, of

course, much dissimulation and
 lack of cooperation

on the part of the bankers, but 
not always when

the counsel suspected it. He and
 the members of

the Pujo Committee, spellbound 
by their belief in

competition, saw the powerful inv
estment bankers

as "striking at the very vitals of [
even] potential

competition." By throttling this in
stitution under

which the country had grown and pro
spered the

bankers had violated the spirit of ou
r legal system.

The Pujo Committee thought there w
as still time

to smash by legislative action the ob
structions to

competition which the investment ba
nkers had

erected; and that when the "arteries
 of credit" were

no longer 'clogged," large enterprises
 would be-

gin to compete again. Much unders
tanding for facts

and trends the legislators did not po
ssess, but

they sensed rather correctly that the 
"money power"

(i.e., the control of economic life by
 the investment

banker or "financial capitalism") m
ight fall by its

own weight.
The second step, in the accumulation

 of this

control of economic life by the inves
tment banker,

alluded to previously, remains to be 
discussed.

Domination of railroads, industrial
 corporations

and, to a less extent in that period, of 
public serv-

ice corporations would not have bee
n possible if

the investment banker had not been rea
dy at all

times to finance their legitimate need
s. For this

purpose some of the investment bank
ers, espe-

cially the House of Morgan, assumed 
the functions

of fiscal agents of the corporations wh
ose securi-

ties they floated. This implied that t
hey became

their depositories and, in fact, ext
raordinarily

large deposits were involved. One of 
the Morgan

partners conceded before the Pujo 
Committee that

a part of these deposits was invested i
n securities"

that is to say it was used in the course 
of the in-

vestment banker's business. The situa
tion was

blurred, of course, when investment bank
ing ac-

tivities were performed by commercial 
banks,

such as the First National and the National
 City
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Banks of New York; but essentially it was the
same. (Here and in many other respects one sees
clearly how serious problems were arising by
1910, problems which had to be solved in the
1930's.) Moreover for the purpose above-men-
tioned of being always ready to serve the capital
needs of the largest corporations the investment
banker had to acquire control of the main cus-
tomers for securities and of sources of credit for
himself. As to the former, we find the leading in-
vestment bankers attempting to gain influence over
the large insurance companies.5" A detailed in-
vestigation of this relationship does not fall within
the scope of this research. But it may be men-
tioned that by 1913 J. P. Morgan held a majority
in the Equitable Life Assurance Society and that
his partner George W. Perkins (1862-1920) was
between 1901 and 1905 simultaneouslya vice-
president of the New York Life. George F. Baker,
on the other hand, was a trustee and member of
the Finance Committee of the Mutual Life Insur-
ance Company. Finally, prior to 1905 Schiff was a

director in the Equitable, and at that time the

Speyers seem to have had their hands in the Mutual
Life Insurance Company.519 More interesting from
the point of view of this research is the control of

commercial banks by investment bankers. It im-

plied access to short term funds in the form of

lodged deposits,519 especially bankers' balances,
and in the form of created deposits. Such funds
could be used for two purposes: first as call
money, that is to say, as a prop for speculation in

securities. (It will be remembered how important
was the role of speculation in the flotation of the

gigantic security issues of the 1900's.) It is not

accidental that those commercial banks which were

interested in investment banking themselves were

among the largest lenders on cal1.520 Secondly,
the banks so controlled were made to develop a

business in what was called "syndicate securities,"

that is to say, lending on securities not yet listed
on the stock exchange, but still held by syndicates5.21

Since National Banks were by law hampered in en-

tering the business in securities, the investment

bankers took an additional interest in building up

large trust companies which, working under state

laws, were free to act in that field as their masters

saw fit. It is not necessary here to enumerate all

the banks and trust companies in which the Mor-

gans, Bakers, Stillmans, Schiffs, etc., were inter-

ested. Morgan is said to have had "a powerful

voice" in banks and trust companies whose re-

sources amounted to $723,000,000. Among them

were such banks as the National Bank of Com-

merce, the Chemical National Bank, and the

Bankers and the Guaranty Trust Companies.

George F. Baker, on the other hand, held at one
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time, in the interest of the First National Bank of
New York, the majority of the stock of the Chase
National Bank which was later transferred to the
former's security affiliate, although the motive of
acquiring this control was not in the field of security
dealings. Finally Lee, Higginson and Company
and Kidder, Peabody and Company together were
the most potent forces in the three leading Boston
banks which held more than one half of the city's
banking resources, the First National Bank, the
National Shawmut Bank, and the Old Colony Trust
Company 522

The important question remains, to what extent
was there concerted exertion of control on the
part of the leading investment bankers, or to what
extent did they compete among themselves, re-
gardless of their policy of abandoning the competi-
tive struggle in the sectors which they came to
dominate. The situation was obviously different
in several decades of the Morgan period. In the
beginning (the 1870's) there was keen competition
between Jay Cooke, the German-Jewish bankers,
and perhaps the Rothschilds, on one side, and the
Morgans-Drexels-Mortons-Barings, on the other.
In the railroad field, the Morgans and Belmonts
seem to have gone their own way in the 1880's and
also in the 1890's, as did Stillman and Schiff, while
Baker was always Morgan's "unswerving" a1ly.'z3
There is documentary proof that Morgan's endeav-
ors in January, 1895, to provide gold for theTreas-
ury by a private bond issue were prompted to a
certain extent by fear that the business might
otherwise go to "Speyer and Company and similar
[i.e., the German-Jewish] houses."524 In the end,
the terrific clash during the Harriman-Hill war of
1901 between two rivaling houses of investment
bankers, the Morgans and Kuhn, Loeb and Company,
showed that competition of investment bankers did
not work any better than that between railroads.
Thus thereafter the big houses appeared definitely
arm-in-arm and hand-in-glove; but if one reads
between the lines (for instance, in Vanderlip's
recollections525), Schiff was hardly ever considered
by Morgan an ally without reservation in contrast
to Stillman who after 1907 was so accepted. Schiff
cooperated with the latter rather than with Morgan
and Baker.

When investment bankers abandoned competition
they did so by "recognizing" each others' clients.
It was not considered 'good form," as Schiff ex-
pressed it, "to create unreasonable interference
or competition... After the negotiation has once
begun [a banking house] should not endeavour to
get it away from somebody else."528 As a matter
of fact, however, the established investment bankers
went further. They recognized certain corpora-
tions as belonging to the domain of certain houses
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and so would not compete for their business. But,

if we can believe Schiff whose upright behavior

before the Pujo Committee makes an excellent

impression on the historian, there was interfer-

ence and attempted interference in what were prob-

ably borderline cases.
According to Professor Cochran's material the

beginnings of the tying of certain corporations to

certain investment bankers can be dated back to

the 1880's. In that decade, strong roads whose

securities were popular and in demand could still

float them by asking for bids, without taking punish-

ment later. This was the case, for instance, with

the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Railroad.

Weaker roads, in contrast, had to abandon the

method even against their will. The Northern

Pacific is a case in point. In 1880 a syndicate,

with the Morgans and Winslow, Lanier and Com-

pany as the leading members, took up the financing

of the road at the point at which Jay Cooke had

left it when he failed. A few years later, when a

new flotation became necessary, the members of

the earlier syndicate considered it their right to

have the new securities; but the company asked

publicly for bids. It received only one which was

tendered by August Belmont and Company. There-

upon J. P. Morgan lodged a strong protest with its

president. He denounced asking for bids as a

breach of faith with the syndicate.'"
The investment bankers of 1900 do not seem to

have relied on the loyalty of their colleagues and

potential competitors, but to have aimed at regular

tying contracts, as can be guessed from the follow-

ing extract from a meeting of the reorganization
committee of the Northern Pacific Railroad held

on March 14, 1896:

The chairman stated that "it had been con-

sidered desirable that the bankers who had

charge of the reorganization should, if pos-

sible, continue their friendly relations with

the reorganized company for further ten

years upon terms and conditions set forth in

an agreement" which was ratified by the com-

mittee and declared binding upon the railroad.

In this agreement dated March 16, 1896, the banks
in question (J. P. Morgan and Company and
Deutsche Bank, Berlin) agreed for ten years to
market the road's securities, if it desired, upon
such terms and for such compensation as might be
agreed upon, without being bound to do so. The
company during that period was under the obliga-
tion of informing the bankers regarding "accounts,
operations and conditions of the company and its
property."528

In consequence of such pblicies and tactics, the

great investment bankers, Morgan, Baker, Still-

man, Kuhn, Loeb and Company, Lee Higginson and

Company, and Kidder, Peabody and Company, con-

trolled large transactions almost to the complete

exclusion of outsiders, i.e., minor houses which

they did not approve. Between about 1900 and 1910

there was only one issue exceeding $10,000,000

that was floated without their participation, and

even that (an issue of $13,500,000) had the Morgan

blessing. But dominance did notmean monopoly.

There were other investment bankers529 besides

those belonging to the inner ring, such as the
Speyers, Seligmans, Fisks, Blairs, Hallgartens,

Salomons, and others, at least two commercial

banks in Chicago, and several trust companies in

New York which were interested in the field and

will be discussed later. Dominance, however,

meant that no important business in the area could

be done without participation by the leading houses.

And still not all avenues wore closed to new-

comers, and not all doors to competition were

slammed. This becomes evident from the remark-

able rise of new investment banking firms after

World War I. To a certain extent, the mere ex-

tension of capital needs would have made it impos-

sible to uphold a tight control permanently. In

fact, local investment houses made their appear-

ance in the 1900's and so testified to the growing

capital accumulation in secondary banking centers.

But the true reason for the rise of new firms,
which started on their careers between 1900 and
1910 when the power of the allied investment bank-
ing leaders was without match, lay in the latter's
shortsightedness, the nemesis of their creativity,
•to use Toynbee's term. Small issues of industrials
they could leave to outsiders without fear of punish-
ment. For example, Harvey Fisk and Sons,
which was on good terms with the House of Morgan,
financed Bethlehem Stee1.53° But what the great
men of the period, with perhaps one exception, did
not see was that two main gaps were left wide open

through which, somewhat later, new blood and vig-

orous competition could make their entrance again.

These gaps were in the fields of public utilities

and of retail distribution of securities. As to the

former, utility bonds were then not in favor with

the public and the big houses were rather reluctant

to establish connections in this field. Stillman of

the City Bank and Storrow of Lee, Higginson and

Company seem to have been the only ones who came

near to gaining a foothold therein.531 On the begin-

nings of efficient retail distribution of securities a

few words have already been said.
Thus, prior to World War I, the foundation was

laid for the rise of the firms Harris, Forbes and
Company and Halsey, Stuart and Company. The
former was founded by Norman Wait Harris (1846-
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1916) who had started as a soliciting agent for a
life insurance company in Cincinnati, in which he
rose and which he developed. In 1881 he founded
the banking house of N. W. Harris and Company in
Chicago532 which specialized in state, county, city,
and public utility bonds. He was the first to em-
phasize the need for and to build an efficient sales
organization for securities. Noah W. Halsey
(1856-1911), on the other hand, started his firm,
N. W. Halsey and Company, in New York in 1901
after having been employed in Harris's organiza-
tion as the New York branch manager. In 1903 he
opened a Chicago office with H. L. Stuart in charge.
Like Harris he took an interest in municipal bonds
and entered the public utility field at a very early
moment: In 1907 H. L. Stuart made the firm's
first contact with Samuel Insull; and Halsey brought
together in the 1900's the early constituents of the
Pacific Gas and Electric Company and took a
share in the founding of the Tri-City Railway and
Light Company. Moreover he was one of the in-
novators in security retailing. Jay Cooke's secur-
ity selling from house to house had been long for-
gotten, when Halsey, following on the heels of
Harris, again adopted this method. In 1904 he also
started national advertising of securities, ad-
vertising of the so-called "educational" type, and
three years later, in cooperation with other bond
houses., called a conference to discuss the possi-
bilities of creating a broader market for securi-
ties.533 (N. W. Halsey and Company ran into diffi-
culties in 1916. The New York house was absorbed
by the National City Company while the Midwestern
offices became Halsey, Stuart and Company.) One
readily sees that a younger generation of creative
business leaders was here, between about 1900
and 1907, turning in new directions of which the
accomplished leaders of the period hardly thought.
But spectacular success was to be theirs only in
a period beyond the scope of this book.534

When the Money Trust Investigation took place
in 1913 financial capitalism was at the acme of its
career, indeed, but the seed of decay was im-
planted and would soon sprout. The work of the
Morgans, Bakers, Stillmans, and Schiffs was
necessitated by the growth of enterprises in the
fields of transportation and industry and, vice
versa, it made their further growth possible. Thus
their activities were meaningful and highly bene-
ficial in the first instance. But, of course, the
development had the undesirable aspect of power
concentration for which a remedy was in the mak-
ing at the expense of the investment banker as an
institution. The growth of industry, assisted by
the investment banker, was soon to reach a point
at which big enterprises could to a certain extent

dispense with the former's activities. Moreover,

after the collapse of high pressure selling of secur-
ities in the 1920's the range of potential customers
narrowed down. Thus the investment banker was
caught between two millstones, self-financing by
industry out of oliogopoly profits and elimination
of the middlemen by the largest institutional secur-
ity buyers who acquired securities directly from
the issuing borrower. Financial capitalism did
not fail, but, to that extent and to the extent that
government entered the scene as a financing agency
in the 1930's, it fell from its dizzy height and lost
that control over the national economy which its
great nineteenth-century representatives had
built.535

XV

In America financial capitalism, the organiza-
tion of the large-scale sector of the national
economy under the guidance and to the advantage
of the investment banker, was the work of no more
than half-a-dozen firms and hardly twice as many
men. Outstanding among the former were:
J. P. Morgan and Company, the First National
and the National City Banks of New York, Kuhn,
Loeb and Company, and to a smaller extent the two
Boston houses, Lee, Higginson and Company and
Kidder, Peabody and Company. The leaders of
these firms, with the single exception of the Ger-
man Jew, Jacob Schiff, were the descendants of
New England Puritans, although some of them had
not themselves grown up as Puritans. These men
were first of all: j. P. Morgan, descendant of
Connecticut pioneers, although himself educated in
England and Germany; James Stillman, Texas-born
Yankee; and George F. Baker who grew up on a
Massachusetts farm in a strictly Puritan atmos-
phere. (The Yankee, Levi P. Morton, was in the
beginning very close to this set of men, but fell
behind because of his political ambitions.) Morgan
and Baker, born in 1837 and 1840, respectively,
belong to the generation of the Robber Barons,536
while Schiff and Stillman, born in 1847 and 1850,
respectively, were ten years their juniors. The
Bostonians, Robert Winsor, Gardiner M. Lane,
and James S. Storrow, who were about twenty years
younger than Morgan and Baker, no longer belonged
to the pioneers of financial capitalism, and yet
came early enough to play a part in its creation
through their Boston firms above-mentioned.537

This list of leading firms and men should be a
warning for the scholar not to adopt the widely-
held but erroneous belief, that in America in the
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, invest-
ment banking was the exclusive domain of private
bankers. As to sheer numbers private bankers
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undoubtedly exceeded c
ommercial bankers in the

field. But when one looks
 at the small number o

f

men who by 1910 were at t
he apex of the pyramid

,

Morgan, Baker, Stillman, 
and Schiff, one finds tw

o

commercial bankers amon
g the four top men. Th

e

activities of commercial 
banks in our field during

the period under investigat
ion will be discussed

later in more detail.

The creative achievements
 of the men who

brought financial capitalis
m into being were rooted

in their organizational abi
lity as well as in their

capacity to think in magnitu
des which would have

made dizzy their lesser con
temporaries. But or-

ganizational ability and vis
ion alone would not

have led to such staggerin
g results as they actual-

ly achieved, had these bank
ers not been ruthless,

brutal, and domineering. Th
eirs was the era of

criminal buccaneering by bus
inessmen. Without

those qualities they would no
t have succeeded in

bringing order into the chao
s caused by reckless

competition of large-scale en
terprises. They were

intellectually and morally su
perior to those with

whom they dealt and whom 
often enough they fought

a outrance; they were no buc
caneers, but from our

point of view their standard
 of ethics remained

low because of their failure t
o recognize national

or social responsibility. Th
eirs was the era of

laissez-faire which, once emb
raced as a matter of

creed, foredoomed any feelin
g for responsibility.

If, as these men believed, t
he natural law ruling

social life demanded the fig
ht for the survival of

the fittest, there was no roo
m for what today would

be called high business ethic
s. Thus these men

were both magnificent builde
rs and ruthless de-

stroyers and their creative
 concentration on the

organizational and financial
 side of transportation

and industry, while overlook
ing the human and

strictly industrial aspects, g
ives their destruc-

tiveness "daimonic" characte
r.

It goes without saying that Mo
rgan was the real

leader among the leaders. J
ohn Pierpont Morgan

(1837-1913) was the son of Jun
ius Spencer Morgan

(1813-1890), Peabody's partne
r and creative suc-

cessor. He grew up in Hartford
, London, and

Vevey (Switzerland) and as a tee
n-ager spent some

time in the Azores, experience
s which were bound

to give him an international outl
ook with a Euro-

pean tint. The American West
 was unknown to

him until after the Civil War. 
The environment in

which young Morgan's persona
lity was shaped was

typically bourgeois and, in li
ne with American

tradition, church-influenced.
 As a matter of Way,

the boy formed a partnership wi
th a cousin keep-

ing books as to income and ex
penditure. For his

own use and for his own satisf
action, beginning as

a child and for many years as a
n adult, he ac-

counted strictly for his own e
xpenditures.

Rechenhaftigkeit, as Som
bart calls the trait of th

e

bourgeois, the enjoyment
 of accounting and of

translating everything in
to figures, was typical o

f

this man.

After having finished his
 general education by

studying a few semesters
 at the University of

Gottingen, young Morgan 
spent a short while in hi

s

father's counting-house 
and in 1857 was sent for

additional training to Du
ncan, Sherman and Com-

pany in New York. Ther
e he Was just an appren-

tice, notwithstanding mu
ch that has been written 

to

the contrary. Needless t
o say, everything was

done to facilitate the br
oadest possible business

education of the youngste
r, who in 1859 went to

New Orleans and Cuba. 
Returning, he opened an

office of his own, and in 
1860 with a relative he

founded the firm of J. P.
 Morgan and Company,

New York, which took ove
r the agency of the Lon-

don Peabody firm. (This,
 incidentally, implied a

change in the policy of th
e latter house which pre-

viously, and in contrast t
o the Barings and Roths-

childs, had worked throug
h American correspond-

ents.) The beginnings of
 J.P. Morgan and Compan

y

which fell into the opening 
years of the Civil War

were not satisfactory all th
e way through. To be

sure, by that time the youn
g man was showing

traits of independence, dec
isiveness, and willing-

ness to tackle what for hi
m were still big affairs.

But when thrown into the m
aelstorm of Civil War

business he became associa
ted with "dirty deals"

(the Hall carbine affair and 
certain gold dealings)

and with doubtful personalitie
s,such as Edward

Ketchum, associations which
 show lack of caution,

injudiciousness, and poor 
judgment of character.

Indeed, Morgan never beca
me a good judge of men,

as he himself knew. As his 
latest biographer538

hints, the fact that J. P. Mo
rgan and Company be-

came Dabney, Morgan and C
ompany in 1864 might

indicate that Junius Spence
r Morgan preferred to

have a reliable older super
visor for his son. When

the Civil War ended Dabney
, Morgan and Company

flourished so that T. P. ea
rned more than $50,000

a year and thus, as has bee
n described, could come

to play the orthodox role of 
an active young busi-

nessman, citizen, and chur
ch member.

In 1871, that is to say, at th
e time when Junius

Spencer Morgan put his Lo
ndon house in the front

rank of European investmen
t bankers through the

successful termination of th
e very risky French

loan flotation, Drexel, Morga
n and Company was

formed by the merging of R
eed, Drexel, and Com-

pany and Dabney, Morgan, and
 Company. This

merger,which has been me
ntioned before, seems to

have been conceived by Anthony
 J. Drexel and was

highly beneficial for both conce
rns.

Prior to the merger J. P. Mor
gan's business

had consisted of buying and sellin
g bills of exchangE
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in the United States which has worked any harder or more

sincerely toward that common objective than has the manage-

ment of the Bell System which I have closely observed in the

last ten years. Yet in the long run, I am certain that the

presence of the commissions is essential for three purposes:

first, to obviate the necessity of the legislatures dealing di-

rectly with the utilities on rates and services; second, to give

the public assurance that some agency besides that rendering

the service is looking after its interests; and third, to provide

a continuing tribunal to receive, hear and decide complaints.

But with the operating -groups and the regulatory groups

both agreed that the main objective is the best service at the

least cost, the points of difference ought to be within a rela-

tively small range. That there will be points of difference is

certain, both because people differ and because an estimate

of what can be done in a given circumstance made by the

people who are going to do the work is likely to vary from

an estimate by those who are going to watch it being done.

State commissions as a political mechanism for regulating

the intrastate telephone business can claim a very satisfactory

record. The industry it has regulated has constantly increased

and improved its service, the rates have been reasonable, the

industry on the whole is prosperous enough to be in condition

to continue to improve its service and to meet any local or

national emergencies.
The record of state regulation indicates that it has been

a very active force. In the sixteen years, 1925 to 1940, there

have been rate changes affecting local charges for telephone

service in practically every exchange of the Bell System.

A rough calculation of orders affecting Bell System com-

panies, made by the different state commissions—including

the District of Columbia—from the beginning of their juris-

diction to March, 1936, gives a total of more than 5,600.

This shows a very considerable activity and indicates a fairly

constant scrutiny of rates and adaptation to changing condi-
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tions in the needs for service and operat
ions in providing it.

.01 these 5,600 orders, about 2 per cent
 were litigated by the

companies. A little more than 2 per cen
t reached court with

some other plaintiff. The rest of the ord
ers went into effect

without an appeal to the courts. This wh
ole record indicates

a general and successful practice of coope
ration between the

companies and the commissions. Anoth
er check on the effec-

tiveness of state regulation is the tim
e taken by commission

cases. There were between August, 1
919 and June 30, 1936,

about 95o orders affecting Bell Syste
m Companies. Of these,

some 600 were completed within si
x months, about 15o more

within a year, about 120 more wit
hin two years and some

70 took more than two years. The
 greater number of orders

are issued without ever becoming
 formal commission cases.

That fact does not imply that t
he companies have not had

an opportunity to discuss the fac
ts and issues with the com-

mission. In practically all inst
ances they do. But in most

instances the orders are based u
pon informal discussion be-

tween the commission and the
 company and agreed to with-

out formal hearings. Even wh
en the companies originate a

rate reduction, they usually go to
 the commission and talk it

over with the commission and qu
ite often it appears as a com-

mission order. On the whole ther
e is a constant and effective

examination of rates going on a
lmost all the time. It takes a

lot of hard work and serious d
iscussion on both sides, and

proceeds with relatively little fr
iction.

This kind of regulation gets r
esults with a minimum of

expense either to the commissio
n or to the company and a

minimum diversion of the comp
any's efforts from operation

to rate case arguments, and th
is is important because a com-

pany whose management is p
rimarily tied up with a rate case

is temporarily, at least, not f
unctioning at its best on its main

job.
However, while most state r

egulation goes on more or less

in this manner there are exc
eptions.
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In 1925, the beginning of the period under discussion,
there were four rate cases on the docket of a kind which a
student of regulation might well say were evidences of its.
ineffectiveness. One was a case which the New York Tele-
phone Company had started in 1920 to increase rates to care
for the increase in costs arising from the high price era fol-
lowing the war of 1917-18. The facts were in favor of the
company, but in one way and another the case was delayed so
that it never got the decision granting increases until 1930.
As the company was endeavoring to raise rates neither reason,
nor the actual facts, would indicate that the company was the
cause of the delay.

Another was a case started by the commission in Ohio in
1924. Hearings were begun in 1925. As far as the company
was concerned, the case was submitted to the commission on
evidence and briefs in April, 1927. Against its protest thecase was reopened by the Attorney General. It went throughvarious vicissitudes after that and was finally settled bycompromise more than ten years later.
A third was a more or less similar case in Michigan begunin 1919 and ended in 1936.
Both the Michigan and Ohio cases were delayed somewhatby the court decisions in the Illinois rate case. This, thefourth of the protracted cases, was begun in 1921. Thelongest delay in that suit was from the fall of 1925 untilthe fall of 1928, a delay entirely at the instance of the Cityof Chicago, and so stated by the court.
There have been criticisms of the Bell System for using thelaw's delays. In the kind of cases described above there havebeen law's delays aplenty and an almost total absence of thatnecessary aspect of full justice, which is swift justice. But asto who caused the delays I think the record is clear enoughthat the Bell System is far more sinned against than sinning.And this is natural, for there is nothing that interferes withthe flexibility or effectiveness of management more than one
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of these semi-perpetual rate cases. Many t
hings which the

management feels should have prompt decis
ions can't be

decided while the rate case is going on, for t
hey are affected

by it; or the company can't tell what to do becau
se it can't

tell which way the case will come out. And a
ll the while,

telephone rates become more and more a pol
itical football,

debated by candidates for office—the very th
ing which regu-

lation was supposed to eliminate and which in
 most cases it

has eliminated.
The Bell System does not like to go to cour

t with rate

cases. It does not like them while they are i
n court. It does

not want to keep them there. If in the legal proc
esses of try-

ing cases the Bell System counsel put in too leng
thy evidence,

as some people claim, or in any other way contri
buted to the

tedious length of these proceedings, I am ce
rtain that they

would welcome any court's ruling for trial on a
 simpler basis.

But once the companies come to the place 
where they feel

they are forced to go to court, and also in t
he almost equal

number of cases in which another party
 takes the case to

court, it is the duty of the lawyers to present
 the case as fully

as may be necessary to obtain final deci
sion on the merits

under the existing rules and practices of
 the courts in which

they appear.
Generally speaking, the state laws provi

de that rates shall

be just and reasonable, neither unreasona
bly low nor unrea-

sonably high. There is quite a margi
n between these two

extremes. The federal Constitution pr
ovides that no person's

property shall be taken without due 
process of law, that is,

it shall not be confiscated. The federal 
courts hold that fixing

rates so low as to deprive the owne
r of the opportunity of

earning a fair return on the fair valu
e of the property would

be confiscation. In *Massachusetts
 the principle is followed

that rates which would justify a
 prudent investor in putting

his money in the business are pr
oper rates. The Bell System

policy says "earnings must be 
sufficient to assure the best
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possible service at all times and to assure the continued finan-

cial integrity of the business."
If one looks over all these criteria for rates and earnings, it

would seem that a rate base that just missed confiscation was

too low, that the Massachusetts prudent investment and the

Bell System's "financial integrity" bases would probably be

about the same if judged by the same people, and that a

reasonable rate of return for a utility ought not to be lower

than the return for equal efficiency in the competitive field.

The knowledge, experience and point of view of the com-

mission or court which is determining the matter have much

more to do with the result than the theory which they accept:

If the rates are cut until the company begins to show signs of

financial distress, the assurance of good service will be

threatened and a recession in business catching a company in.

that condition may cripple it for a long time. If the rates are
set so low as to require the company to go in debt to get
money, again it is on the downward path. The return which
will satisfy stockholders in the long run, the cost of equity
money, is the essential criterion.

Before a Senate Committee in 1930, Mr. Gifford testified:

So far as we are concerned in the Telephone business, so far as I
am concerned in charge of trying to operate the business and give
telephone service, these figures of rates of return and all of these
legal terms are not of particular importance except when we do not
earn what we need to earn to carry on the business. The thing that
interests me is whether we have enough money and enough income
to carry on this business which requires hundreds of millions of
dollars of new money each year if we are going to go forward.

So far, under state regulation, the Bell System has met this
test. State regulation of telephony has as good, if not a
better, record than any other regulation in the United States.
By the same token the Bell System has had as good or a better
record of successful cooperation with regulation than any
other industry. Either group can claim credit in varying de-
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grees to suit itself. The element in the 
commissions which

has made the system work has not been so 
much the theories

on which it is based, or the technical pr
ocesses of regulation,

but the ordinary horse sense and busine
ss judgment of the

commissions and their staffs on the simple
 question—is the

company making too much or too little mo
ney to enable it

and encourage it to give good service at the pre
sent and plan

for better service in the future? The answe
r to that comes

down to a matter of judgment.
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Amerian Telephone and Telegraph Company's
 long dis-

tance service under the Interstate Commerce Comm
ission

were reduced about as rapidly as they have been sin
ce that

time, for the rate of technical improvement made 
it possible.
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THE EARNINGS OF THE LON
G LINES DEPARTMENT

This chart shows the annual per cent
 net return on Long Lines

plant. The solid curve shows the return in 
relation to the plant invest-

ment (i.e., the plant as carried on the book
s at cost); the dotted curve

shows the return on the plant investm
ent after deduction of the re-

serve for depreciation Of plant. On th
e left of the break in the grid,

the chart is a copy of a Federal Commu
nications Commissions chart.

The curves on the right of the break 
show similar information for

the subsequent period as reflected by 
the Long Lines Department

records. From 1913 to 1934 the Inter
state Commerce Commission

had jurisdiction over the Long Lines
 Department. The Federal

Communications Commission's report calls that the "nugatory"

period of regulation. The 1935-194o p
eriod has been under the juris-

diction of the Federal Communicatio
ns Commission.

It may well be that what is called 
strict regulation of the•

interstate business from 1910 to 
1934 would have been a

very distinct disservice to the public
. It is quite possible that
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-strict" regulation might have produced the system prevalent

in Europe where long distance connections habitually have

many minutes--and sometimes even hours—delay, for that

kind of service could have been made cheaper to begin with.

The no-delay service is the result of long range planning and

the availability of funds to finance it. It is quite possible

that regulation which provides encouragement may produce

better and cheaper service in the long run than a process

of seeing how close a business can be kept to confiscation.

If regulation is to be a success and the regulated industries

are to be -  strong an ser-----2--Itrabl-rtah normally and .in,

emergency, regulatory b—aes musi consider vEat it is that

—encourages men and organizations to function.
...- 

From e me t e e era mmunications Comm sion

took over the regulation of the interstate telephone business

through 1940, there have been five reductions in long dis-

tance telephone rates. Three of these were made by the Amer-

ican Telephone and Telegraph Company, as it had done

previously when under the jurisdiction of the Interstate Com-

merce Commission, and two after discussions initiated by the

Federal Communications Commission, in the manner fre-

quently followed by state commissions in their dealings with

the operating companies. There have also been several reduc-

tions in the interstate rates of associated companies.

The Federal Communications Commission also made some,....._____
changes in the standard accounting practices which had been

developed by the Interstate Commerce Commission.

The Federal Communications Commission under the new

statute departed from the -nugatory" attitude of its prede-

cessor in two other matters. The language of the 1934 act

covering telephone regulation followed the act covering

La.ilicaiLLegulatiaa., In the latter act there was a provision

that no company could build a new interstate line without

the Commission's agreeing that it was in the public con-

venience or necessity. The purpose of this was to limit un-
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The Vail Years:
Organizing for the
Universal Network

THEODORE VAIL WAS SIXTY-ONE YEARS OLD when he
became AT&T's president for the second time, in the spring of 1907.
He had served on the firm's board of directors since 1902 at the
behest of J. P. Morgan and his colleague George F. Baker (of First
National Bank of New York), both of whom had extended their
substantial holdings of AT&T stock during the years of Fish's
administration.' Convinced that the troubled enterprise required a
steady and experienced hand at the helm, the Morgan faction now
charged Vail with the job of revitalizing the Bell System.

He had much to do. Strapped by burgeoning financial ob-

ligations, troubled by intense competition, haunted by a reputation
as an insensitive, ruthless monopoly, and hounded by the specter of
regulation and municipal ownership, the company seemed adrift, its
management unable to deal effectively with the major changes

taking place in the industry and American business. Over the

thirteen years he spent as head of AT&T, Vail was to fashion within

the Bell System—and to a considerable degree in the American
public—a new consensus concerning the type of telephone system
that the United States should have. He gambled that his vision of a
universal, centrally managed system regulated to protect the public
interest would strike a responsive chord among those frustrated with

{128}
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the results of competition—that the public would choose integration
over redundancy in telephone operations and regulated monopoly
over a decline in the quality of service brought about by unfettered
competition. Soon after taking over as head of AT&T, Vail moved
to popularize his vision and implement his plans.

"One system, one management, universal service" became
the credo of the Bell System under Vail. Before the public and in
annual reports, which increasingly became a forum for his ideas, Vail
argued that the value of a telephone system was measured by the
number of subscribers that it connected together. Cooperation and
operational interdependence, not competition, constituted the cen-
terpiece of his vision. His message was clear: "Duplication of plant
[was] a waste to the investor. Duplication of charges [was] a waste to
the user."2

Regulation played a crucial role in Vail's plans. Astute
enough to realize that the kind of system that he proposed—a
universal, integrated monopoly—would stand little chance of gain-
ing public approval without some form of public control, he em-
braced state regulation. In doing so, he broke with his company's
longstanding opposition to what its management had traditionally
regarded as an unwarranted intrusion on its prerogatives. But after
years of unfettered competition, during which the firm's financial
strengths had been sapped and its efforts to build an integrated
system had been dangerously undermined, regulation became a
much-preferred alternative. Vail harbored no serious objections to
state regulation, provided it was "independent, intelligent, con-
siderate, thorough and just, recognizing, as [did] the Interstate
Commerce Commission . . . that capital [was] entitled to its fair
return, and good management or enterprise to its reward.'"

Not all kinds of regulation appealed to him—only state
regulation, the most conservatively inclined among the lot. Regula-
tion itself had blossomed into a movement of sweeping proportions
since Vail had last managed a telephone business. Although less
than a dozen states boasted a utility commission—and these were
vested with varying degrees of authority over telephone rates and
operations—many more states were seriously considering establish-
ing such governing bodies.' It was regulation of the municipal variety
that Vail hoped to outflank by accepting the authority of state utility
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agencies. The proponents of municipal ownership embodied a move-
ment that seemed to be of a more radical bent.'

Vail's success in persuading a large and, as it turned out,
important segment of the public to support his ideas would represent
one of the more notable achievements of his administration. Also, it
almost certainly would come to be regarded as one of the most
masterfully orchestrated excursions in public relations of his day. But
his claims for the business, and the new relationship he sought to
establish between the Bell System and its public, were more than
mere rhetoric. They were backed by dramatic changes in policy and
outlook, in management structure and practice.

Among the areas witnessing great changes was management's
attitude toward the company's independent rivals. Under Hudson
and Fish the company had met the opposition with "fighting rates,"
patent infringement suits, and even, according to an FCC report,
"propaganda campaigns" carefully designed to discredit the financial
condition and operations of competitors. Even more significant was
the firm's refusal to connect with most independently owned proper-
ties, a policy that denied them access to AT&T's extensive intercity
network. Though modified somewhat during Fish's term to permit
noncompeting independents employing Western Electric equip-
ment access to the Bell System, the new policy still applied only to a
small number of Bell's rivals. As of 1906,. only 297,000 out of an
estimated 2.16 million independent stations were connected to the
Bell System.'

Under Vail, AT&T's policy on interconnection was further
liberalized. Restrictions against employing equipment manufactured
by vendors other than Western Electric were dropped; in their place
AT&T established certain technical standards for interconnection.
The results were dramatic. In 1907 alone the number of independent
stations connected to the Bell System more than doubled; in 1908
the total of nonconnecting independent stations declined for the
first time (see app. A). By 1910 there were more independent
telephones connected to Bell's lines than there were remaining
outside the system. Three years after taking office, Vail had reversed
AT&T's competitive situation in the industry.

Prompting Vail's decision to open up Bell's network to
noncompeting independents were the financial strains of building
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Competition in a Network Industry:
The Telephone Industry, 1894-1910

DAVID GABEL

The re-emergence of AT&T as the dominant firm in the telephone industry

resulted from its adopting a predatory response to entrants. AT&T's strategy was

effective because government regulations and capital market imperfections pro-

vided the incumbent with a first-mover advantage that prevented challengers from

entering simultaneously in all markets.

A lthough turn-of-the-century Americans worried a lot about preda-
tory behavior by large-scale businesses, most present-day scholars

argue that it was both irrational and rare for large firms to engage in

predation. Much of the current scholarship on the extent and rationality

of predation can be traced to John McGee's seminal study of predatory

pricing by Standard Oil. McGee focused on the Supreme Court case

Standard Oil v. U.S. because the allegedly predatory practices detailed

there played a large role in motivating subsequent legislation and court

rulings.' Based on his reading of the evidence, McGee concluded that

Standard Oil did not drive rivals out of business by initiating price wars

and that such predation would have been an irrational strategy for the

firm to pursue. He pointed out that by merging with its rival instead of

cutting prices, Standard Oil could earn higher profits. Because preda-

tion involved an unneeded sacrifice of profits, merger was the preferred

strategy. Theoretically, therefore, it seemed unlikely that dominant

firms would pursue aggressive pricing strategies.2

Despite the dominant influence it has attained, McGee's argument

can be challenged on several grounds. First, antitrust laws may preclude
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the merger option. Second, the incumbent may find predation profitable

because, by acting aggressively, it can inflict enough financial harm on

a rival to yield savings in acquisition costs in excess of its short-term

losses. Third, as game theorists have argued, McGee's analysis ignores

the strategic value of reputation. A firm supplying multiple markets may

be willing to incur losses in one market in order to establish a reputation

as an aggressive incumbent. An aggressive response to a first entrant

can signal to potential rivals that entry will be unprofitable. It thus can

deter entry in other markets and increase future profits.3

This article uses the history of the American telephone industry to

critique McGee's view of predation. The industry's first firm, the

American Telephone and Telegraph Company (AT&T), has been

charged with predatory pricing on a number of occasions, but the cases

have never been fully litigated.4 Nevertheless, the general consensus of

business historians is that AT&T did not make significant use of

predation and that it retained control of the industry during the

competitive period 1894 to 1910 because of its superior long-distance

network and quality service.5 These researchers have argued that

AT&T's rivals focused on providing inexpensive local service, but this

conclusion is based on inadequate research. Many of the entrants, here

collectively referred to as the Independents, were in fact committed to

providing quality service and building a long-distance market. AT&T's

leaders knew this. Indeed, they were well aware that superior service

was available from the Independents in certain areas of the Midwest and

the West Coast. Both Frederick Fish, AT&T's president during the

height of the competitive era, and his successor, Theodore Vail,

acknowledged that competition resulted largely from AT&T's failure to

develop its markets fully and to provide quality telephone service. In

letters to Bell Operating Company executives, Fish frequently empha-

sized the need to improve the service: "We must give good service and

must do everything that is necessary to have good service. Most of our

opposition troubles are due, not so much to rates as to two other things,

Ordover and Saloner, "Predation," pp. 350-56; Yamey, "Predatory Price Cutting," p. 129;

and Burns, "Predatory Pricing," p. 266.

Koller, who has undertaken the most comprehensive study of federal antitrust cases against

alleged predators, did not consider cases in which a consent decree had been reached by the

parties. Koller, "Myth," p. 111. The three federal cases filed against AT&T all ended in co
nsent

decrees.
5 Chandler, Visible Hand, p. 202-3; Wasserman, Invention, pp. 121-22; Langdale, 

"Growth,"

p. 145; Federal Communications Commission, Investigation, p. 130; and Lipartito, Bell System,

p. 93, and "System Building," p. 328. Weiman and Levin, "Preying," argue that AT&T
 attempted

predatory pricing in the South but found that its market could be best secured by other m
eans—for

example the extension of its network and the use of administrative processes to pr
event new

entrants from obtaining franchises. In this article, I focus on the entrants' more successful effort
s

in the Midwest. The extension of AT&T's toll network was not by itself a sufficient mean
s for

eliminating AT&T's rivals outside the South. In the Midwest, AT&T's rivals quickly secu
red a

large share of the market despite the company's already extensive toll network.
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namely, bad service and not covering the field." Even where AT&T had

successfully developed the market, poor service continued to endanger

its position.6
In this article I argue that the demise of the Independents, especially

in the Midwest, owed more than anything else to predatory actions by

AT&T. AT&T chose to use predation rather than acquisition to control

the industry because aggressive response to entry in one market

deterred potential rivals in other markets. AT&T's management real-

ized that if it pursued the acquisition strategy suggested by McGee, the

compensation provided to rivals would encourage future entry.' In

order to deter entry, therefore, AT&T set prices at predatory levels in

its rivals' strongest markets. The strategy succeeded, and the rivals

were forced to sell their assets at a loss.

WHAT CONSTITUTES PREDATION?

Various economic and legal tests exist for predation. Their principal

feature is that the predator's action is intended to drive an equally

efficient rival out of business and to scare off potential entrants.8 The

test of predation often used by the courts is to evaluate the relationship

between price and either the marginal, average-variable, or total cost of

production. Many analysts have pointed out, however, that cost tests

are difficult to implement or misleading because the data needed to

calculate the cost of production are difficult to obtain and subject to

arbitrary cost-allocation decisions. More important, a price below

marginal, average-variable, or total cost of production may have noth-

ing to do with predation.9 For example, at the start of this century,

AT&T's managers believed that residential service should be priced at

a rate that was less than the direct cost of service. This "loss" was more

than made up by the higher charges that could then be set for business

lines.") This below-cost price is not an example of predation because the

intent was to bring new customers onto the network and thereby raise

the value of service to existing customers.
Typically, predation takes the form of a temporary price reduction;

but firms can also employ other exclusionary acts, such as predatory use

of the administrative process and noisy advertising. By conveying to an

entrant that it will have to incur large legal expenses or undertake an

expensive advertising campaign, the incumbent raises the rivals pro-

6 American Telephone and Telegraph Corporate Archive [hereafter AT&TCA], Fish/Burt,
Feb. 14, 1903, Presidential Letter Books [hereafter PLB], vol. 26 (quote), and Fish/Glass, Mar. 23,

1903, PLB, vol. 27; and Danielian, AT&T, p. 58.

7 AT&TCA, Fish/Pettengill, Apr. 21, 1902, PLB, vol. 23.

8 See, for example, Tirole, Industrial Organization, p. 373; and Bork, Antitrust Paradox,

p. 159.
9 Bork, Antitrust Paradox, p. 154; and Tirole, Industrial Organization, p. 373.

' AT&T, "Conference."
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spective costs and thus reduces the likelihood of entry." Regardless of

the method, by causing financial harm to rivals, the predator sends a

signal to its existing and future rivals that rivalry will be costly to all

parties.

THE STRATEGY OF THE INDEPENDENTS

In 1879, after a short period of competition with Western Union, the

Bell System gained exclusive control of the telephone industry. Until

Alexander Graham Bell's patents expired in 1893 and 1894, AT&T

focused on serving the business community in the nation's larger cities.

AT&T decided that because the marginal efficiency of capital was

higher in more densely populated markets, it would largely ignore rural

areas, towns, and smaller cities.12
The larger cities were served by AT&T licensees, called Bell Oper-

ating Companies. In exchange for the exclusive right to develop the

market in a local region, the operating company agreed to provide the

parent with 35 percent of its stock, purchase its equipment from

AT&T's subsidiary Western Electric, interconnect with AT&T's long-

distance network, and allow the parent company to monitor its engi-

neering practices.
During the monopoly era, AT&T's strategy was quite profitable;

Robert Bornholz and David Evans have estimated that the firm earned

an average annual return on investment of 46 percent.° When the

patents expired in 1893 and 1894, entrants were attracted to the industry

because of the high profits and because AT&T had ignored less densely

populated markets and the residential community. Promoters believed

that profitable opportunities were available in undeveloped markets as

well as those that Bell was already serving. The entrants felt that they

would do well in the large cities because of the incumbent's high prices

relative to cost, and because customers were dissatisfied with the

quality of service on Bell's network.

Like AT&T, the Independents were committed to linking the different

exchanges together through a toll network. But the entrants' approach

to building a network was significantly different than AT&T's. The

founder of one of the leading Independent journals noted that "the Bell

people worked from the top down and the Independents from the

bottom up."14 The Independents resolved rate and engineering ques-

tions at state and national trade association meetings. At these meet
-

ings, voting was controlled by the local exchange companies, ra
ther

than the management of a national holding company. No party had
 the

il Salop and Schiffman, "Raising Rivals' Costs," p. 267.

12 Wisconsin Telephone News, 1 (Dec. 1906), p. 1; and MacMea
l, Story, p. 24.

" Bornholz and Evans, "Early History," p. 25.

" MacMeal, Story, p. 24.
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power to force the numerous Independent exchange companies to adopt

a particular practice.
In contrast, decision-making power for AT&T resided at its New

York headquarters. By the start of the twentieth century, AT&T had

increased its ownership in most Bell Operating Companies to over 50

percent. Its voting power allowed the parent company to standardize

procedures more rapidly than the Independents. Nevertheless, there

were drawbacks associated with this vertical organizational structure.

Independent officials were more aware of local conditions and had

greater latitude in adopting policies that met the needs of their commu-

nities. As AT&T consultant George Anderson pointed out, local control

had been "a substantial factor making for the success" of the Indepen-

dents.15
The Independents did especially well in meeting the demand for

telephony in markets that had been neglected by Bell. With the

expiration of Bell's patents, farmers began to purchase telephones from

any one of a large number of new manufacturers of telephone equip-

ment. Thereafter, the telephone quickly became a popular item on the

farm. It served two general functions: it reduced the level of social

isolation and provided a means for quickly contacting merchants in

nearby towns.
Between 1894 and 1899, AT&T turned down the request of the

companies that served rural America for interconnection with its

networks, a policy that encouraged entrepreneurs to establish compet-

itive exchanges. Wholesalers, millers, doctors, and other businessmen

who worked in large cities realized that their trades would be aided by

establishing an Independent exchange that could reach markets over-

looked by AT&T. Such merchants and professionals provided an

important source of local capital for the companies that competed with

Be11.16
Bell's rivals knew that if they did not construct a long-distance

network, they would be unable to attract customers away from Bell or

to retain their customers' patronage. The Independents believed that

toll service was highly valued by the business community, and they

were keenly aware that their own connections to smaller towns and

rural communities provided a competitive advantage in local markets.

But in order to secure the patronage of business customers who were

engaged in transactions over a larger region, they needed to construct a

toll network that rivaled Bell's in breadth.17

15 Anderson, "Telephone Situation," p. 67; and Whitney, "Report," p. 21.

16 AT&TCA, Allen/Fish, Feb. 16, 1903, Allen Letter Books [hereafter ALB]; and Johnson,

"Experience," p. 580.
" Wisconsin State Historical Society [hereafter WSHS], Dane County Telephone Papers

[hereafter DCTP], Brown/Harper, Mar. 30, 1898, and Twining/Harper, Oct. 24, 1899; and

AT&TCA, Jackson-French, Jan. 16, 1897, box 1277.
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The Independents did construct regional networks. These networks

were linked together. By 1904, for example, there was Independent toll

service between Cleveland and St. Louis. The clarity of conversation on

these long-distance networks, however, was often inferior to Bell's, and

the lack of trunk lines meant that it took longer to set up a toll call on the

Independents' systems. Clarity was inferior because no central organi-

zation had dictated construction standards. Consequently, the intercon-

necting equipment was not always compatible.I8 The Independents

tried to solve this problem through their regional and national trade

associations, the same mechanism used by the railroads. During trade

association meetings, some of the Independents' leaders recommended

that high-grade construction procedures be followed. High-quality

equipment was recommended and installed because the predominant

users of the network, business customers, were more interested in

obtaining reliable, rather than cheap service. By 1906, the Independents

had succeeded in adopting and implementing uniform standards within

their regional networks. For calls over approximately 200 miles, how-

ever, the problem of standardization had not been fully resolved.19

Capital was needed for the construction of the high-quality trunk lines

that could expedite the completion of long-distance calls. The Indepen-

dents believed that the funds should be raised either by regional toll

companies or by a national organization that owned all the regional toll

lines. But the toll companies experienced trouble raising capital. Much

of their stock was owned by local telephone companies; but despite

their recognition of the necessity for constructing a toll network, these

companies faced financial constraints that prevented them from making

large subscriptions.20
Poor accounting practices were responsible for some of the local

Independents' financial problems—some of the exchange companies

made inadequate allowances for depreciation—but the effects of

AT&T's predatory actions were more important.21 By forcing its rivals

to take losses in local markets, AT&T damaged entrants' ability to fund

the construction of their toll network or to finance expansion into new

markets. For example, AT&T feared that an Independent stronghold in

upstate New York would serve as a lever for gaining entry into New

York City.22 Thus, the upstate Bell Operating Companies operated at a

loss in order to serve as a "buffer" for the company's profitable New

" AT&TCA, Allen/Fish, Dec. 3, 1903, and June 4, 1904, ALB.

19 "Report of the Fourth Annual Convention"; Western Electrician, 2 (Mar. I, 19
02), p. 148;

and Nichols, "Result," p. 17. The national trade association meetings were on
ly attended by the

larger Independent companies. Because both large and small companies attende
d the regional

meetings, it was within this forum that the most progress was made in establishing
 uniform

operating and construction procedures.
20 WSHS, Harper/Brester, May 12, 1899, DCTP; and United Telephone Voice, May 

1921.

21 Mathews, "Truth," pp. 305-6.

22 AT&T, "Conference," p. 226.
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York City monopoly. Part of the payoff for this strategy came in 1907

when the Independent in Rochester defaulted on its bonds and agreed to

sell AT&T its properties.23 AT&T's acquisition reduced the value of the

Independents' properties at nearby exchanges. As a network industry,

the strength of each Independent was dependent on the number of

customers that could be reached on the Independents' network. The

importance of network connections is reflected in the decline of a

neighboring telephone company's stock after the Independent in Roch-

ester was acquired by Bell. The Federal Telephone Company of

Buffalo, a holding company that operated in Buffalo and elsewhere, saw

its stock fall from $33 to $13 per share when the Rochester purchase was

announced.24
The harm done to the Buffalo Independent resulted in part from the

Independents organizational structure, in particular the lack of common

ownership. An Independent company may have found it in its best

interest to sell its properties to Bell, even though the action was harmful

to other Independents. The Independents were aware that if exchanges

such as Buffalo and Rochester were under common ownership, no one

Independent could take action that was in its best interest but harmful

to the general interests of the group. They therefore made several

attempts to consolidate their operations under one management and to

organize an independent, nationwide competitive communications sys-

tem.25 The most successful effort was made in 1909, but, as I describe

in the next section, it was eventually halted by the predatory behavior

of AT&T. AT&T's aggressive pricing was effective because some of its

markets were partly protected by barriers to entry. These protected

markets helped finance the incumbent's short-term losses in more

competitive markets. In the following sections, I describe the source of

the barriers—regulatory rules and capital market imperfections that

impeded the Independents efforts to establish a ubiquitous network.

COMPETITION IN THE MIDWEST

As shown in Table 1, the Midwest was the region where the

Independents met with the greatest success. Central Union, one of

AT&T's operating subsidiaries in the Midwest, provided service in

_Indiana, Ohio, and Illinois. Although its service territory included most

areas in these states, Chicago, Cincinnati, and Cleveland were served

by other Bell Operating Companies.

Regional data underscore the strength of the Independents in the

service territory of Central Union. In 1902 Central Union's network

23 AT&TCA, Vail/Winsor, Mar. 26, 1909 (quote), "Proposed Consolidation," box 47;
 and

Telephone Securities Weekly, Apr. 13, 1907.
24 Telephone Securities Weekly, Apr. 7, 1907.

25 Federal Communications Commission, Investigation, pp. 130-32.
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TABLE 1

BELL AND INDEPENDENT MARKET SHARES, 1907

(percentages)

Region Bell Independents
Independents

Affiliated with Bell'
Bell + Affiliated
Independents

United States 51.2 48.8 13.7 64.9

North Atlantic 74.9 25.1 3.3 78.2

South Atlantic 57.2 42.8 7.4 64.7

North Central 33.8 66.2 20.5 54.3

South Central 50.2 49.8 18.6 68.9

Western 71.0 29.0 6.7 77.7

a These were Independent stations that exchanged service with the Bell System.

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Telephones and Telegraphs, 1907, table 10, p. 23.

connected one-third as many subscribers as the Independents. At the

end of 1908 it included only 48 percent of all subscribers in its service

territorY.26 By 1906 most of the major Independent exchanges (for

example Toledo, Cleveland, and Indianapolis) were controlled by a

holding company, the United States Telephone Company, whose cor-

porate structure was similar to AT&T's. United States provided long-

distance service in Ohio and Michigan and controlled the New Long

Distance Company of Indiana. New Long Distance provided toll service

in the Hoosier State and, along with United States Telephone, owned

approximately 20 local exchange companies.27 United States's trunk

lines connected exchanges in Ohio, Michigan, and Indiana with other

regional Independent systems. For example, a subscriber in Indianap-

olis could connect with the Federal Telephone System to reach Buffalo

or with the Kinloch System to reach St. Louis.
The initial success of the Independents in the Midwest was largely

due to four factors: improved local service, reduced price, more

extensive regional connections, and the public's inclination to support a

local firm.28 Confronted with the Independents' initial success, Central

Union attempted to retard its rivals' expansion by adopting rates that

the firm's directors believed were "below the cost of doing the

business." Central Union operated at a loss in order to protect AT&T's

network.29 According to L. N. Whitney, a superintendent of Central

Union and a member of its board of directors, Central "cut [its] rates"

as part of a general strategy "to cause every dollar invested in

Independent property to be lost." Whitney added that these losses

26 AT&TCA, Minutes of Director's Meeting, Central Union Telephone Company, Mar. 18,

1908, p. 264; and Read et al., Richardson/Dubois, Jan. 22, 1909, in "Competi
tion, Opposition,

Mergers, Connections with Independents," p. 141.

27 New England Telephone, Telephone, pp. 45-49.

28 Whitney, "Report," p. 15.

29 AT&TCA, Minutes of Director's Meeting, Central Union Telephone Company, Jan. 
20, 1897,

p. 237 (quote); and Read et al., "Opinion Rendered by Judge William E. Dever," Jan. 20, 
1917 slip.

op., p. 41.
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served "as a warning to other investors, who might dare to invade the
field of the Central Union monopoly."3°
In formulating its competitive response in the Midwest, AT&T

studied other regions to identify strategic moves that could be used to
secure the territory. On the West Coast, under the leadership of John
Sabin, the Pacific Telephone Company had encountered little competi-
tion. In 1901 AT&T believed that entry had been forestalled in that area
because the market had been widely developed through the use of

inexpensive, ten-party service (ten customers sharing one connection to

the central office).31 In May 1901 AT&T put Sabin in charge of the
Central Union Company. Upon taking control, he converted most of
Central's customer connections from four-party to ten-party service.
According to employees of Central and AT&T, this degradation in
service increased the public's interest in obtaining service from the

Independents, who mostly offered one- and two-party service.32

To the dismay of AT&T's chief engineer, Joseph Davis, and some

other AT&T employees, ten-party service was unprofitable. Davis

believed that the operating costs associated with ten-party service were

so burdensome that the total cost of providing it was as high or higher

than single-party service. But because of its inferior quality, the price
for Bell's service had to be lower. Davis concluded that Central Union
was providing service at a loss and advised the president of AT&T that

the situation could only be reversed if Sabin was ordered to stop
marketing ten-party service. Davis's proposal was rejected, and not

until Sabin died in 1903 did the marketing of ten-party service termi-

nate.33
The Independents' ability to take advantage of AT&T's strategic

error was hindered by two factors. First, Central's below-cost prices

made it difficult for the Independents to generate internal cash for

expansion. Second, before service could be started in towns and cities,

a franchise had to be obtained from the local government. The franchise

often included regulations that were not part of the charter of Central

Union or other Bell Operating Companies.
In granting a franchise to an entrant, the cities frequently stipulated

maximum rates. The prices reflected the cost of doing business in an

exchange that was comparable in size to the incumbent's. The low entry

prices stimulated demand to an extent that had not been anticipated.

Under the prevalent mode of manual switching, the cost per subscriber

increased as the size of the network expanded. Larger networks

36 Whitney, "Report," p. 5 (quote); and Telephony, 65 (Nov. 22, 1913), P. 23.

31 Atwater, "History," pp. 53, 56, 68, 275. The Independents eventually did well on the West

Coast because customers were attracted to their high-quality, one-party service. AT&TCA,

Fish/Glass Mar. 23, 1903, PLB, vol. 27.
32 Atwater, "History," pp. 78, 89, 275.
33 Atwater, "History," pp. 53, 56, 68.
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required more expensive switchboards, and operating procedures were

more complex, requiring additional manual operations and time. Ironi-

cally, since the cost of service per subscriber increased as the number

of telephones connected to the network increased, the entrants' success

caused them to incur financial losses in some cities.34 Although the

Independents' initial prices were designed to cover their costs, the

per-customer cost increased as their systems grew. Because the fran-

chises did not include any mechanism for adjusting the price to reflect

the increased cost, the Independents were in jeopardy.35 But because

the promise to sell service at low rates had influenced the granting of the

franchise, the cities were reluctant to allow the Independents to raise

their rates.
The degree to which city regulations hindered the Independents

varied across the states. The Ohio Supreme Court decided in 1905 that

the cities did not have the authority to fix rates, and therefore the

Independents could adjust their rates to a paying basis.36 The Indiana

courts ruled differently, finding that the rates prescribed in the franchise

were enforceable. This decision was especially harmful to the Indianap-

olis Telephone Company, which started service with rates approxi-

mately 50 percent lower than Central's during the monopoly era. The

demand for the entrant's service exceeded the promoters' expectations,

in part because the Independent also had a strong presence in the toll

market. The New Long Distance Company connected Indianapolis

subscribers with 48,000 customers in surrounding communities,

whereas Central Union only offered access to 19,000 subscribers. The

differential was a decided advantage for the Independent because the

majority of toll calls were to neighboring communities.37

The Indianapolis Telephone Company found that in order to sustain

good service, it needed to increase its exchange rates. Unlike Central

Union, the Independent could not change its rates without permission

from the City. In 1906, after extensive public hearings, the Board of

Public Works turned down the request. According to one observer, city

officials felt that because the Independent had proposed the original

rates, it had to "make the best of a bad bargain."38

34 See, for example, Lee, Economics, p. 74.

35 The Independents' rates were not predatory because the below-cost prices were due to the

regulatory process and were not adopted with the intent to drive an equally efficient rival out o
f

business. Where left unconstrained by municipal regulations, the Independents raised their price
s

to reflect their increasing unit costs. WSHS, J. C. Harper to Wisconsin Railroad Commission, Sept
.

1, 1907, series 1344, box 107, file 900.4.
36 Stehman, Financial History, p. 88.

37 New England Telephone, Telephone, pp. 61-63; AT&TCA, Richardson/Caldwell, Nov.
 29,

1907, "Indianapolis," B 1153; Sears, Telephone Development, p.27; PickernelUFish, Oct. 20
, 1905,

reprinted in Federal Communications Commission Accounting Department, AT&T 
Security

Investments, vol. 1, p. 129; and Reader al, "Testimony of Horace Hill," tr. 3037-38.

38 AT&TCA, N.A., "Brief History of Indianapolis Litigation," "Indianapolis 
Consolidation,"

N.D., box 36.
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As a result of the insufficient rates, the quality of service offered by

Indianapolis Telephone declined.39 This development coincided with

improvements made in the Bell system. When Sabin died in May 1903,

he was replaced by L. R. Richardson. Richardson found Central's

service throughout the three Midwest states to be "poor." Central's

general manager, Horace Hill, found, on the other hand, that the

Independents' service was "satisfactory" and "efficient." Richardson

decided that in order to win control of the territory, the quality of

service on Bell's network had to be improved, and the number of cities

connected to its network had to be increased. Advances in the quality of

service were noticeable by 1905. Bell's principal advantage had been its

superior long-distance connections, and Richardson felt that there was

a need to establish a similar advantage in the short-distance toll market.

Whereas the Independents had developed strong county systems,

Richardson believed that the construction of cross-country toll lines

would help improve Central's market position.'

While Richardson was upgrading the Central Union network, he took

steps to retard the growth of the Independents. The decision of the

Indianapolis Board of Works to deny its rate application damaged

Indianapolis Telephone, but a more general problem for the Indepen-

dents was Central Union's decision to operate at a loss until the

Independents were driven from the market. Central Union could afford

to improve and expand its network while operating at a loss because of

the financial support provided by AT&T.

Theodore Vail, AT&T's President, commented that during the com-

petitive era, Central Union stock was "practically valueless," and if not

for AT&T's support, the firm would have been "liquidat[ed]."41 AT&T

invested approximately $30 million between 1898 and 1913, despite the

prospect that Central would "have no earning capacity for a long-time."

AT&T was willing to make these investments so that "the fight" in

places such as Indianapolis, Toledo, and Columbus could "be carried

out to a finish."42 By curtailing or eliminating the profits of the

Independents in their strongholds, AT&T was able to forestall their

expansion into the monopoly markets of AT&T.43 From the beginning

of competition, a consensus had emerged within the parent organization

and among the Bell Operating Companies "that the profit need not

39 Stehman, Financial History, p. 86.

AT&TCA, Richardson/Vail, Feb. 27, 1908, box 1357, (first quote); Read et al., "Testimony

of Horace Hill," tr. 3067 (second quote), tr. 3453-54; AT&TCA, Minutes of Board of Directors,

Central Union, Mar. 18, 1908, p. 265; and Atwater, "History," p. 135.

4 I Read etal., "Deposition of Theodore N. Vail," Feb. 1915, p. 241.

42 Read et al., American Telephone and Telegraph, "Brief and Argument for Appellant,"

Appellate Court of Illinois, First District, Gen. No. 23664, Mar. 1918, p. 2; and AT&TCA,

Fish/Sabin, Dec. 24, 1902 (quote only) Private Presidential Letter Books [hereafter PPLB], vol. 2.

43 Read et al., "Final Decree by Judge William E. Dever," July 10, 1917, p. 77.
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necessarily be immediately attached to the particular transaction, but

that the company itself profit by what is done."44

Outside of Indianapolis, the Indiana Independents faced different

constraints. In their smaller markets, city franchises were less of a

limiting factor but prices were important. In Indianapolis, the Indepen-

dent had a large share of the business market because the entrant had

improved the quality of service. In other states, Independents had

learned that if they continued to provide quality service, these high-

margin customers would retain their service after a price increase. In

less dense markets, where price was more of a factor, the Independents

believed that it would be difficult to raise their rates unless Bell did the

same. The Indiana Telephone Association suggested to Bell that the

rivals end their ruinous rate wars. The Indiana Independents wanted to

raise their rates to a paying basis, but believed that the rate increase

would not be sustainable unless Central Union did the same. Central

turned down the proposition and instead commented that competition in

the industry "must and will" end.45 AT&T was not willing to raise its

prices to a paying basis until its rivals were eliminated.

Working with F. A. Pickernell, the AT&T official in charge of the

parent company's competitive toll pricing policy, Central Union

adopted other predatory tactics designed to limit the Independents'

internal cash flow. Pickernell wrote to Richardson in 1905 that a means

should be found to block the Indianapolis Independent from raising

money for improvements: "If, by any means, the Indianapolis Tele-

phone Company is prevented from getting money to put its plant in good

condition, its earnings will decrease, and I would expect it would not be

long before there would be difficulty in obtaining money to meet the

fixed charges. This would mean. . . a receivership and a reorganization

of the property. "46
On March 2, 1909, partly in response to the deterioration of service on

Indianapolis Telephone's network, the city of Indianapolis reversed its

earlier position and granted the entrant a rate increase. Central Union,

in line with Pickernell's suggestion, attempted to block this source of

additional revenue by providing funding for a legal suit in opposition to

the entrant's rate increase.47 The Indianapolis suit was limited to the

issue of the price for local service, because the city did not have the

authority to regulate intercity (toll) rates. The outcome of litigation over

" AT&T, "Conference," p. 157.

45 Central Union News, 3 (Feb. 1908), p. 8.

s' Read et al., Pickernell/Richardson, Oct., 13, 1905, reprinted 
in "Competition, Opposition,

Mergers, Connection with Independents," p. 56 (quote); and 
AT&TCA, Fish/Caldwell, Dec. 1,

1905, PLB vol. 41.

47 AT&TCA, N.A, "Brief History of Indianapolis Litigat
ion," N.D.; and Telephony, 18 (Sept.

25, 1909), p. 317. Elsewhere, AT&T surreptitiously foug
ht rate increases of the Independents in

Court. See, for example, AT&TCA, Fish/Bethell, Dec. 23, 1
902, PPLB vol. 2, and Fish/Yensen,

June 26 and June 30, 1902, PLB, vol. 21.
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local rates became immaterial when, on May 1, 1909, Central Union and

AT&T reduced their rates on competitive toll lines. As described in the

next section, this predatory rate reduction led to the sale of the

Indianapolis exchange and other United States properties to an agent of

AT&T.

CONTROL OF THE LONG-DISTANCE MARKET

In 1909 the Independents took an important step to overcome the

dearth of long-distance trunk lines. They had already established

regional networks in the Midwest, the Middle Atlantic States, upstate

New York, and on the West Coast, and in the spring of 1909 the

Independent Long Distance Telephone and Telegraph Syndicate took

steps to unite the regional systems into a national network and increase

the number of long-distance trunk lines. By mid-April the national toll

company had either signed or was in the final stages of signing contracts
with the nine regional Independent toll companies providing service

east of the Rockies.48
This development concerned AT&T, for the regional toll companies

had captured some of its traffic. At Buffalo, for example, the message

growth rate on AT&T's monopoly toll routes was 26.5 percent for the

three-year period ending March 1909, but only 9.6 percent on its

competitive routes.49 The growth of the Independents' toll network cut

into Bell's profits as well as its traffic. Furthermore, Pickernell believed

that the Independents' toll lines were often profitable, and their expan-

sion was improving the position of the Independent exchange compa-

nies. He attributed the success of the regional Independent toll system

in New York and elsewhere to four factors: the Independents had more

customers in some exchanges, lower day rates, and offered both

evening- and bulk-toll-rate discounts (neither of which were made

available by AT&T). Pickernell believed that the cumulative effect of

these advantages "ha[d] been considerable," as it had "rob[bed] the

Bell system of a substantial amount of toll traffic, thus not only assisting

the revenue of the opposition but greatly increasing its prestige with the

more important telephone customers.""
Because of the threat the Independents posed to AT&T, Pickernell

felt that AT&T "ought to do everything possible to hasten the downfall

of the opposition in order that [their properties] may be purchased at a

low price and merged with the Bell." AT&T had to do more than just

match the rates of the Independents, for on heavily used routes, division

of traffic at the Independents' rates would still be profitable for the

" AT&TCA, Contract United States Telephone with Max Koehler, Apr. 19, 1909, box 36; and

Telephony, 19 (Mar. 26, 1910), p. 380.

" AT&TCA, Pickernell/Hall, May 21, 1909, B1376.

" Ibid.
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Independents. Pickernell convinced AT&T officials to "attack" the

Independents' most profitable lines, postulating that if the number of

stations at two network nodes were essentially equal, the traffic would

follow the rate.51
Pickernell advocated adopting rates that were lower than the Inde-

pendents and that, if the Independent matched the price reduction,

AT&T should "cut the rate again to a point that will control, or if [the

Independent Toll Company] is losing money at least divide the traffic."

AT&T's competitive toll-pricing policy architect argued that his plan

would "enormously impair the earnings of the competitor with compar-

atively slight loss to the Bell company." The up to 50 percent price

reductions would only be applied at competitive points. Pickernell

thought that at the reduced rates, AT&T's earnings on competitive

routes would be below the cost of money. He reckoned that because of

AT&T's earnings in monopoly markets, there would be only a slight

reduction in the firm's overall earnings. But the losses from a price war

could push the opposition into receivership, and this would provide Bell

with the opportunity to acquire its rivals and re-establish rates at the

existing leve1.52
Pickernell's letters do not indicate the magnitude of the short-term

loss that he thought might result from the price reduction. However, a

letter written by B. Sunny, the president of the Bell Operating Company

in Chicago, suggests that the forecasted annual loss to Central Union

from a proposed rate cut that was being debated within AT&T in April

1909 may have been as little as $140,000. Sunny, in a letter to the

president of AT&T, argued that losses at the Independents' strongholds

in Ohio and Indiana were sensible because of the system-wide benefits

to AT&T. By taking these losses, Central Union would prevent its rivals

from operating profitably. If the existing Independents sustained losses,

it would diminish their opportunity to expand into markets such as

Chicago or to raise money internally for their toll lines. Naturally, a

poor return on existing investments would also hurt the Independents'

ability to raise money from external sources. Thus, Sunny wrote, the

losses of Central Union were in the best interest of AT&T because they

would help " 'exterminat[e]' " United States Telephone, a firm that

was " 'a menance to our whole organization.' "53

In May 1909 Pickernell's policy was implemented. On competitive

toll routes in the Central Union territory, as well as at other competitive

points that were to be part of the Syndicate's emerging network, rates

were cut by approximately one-third. The rate cuts were seen by the

newspapers as an attempt to "checkmate" the Independents' national

51 Ibid. (quote); and AT&TCA, Pickernell/Hall, May 12, 1909, B1376.

52 Ibid.
53 Read et al., Sunny/Vail, Apr. 1, 1909, quoted in "Opinion 

Rendered by Judge William E.

Dever," Jan. 20, 1917, pp. 135-36, and Testimony of Frank F. Fowle,
 tr. 633-35.
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TABLE 2

IMPACT OF RATE REDUCTION IN 20 OHIO CITIES: TOLL MESSAGES AND

REVENUES, SEPTEMBER 1908 AND SEPTEMBER 1909

September
1908

September
1909

Percent
Change

Messages

Outward Central Union messages to reduced points 34,001 52,041 53.1

Outward Central Union messages to nonreduced points 26,766 29,783 11.3

Outward AT&T messages to reduced points 13,000 20,120 54.8

Outward AT&T messages to nonreduced points 5,196 6,650 28.0

Revenues ($)

Central Union message revenue to reduced points 10,916 9,554 —12.5

Central Union message revenue to nonreduced points 5,271 5,628 6.8

AT&T message revenue to reduced points 9,662 9,152 —5.3

AT&T message revenue to nonreduced points 7,293 9,184 25.9

Source: AT&TCA, ThayerNail, Nov. 18, 1909, B2019, "Long Lines Department."

toll system.54 When the price cuts were matched by United States

Telephone, AT&T and Central Union cut their toll rates an additional

third. The Independent did not match the second reduction because

operations at that level would have meant doing business at a price that

was less than the cost of business.55

Since AT&T's toll rates were now lower, United States Telephone

could not continue in business. As Pickernell forecasted, traffic indeed

followed the rate. The effect of the toll cut on Bell's traffic is shown in

Table 2. Message volume increased by 54 percent on the short-haul

routes of Central Union and the long-haul routes of AT&T. The rate

reduction led to a short-term reduction in AT&T's profits. Despite the

large increase in traffic, revenue declined.56 In order to characterize an

act as predatory, the aggressor must sacrifice short-term profits in order

to increase long-term earnings. Because revenues declined, and

AT&T's intent was to drive an efficient rival out of business, the price

reduction was clearly predatory. Predation may also be inferred by

looking at the price-cost relationship on competitive toll routes. Phillip

Areeda and Donald Turner have argued that predation may be inferred

54 Daily Telephone News, May, 4, 1909.

55 Telephony, 18 (Aug., 21, 1909), p. 182, and 19 (Jan. 8, 1910), p. 53. United States Telephone

did not indicate if the price was less than its average total or variable cost. The firm merely stated

that operations were unprofitable at that level.
56 The data also indicate the extent of toll competition. In 1908, 71 percent of the messages sent

over AT&T's long-distance lines could have reached the same destination over the rivals' network.

On short-distance toll calls, the option was only available for 56 percent of the traffic. The

difference may be attributable to there being a lower likelihood of competition in small cities and

towns. The long-haul traffic may have been between large cities.
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TABLE 3

PRICE/COST RELATIONSHIP: AT&T'S COMPETITIVE LONG-DISTANCE TOLL

ROUTES, SEPTEMBER 1908 AND SEPTEMBER 1909

(dollars)

September 1908 September 1909

Revenue per message to reduced points' 0.743 0.455

Revenue per message to nonreduced points* 1.404 1.381

Nationwide average-variable cost per message n.a. 0.48

Nationwide average-total cost per message' n.a. 0.753

a Revenues are for messages originating in Ohio.

b Averages are calculated on the basis of variable cost plus depreciation and return on investment.

Note: n.a. = not available.
Source: AT&TCA, Thayer/Vail, Nov. 18, 1909, 82019, "Long Lines Department."

when prices are set below the average-variable cost.57 Although region-

specific cost data are unavailable, the available information suggests

that AT&T's rates were below its variable cost of production. As shown

in Table 3, the average revenue per message originating in Ohio was

$0.455, $0.025 less than AT&T's nationwide average-variable cost per

message.
Facing the prospect of future losses, United States agreed in October

1909 to sell its toll and exchange properties. In light of a recent circuit

court's decision that found Standard Oil in violation of the Sherman

Anti-Trust Act, AT&T was apprehensive that the Department of Justice

might object to the acquisition of its former rival and therefore did not

directly take over ownership of the properties.58 Instead, it provided the

R. L. Day Company with the funds for the purchase. The sale

effectively put AT&T's market share at 100 percent in the territory

formerly served by United States. After Day took over control of the

Company, toll rates returned to their pre-May 1909 leve1.59

By adopting predatory prices, AT&T had succeeded in obtaining

"key" properties at a fire-sale price. The United States's lines ac-

counted for slightly over 50 percent of the regional Independent toll-line

mileage. Day paid $7.3 million for the properties. AT&T's comptroller

calculated that the value of the property was $12.85 million, a calcula-

tion based on both the earnings of the properties prior to the rate war,

and the reproduction cost of the property. The two methodologies

provided essentially the same result.6°

57 Areeda and Turner, "Predatory Pricing." Areeda and Turner's is but one of many tests for

predation that exist in the law and economics literature. I have used their yardstick not because it

is necessarily the most appropriate but because it is the most widely cited and one of the hardest

to pass. For example, by comparison, Joskow and Klevorick have proposed a less stringent test

that compares price with the average cost of production (Joskow and Klevorick, "Framework,"

p, 213).
58 Telephony, 19 (Feb. 22, 1910), p. 186; and Standard Oil v. United States, 173 Fed. 177.

" Telephony, 19 (Mar. 26, 1910), p. 386.
60 SunnyNail, Nov. 19, 1909 (quote), reprinted in Federal Communications Commission,
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For a multimarket firm, the payoff from predation may extend beyond

being able to buy out a rival at a low price. By establishing a reputation

for predatory actions, the supplier is able to induce other rivals to take

actions favorable to the incumbent. AT&T's toll-rate reduction in Ohio

helped it secure control of St. Louis in the Fall of 1909. St. Louis was

served by Bell of Missouri and the Kinloch Telephone Company.

Kinloch had more toll connections to nearby points and consequently

had higher per-station toll revenue. Financially, Kinloch was also more

profitable. Pickernell estimated that, after proper allowance for depre-

ciation, the entrant's return on actual dollars invested was 6.7 percent,

360 basis points more than Bell's rate of return. Kinloch's return was

higher despite having effectively lower rate levels. The anomaly was the

result of the entrant having lower maintenance and operator costs, as

well as less spare capacity per subscriber.61
In 1908 Kinloch added 3,724 customers whereas Bell gained only 297

subscribers. AT&T felt that some action had to be taken in light of its

rival's gains and the prospect that Kinloch would be able to expand

further in the future. In August 1909 Bell replaced its measured service

with Kinloch's flat-rate structure and levels. AT&T anticipated that

because of increased expenses and the reduction in revenue, the change

of rates would lead to a short-term financial loss of $250,000. Although

AT&T executives expected that the revenue effect would be positive

within a year, they did not believe that the new rates would provide a

satisfactory rate of return in the long run.62
When Bell adopted the Kinloch rates, the entrant did not respond

with a price reduction. Once the firm lost its status as the low-price

supplier, however, its market share declined. Kinloch left its rates intact

because it did not wish to enter "a vigorous rate war. . . similar to the

Ohio campaign." Instead, despite its strong financial position, the firm

exhibited an increased willingness to sell its properties to AT&T. The

elimination of United States as a rival also increased the willingness of

other Independents in such states as Ohio, Missouri, and Kansas to join

the Bell network through a license contract.63
Ironically, the most serious legal challenge to AT&T's predatory

actions was taken by some minority stockholders of Central Union,

where AT&T was the majority stockholder." Central's aggressive

Control, vol. 3, p. 174; and AT&TCA, DuBoisNail, Oct. 12, 1909, "Ohio Consolidation," box 36.

Burns, "Predatory Pricing," has provided an econometric estimation of the impact predation had

on the prices of tobacco manufacturers acquired by American Tobacco. I am unable to employ

Burns's methodology because of the lack of financial data for the overwhelming majority of firms

acquired by AT&T.
61 AT&TCA, 'Thayer/Durant, Feb. 24, 1909, and PickernelliThayer, June 2, 1909, box 4.

62 Ibid.; and AT&TCA, Pickernell/Thayer, June 7, 1909, box 4.

63 AT&TCA. Calhoun/Brooke, Jan. 18, 1910 (quote), and Transcript of Conversation between

Calhoun and Brooks/Wilson, Mar. 23, 1910, box 4; and Telephony, 19 (Mar. 26, 1910), p. 377.

64 Federal and State agencies considered blocking the sale of U.S. Telephone properties, but no
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response to entry was in the best interest of AT&T, but the reverse was

true for its minority stockholders. During the competitive era Central

operated at a loss, paid no dividends, and the stock sold below par. In

Read et al. v. Central Union, the judge found that the decision of

Central Union to respond aggressively to entry, rather than act as a

cooperative duopolist, hurt the minority stockholders of Central Union.

The jurist noted that Central Union had "borne the full burden of this

expensive fight." The decision of Central Union's directors to adopt

policies that were in the interest of AT&T rather than that of the firm

was a violation of their fiduciary responsibilities. For this reason, along

with other fiduciary violations and AT&T's attempt to monopolize the

telephone market, the judge ordered AT&T to sell its holdings in Central

Union. The sale did not occur, because prior to the end of the appeals

process, an out-of-court settlement was reached between the firm and

the plaintiffs. AT&T agreed to pay the minority stockholders $1.75

million for 1,978.5 shares. The stock had a par value of $197,850 and a

market value of approximately $90,000.65

THE INDEPENDENTS' FAILED EFFORT TO ENTER AT&T's

MONOPOLY MARKETS

Regulatory Barriers to Entry

When the Indianapolis Telephone Company obtained its franchise, it

did not anticipate how the setting of its local rates by the city would

harm its long-term prospects. The Indianapolis maximum-rate rules

were but one of many seemingly innocuous state and local rules that

severely damaged the Independents. In this section, I explain how

action was taken. In December 1909, in anticipation of legal action, R. L. Day Company informed

AT&T that it no longer wanted to hold the properties. Upon hearing this news, AT&T asked J. P.

Morgan 8z Co. to take control of the properties. AT&T informed Morgan that a transaction had to

occur quickly, and therefore the investment firm abandoned its standard procedure of determining

the value of the properties. MorganNail, Aug. 9, 1915, reprinted in Federal Communicat
ions

Commission, Report, vol. 3, appendix 16, p. 24. The antitrust authorities apparently droppe
d the

investigation after an officer from Morgan submitted a sworn affidavit stating that the purchas
e had

been made " 'as an investment. . . with its own moneys,' "and that there was no a
greement with

AT&T regarding the control or management of United States Telephone, nor an a
rrangement to

lessen the extent of competition. Telephony, 9 (Jan. 22, 1910), p. 88, and 55 (Ju
ly 16, 1910), p. 57.

65 Read etal., "Final Decree by Judge William E. Dever," July 10, 1917; and 
Read/Kinsgsbury,

Apr. 4, 1919, reprinted in Federal Communications Commission, AT&T Sec
urity Investments, vol.

1, appendix 9, p. 16. A similar suit was almost filed in New York. 
AT&T had feared that an

Independent stronghold in upstate New York would serve as a lever for 
gaining entry into New

York City. The upstate Bell Operating Companies operated at a loss 
in order to protect AT&T's

profitable New York City monopoly. Because of these predatory losse
s, the minority stockholders

of the upstate New York Bell Operating Companies threatened to 
sue AT&T for violating its

fiduciary responsibilities. The suit was not filed because AT&T 
provided satisfactory compensation

when these upstate companies were merged with the profitable 
downstate firms. AT&TCA,

Vail/Gould, Apr. 3, 1908, PPLB, vol. 6.
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regulatory barriers to entry impeded the Independents' ability to expand

into AT&T's most profitable markets.
The Independents had to establish exchanges in New York, Chicago,

and other monopoly markets of the incumbent in order to counter Bell's

expansion, improved service, and predatory actions. 66 AT&T's expan-

sion had been funded in part with borrowed money, and a substantial

portion of this capital was invested in areas where the Independents

were strong. Because of this competition, the investment "[did] not

bring back proper return."67 If AT&T's monopoly exchanges lost their

ability to cover these losses, the firm would have had difficulty repaying

its loans. As aptly noted by a New York City official, the high returns in

monopoly exchanges "seem[ed] to invite competition." 68 In 1905 the

Independents were busily trying to enter the large cities in which AT&T

still held monopolies. Entry conditions were ripe. There was strong

public interest in the establishment of Independent exchanges, and

because AT&T's resources were strained, the firm would have found it

difficult to respond aggressively toward new rivals.69 In some cities

franchise procurement was dependent on the outcome of a public

referendum. In 1906 and 1907 referendums were held in Denver,

Omaha, Portland (Oregon), and San Francisco, and an overwhelming

majority of people voted to grant the Independents franchises. In New

York City, there was widespread dissatisfaction with Bell's prices and

rate structure. Chicago residents also expressed keen support for the

Independents because of the toll connections that would become

available to those markets the Independents controlled.7°

Entry into AT&T's monopoly markets was, however, impeded by

state and local regulations. Municipal officials were aware of Bell's large

earnings during the patent period. This, along with the heated bidding

between promoters, made it clear that a telephone franchise was a

highly valued, intangible property. City officials in the early twentieth

century, unlike those in the 1870s, were not going to give this right away

without imposing conditions. When franchises were issued to the

Independents, therefore, they typically included stipulations that set

maximum rates, required free telephone service to the city government,

free use of the telephone poles and underground conduits for fire and

'6 WSHS, "To the Citizens of Madison: Statement Issued by Dane County Telephone," 1906;

and Whitney, "Report," p. 32.
67 AT&TCA, Fish/Pickernell, Aug. 3, 1906, PPLB, vol. 5 (quote); and Garnet, Telephone

Enterprise, p. 192, fn.11.
68 Nichols, "Report," p. 22 (quote).

69 Garnet, Telephone Enterprise, p. 127.

7° Western Electrician, July 1, 1905, p. 11, and Mar. 3, 1906, p. 184; AT&TCA, Fish/Burt, July

29, 1905, PLB, vol. 40; Telephony, Dec. 1906, p. 358; Weik, "Telephone Movement," pp. 267-68;

City Record, June 25, 1907, p. 1; Daily Telephone News (1905 issues); and Richardson/Fish, Oct.

16, 1901, reproduced in Atwater, "History," p. 76.
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police lines, and royalty fees.71 These regulations constituted a barrier

to new entry because they were not imposed on Bell as well. Many of

Bell's franchises had been granted when telephony was new and its

commercial value uncertain. They therefore did not include similar

requirements.
The establishment of these barriers owed to a mixture of three

factors. First, as just described, cities were seeking to share the profi
ts

from the rapidly growing service. Second, as I will show, laws an
d

franchises were granted that had unanticipated deleterious effects on

entrants. Finally, Bell successfully lobbied (at times illegally) f
or

municipal rules that were harmful to entrants.72

The Independents considered New York City the "keystone" of the

Bell System, as Manhattan alone accounted for approximately one-fifth

of all Bell Operating Company profits in 1903. Such a lucrative ma
rket

invited repeated but unsuccessful Independent challenges to AT&T
's

monopoly position.73 New York Electric Lines, for instance, faile
d to

gain entry because a state court ruled that the city was required
 by

contract to compel joint use of the conduit owned by the 
Empire

Subway Company, a subsidiary of AT&T. An 1884 state l
aw had

required the placement of utility wires underground. At that 
time,

underground transmission was experimental, and therefor
e it was

difficult to raise capital for the construction of the conduits. 
Empire

Subway had agreed to build the subways on the condition tha
t New

York City require other utilities to use their conduit. Empire ag
reed to

make space open to others when it was available and to rent t
he space

at a "reasonable rate." No procedure was established to
 determine

what constituted a reasonable rate.74 Neither New York Electric
 Lines,

nor any other entrant, wanted to rely on Empire for subwa
y space.

When the potential entrants did attempt to rent space, they we
re usually

told it was unavailable. When Empire made space availab
le, the rates

appeared to be unreasonably high.75 Despite these unfav
orable entry

conditions, the court's ruling left the Independents wit
h no alternative.

The last major Independent effort to enter New York C
ity was made

by the Atlantic Telephone Company in 1907. The Boar
d of Estimate and

71 See, for example, AT&TCA, "Ordinance Grant
ing Telephone Franchise to Automatic

Telephone Company by Board of Public Works," Ne
w Bedford, June 27, 1899.

72 Hendrick, Age, p. 123. For example, Louis Glass
, Vice-President of Bell's Pacific Telephone

Company, was convicted of giving bribes to the City 
of San Francisco supervisors in exchange for

their refusal to grant a franchise to an Independent
. Telephone Securities Weekly, Sept. 7, 1907,

P. 3.
73 Latzke, Fight, p. 12 (quote); and AT&TCA, 

Hall/Fish, July 24, 1904, box 1348.

74 People ex. rel. New York Electric Lines Co. v. 
Ellison, 81 Northeastern Reporter 447, 449

(1907); New York Laws of 1884, chap. 534; Ne
w York Laws of 1885, chap. 499; and AT&TCA,

Merchants' Association of New York, "Inquiry 
Into Telephone Service and Rates in New York

City" (1905), p. 15, box 1019.

75 New York Tribune, Mar. 15, 1905; and Fed
eral Communications Commission, Report, vol. 3,

appendix 14.
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Apportionment granted Atlantic a franchise in June, but conditions

included in the franchise prevented the company from beginning con-

struction. Like New York Electric Lines, Atlantic had to rent conduit

space from Empire. In addition, it had to pay an initial $250,000

licensing fee and had to obtain the permission of the Board of Alderman

in order to issue stocks or bonds. Bell was not subject to either of these

requirements.76 The fee was included in the franchise because the city

believed that the license had an "inestimable value" to the Indepen-

dents and that the local government should get a share of the gains. The

regulation of stocks and bonds was made part of the franchise because

of the city's belief that "[n]early all the complaints against public

service corporations [were] traceable to over-capitalization."77
A fourth clause included in Atlantic's franchise contract best illus-

trates the kind of difficulties encountered by entrants to the New York

City market. After receiving the franchise, Atlantic had only six months

to show city officials contracts that established toll connections to all

cities with populations greater than 4,000 people within a 1,000 mile

radius. Failure to meet this, or any other condition, was grounds for

charter revocation. This toll-connection stipulation required Atlantic to

offer its subscribers the same ubiquitous service available on the Bell

network. Although supplying this level of service was certainly an

objective of the Independent movement, in the short-term it was

virtually impossible to achieve. Individually and collectively, regulatory

barriers to entry increased the risk of constructing an Independent

exchange in New York. Since the franchise requirement of toll connec-

tions to cities within a 1,000 mile radius could not be met, potential

investors faced the threat that the Independents' New York franchises

would be revoked.
Nearby Connecticut passed a law in 1899 that essentially established

an unregulated telephone monopoly. At that time, the legislature was

considering a request from the Independents for a corporate charter to

do business in the state. Extensive hearings in which the Independents

and Bell argued over the merits of rival networks led only to a stalemate.

Finally, the Independents and Bell agreed that the substantive issue of

opening up the market should be considered by some other party than

the legislature. With the support of both parties, the legislature passed

. a law requiring an entrant to obtain a special charter from the Connect-

icut legislature, as well as a superior state court finding that competition

was justified by public necessity. Eight years later, when it was apparent

that the 1899 law was a barrier to entry, the Independents claimed that

neither they nor the legislature had understood that the law would stifle

competition. Although a 1907 amendment to the law removed the

76 City Record, June 25, 1907, pp. 3-4; and Telephone Securities Weekly, June 29, 1907. Eight

months later, the city agreed to modify the license fee. ibid., Feb. 22, 1908, p. 5.

77 City Record, May 1, 1906, pp. 3-5.
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requirement of a state charter, the need to obtain a court finding was still

a significant impediment to entry.78 For example, investors believed

that the law raised their level of risk, and as a result, they were reluctant

to provide any financing until this barrier was removed.79 Moreover, the

procedure forced entrants to reveal information that Bell could use to

improve its operations while the court was considering their petitions.

The Connecticut law was but one of many regulatory barriers that

prevented the Independents from constructing a ubiquitous network. A

combination of municipal and court rulings blocked the Independents'

efforts to establish exchanges in Boston and Chicago. The Board of

Alderman of Boston granted an Independent the right to install tele-

phone lines on specific streets in 1906, but construction could not begin

until the legality of the permit was validated. In 1909, the Massachusetts

State Supreme Court ruled that the grant was unconstitutionally vague

because "[n]o specific part of any street [was] designated."8° In 1907,

the Chicago City council rejected an Independent firm's petition to

construct an exchange. The Council found that the proposed rates were

unreasonably low and therefore concluded that the petition was not

credible.81

Capital Markets

AT&T's aggressive response to the Independents impaired the en-

trants' ability to raise capital internally. Funds were needed for entering

new markets and for expanding the size of existing facilities. Lacking

sufficient internally generated funds, the Independents attempted to

raise money from the nation's capital markets. Their effort was im-

peded, however, by their poor earnings records, by franchise requi
re-

ments, and by capital market imperfections.

The Independents spent considerable effort trying to raise capital in

New York. Their securities were not traded on the New York ma
rket

and they believed that one reason for this was that they had had
 less

direct contact with the East.82 Although there were many fin
ancial

magazines and newspapers during this period, little coverage was 
given

to the Independents. Nor were there any major security-ratin
g services

that could help investors evaluate the financial standing of t
he Indepen-

dents. Moody's, for example, did not directly rate the 
soundness of

different securities but merely suggested that investors 
learn from the

habits of more sophisticated buyers. Moody's Classified 
Investments

advised that an investor could infer that a security was 
relatively safe if

78 Laws of Connecticut 1899, chap. 158, and 1907,
 chap. 245; Connecticut Legislature,

Connecticut Judiciary Hearings (1905), pp. 616-17, and 
(1907), pp. 16, 149-55, 763-64.

79 Commercial and Financial Chronicle, 69 (Dec. 16
, 1899), p. 1223.

a° Metropolitan Home Telephone Company v. Emerson
, 202 Mass. 402, 403 (1909).

'I Telephone Securities Weekly, Jan. 11, 1908, p. 3.

82 Weik, "Telephone Movement," pp. 267-68.
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leading banks and financial institutions included the item in their

portfolios. The investment manual presented a list of the securities held

by large institutions. Unlike Bell's, the Independents' securities were

not widely held by the large financial institutions in the East.83 Based on

the information found in Moody's, an investor could conclude that

Independent securities were relatively risky as compared to Bell's. If

risk-averse small- and medium-sized investors relied on Moody's in-

vestment method, the Independents would need to convince large

financial institutions to invest in their securities before small investors

would be willing to invest in their companies.
The large investors, however, were closely allied in their support of

AT&T. Firms such as J. P. Morgan and Kidder Peabody sought to

establish industrial order. This translated into providing financing for

only one firm—AT&T. To do otherwise would have promoted compe-

tition. These underwriters were closely tied with other large financiers,

and they used these connections to deny the Independents access to

funds." For example, in 1902, George Sheldon, a member of the New

York Stock Exchange, decided to help provide the financing for an

Independent company in Milwaukee. When the president of AT&T

learned of this, he asked an official of J. P. Morgan & Co. to talk to

Sheldon about withdrawing his support. Sheldon was subsequently

visited by George F. Baker of the First National Bank and George W.

Perkins of J. P. Morgan and Co. According to Sheldon, Baker and

Perkins convinced him that he "could not be in the position of actively

pushing an opposition to their interests in Milwaukee." He withdrew his

support. After Sheldon dropped out, the Independents' effort to estab-

lish an exchange in Milwaukee collapsed.85

AT&T's President Fish frequently relied on business associations in

the financial community, industry, and other public utilities to interfere

with the Independents' expansion plans.86 Particularly threatening to

AT&T was the possibility that the Independents would rent space on

telegraph-company poles, a move that would have reduced the cost of

establishing a toll network. Western Union and Postal Telegraph agreed

not to rent the Independents space; in exchange, AT&T promised that

it would not let one telegraph company use AT&T's facilities for the

83 Moody's Classified Investments, pp. 7-8.

" Read et al., "Testimony of Leroy Kellogg," tr. 8464, 8519; Moody, Masters, pp. 117-18;

Keller, Life Insurance Enterprise; Redlich, Molding, vol. 2, pp. 379-80; and Carosso, Morgans.

85 AT&T compensated Sheldon for the expenses he had incurred in support of the Indepen-

dents. AT&TCA, Fish/Steele, June 19, 1902, PPLB, vol. 1, Fish/Sheldon, Jan. 23, 1903, PLB, vol.

26, and Sheldon/Fish, July 30, 1902 (quote), box 66.

See, for example, AT&TCA, Fish/Burt, Aug. 19, 1905, PLB, vol. 40, Fish/Waterbury, Oct.

4, 1902, PPLB, vol. 1, and Fish/Thayer, Apr. 18, 1902, PLB, vol. 20.
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purpose of getting into territory controlled by another telegraph com-

pany.87

The incumbent also used strategic acquisitions to impede entrants'

access to capital. AT&T was aware that in large cities telephone

manufacturers would install equipment for the Independents in ex-

change for their stocks and bonds. In part to end this source of

financing, AT&T purchased two of the leading Independent manufac-

turers, Stromberg-Carlson and Kellogg Manufacturing. AT&T con-

trolled Kellogg from 1902 to 1909, when the holding was found to be a

restraint of trade, and AT&T was ordered to sell the properties.88

Unable to raise money in the East, the Independents had to rely on

regional stock exchanges in Cincinnati, Columbus, St. Louis, Toledo,

Minneapolis, and Cleveland. These exchanges, however, were inade-

quate for the task. For example, Cleveland was one of the largest

regional stock exchanges, but in 1906 the number of shares traded there

was less than I percent of the volume traded on the New York Stock

Exchange.89 It was not feasible for these smaller markets to handle the

large capital requirements of a telephone network.

Regardless of whether the market was in the East or the Midwest,

investors were aware that AT&T had a major institutional advantage

over its competitor. A critical criterion used by "conservative bankers"

to evaluate the financial soundness of a public utility was to measure

how its franchise compared with that of its rival.9° Since the Indepen-

dents' franchises often included regulations that were not part of the

Bell Operating Companies' permits, the Independents' securities were a

more risky investment.

THE POSTCOMPETITIVE YEARS

According to McGee, even if a dominant firm engages in predation,

society's welfare may increase. Customers benefit from low prices, and

these gains may exceed the losses that occur if the predator gains

monopoly power.' AT&T's below-cost pricing did provide some

short-run benefits, boosting the number of subscribers on AT&T's

network as new customers were attracted by the low prices. But this

rapid development ended with the disappearance of the Independents.

As shown in Table 4, telephone growth was at its peak during th
e

competitive era. With the demise of the Independents, AT&T's com-

mercial department no longer had the same incentive to seek new

87
 AT&TCA, Fish/Chandler, Feb. 13, 1907, PLB, vol. 47, and Fi

sh/Clowry, Jan. 31, 1905, PLB,

vol. 37
es Dunbar v. American Telephone and Telegraph, 238 Illinois 456, 47

8-81 (1909).

89 Journal of Commerce and Commercial Bulletin, Jan. 3, 1907; 
and Finance, Feb. 9, 1907.

9° Vanderlip Collection, Frank A. Vanderlip, "Address to National 
Electric Light Associa-

tion," June 1909, box D-13.

9 1 McGee, "Predatory Pricing," p. 168.
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TABLE 4

TELEPHONES PER 1,000 POPULATION: RATES OF GROWTH, 1885-1929

Years Percent Growth

1885-1893 4.6

1894-1907 20.6

1908-1912 5.5

1913-1917 3.9

1918-1929 3.1

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Historical Statistics, vol. 2, p. 783.

customers. The slow rate of development during the post-competition

years occurred despite a low level of telephone penetration—in 1920

only 35 percent of the households in the United States had telephones.

During the competitive era, AT&T for the first time took a keen

interest in developing the rural market. The incumbent realized that the

areas outside the cities had to be secured, otherwise the Independents

would use their stronghold to gain entry into AT&T's profitable urban

markets. But the passing of competition reduced Bell's incentive to

develop the rural market. Consequently, the proportion as well as the

number of farms with telephones declined in the 1920s and 1930s.92

Finally, as result of the lack of competition and effective regulation,

AT&T's long-distance operations earned an average annual rate of

return of 10.9 percent between 1913 and 1935. The firm's cost of money

during these years was approximately 5 to 6 percent.93 The sizeable

difference between the cost of money, and AT&T's earnings on toll calls

suggests that there was a significant, persistent welfare loss to society

due to the elimination of competition.

CONCLUSION

Recent research in business history has emphasized that AT&T

emerged as the industry leader because of the firm's strategy and

structure. Researchers have concluded that AT&T's decision to build

and control centrally a higher-quality network than its rivals was the

primary factor that determined the incumbent's success. The evidence

presented in this article suggests that for the first decade of competition

in the Midwest, AT&T marketed an inferior local service, had a smaller

toll network for the area in which most toll calls were placed, and

maintained its operations poorly. Furthermore, AT&T's operations

were unprofitable. Despite these liabilities, by 1910 the firm emerged in

control of the region. The vanquishing of the Independents' challenge

92 Fischer argues that falling farm prices only partly account for the decline. The decrease in

telephone subscription coincided with an increase in the percentage of farms with automobiles,

indoor water and electricity, and radios. Fischer, "Technology's Retreat," pp. 295-97, 315.

93 Federal Communications Commission, Long Lines, p. 15, and Investigation, p. 435.
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owed to important strategic moves by AT&T's management, not least

of which was predatory pricing.

McGee has pointed out that in the absence of barriers to entry, it

would be "foolish" for a firm to engage in predatory price cutting.

Without this protection, the predator cannot be certain that even if it

regains control of the market, it will be able to recover the losses

sustained during the price-cutting period.94 Although there were no legal

barriers to entry for the provision of toll service, AT&T was able to prey

on its rivals because of other obstacles in local markets. State and

municipal regulations, and to a lesser extent AT&T's ties with the

nation's leading financiers, established barriers that allowed the game of

rivalry to be played sequentially, rather than simultaneously.95 If

competition had occurred simultaneously in all markets, AT&T would

have been unable to adopt a predatory strategy. As it was, by operating

at a loss at competitive points, AT&T hindered the Independents'

ability to raise capital for the construction of an integrated network. The

shortage of money also undermined what was originally the Indepen-

dents' strongest competitive asset—their quality of service. Lacking the

internal cash flow needed for the proper maintenance of their facilities,

they had to watch the quality of service on their networks deteriorate. 

The financial panic of 1907 exacerbated their financial problems. Con-

sequently, AT&T reemerged in control of the industry as increased

numbers of Independents either sold their properties to Bell or joined

Bell's network on terms that had been considered unsatisfactory a few

years earlier.
The historical analysis presented here provides some insight into the

contemporary analog of the Standard Oil case, the court-approved

divestiture of AT&T in United States vs. AT&T.97 In 1974 the Justice

Department charged AT&T with conduct that had been "designed to

maintain and expand its existing telecommunications service monopo-

ly."98 Section 2 of the Sherman Anti-Trust Act prohibits attempts to

monopolize an industry. Justice Department lawyers argued that during

the post–World War II era, AT&T violated this law by preying on rivals.

According to the Department of Justice, AT&T was able to impede

competition through its control of local exchange facilities: "Local

telephone exchanges are 'bottlenecks' under classic antitrust theory
.

The control of these franchises provides AT&T with the incentive 
and

opportunity to protect, maintain and extend its monopoly in telecom-

'4 McGee, "Predatory Pricing," pp. 142, 168 (quote).
" In a review of federal antitrust cases that led to convictions, Koller 

found a high correlation

between predatory attempts and facilitating government practices. Koll
er, "Myth," p. 113.

s's AT&TCA, Allen/Fish, Nov. 6, 1902, Dec. 3, 1903, and Jan. 8, 1
904, ALB.

' United States v. AT&T, 552 F. Supp. 131, 226-34 (D.D.C. 1982)
, air d, Maryland v. United

States, 460 U.S. 1001 (1983).

" U.S. Department of Justice, Plaintiff's First Statement of 
Contentions and Proofs, United

States v. AT&T, 74-1698 (D.D.C), p. 4.
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munications services overall." In order to eliminate this structural
impediment to competition in the long-distance, telecommunications-
equipment, and information-service markets, the government proposed
that the Bell Operating Companies be prohibited from providing these
services."
AT&T replied that it was not guilty of any Section 2 violations, and

that divestiture of the Bell System would not be in the nation's best
interest, because AT&T had "provided. . . the world's best telecom-
munications service." AT&T argued that the monopoly structure was
the result of "technological and economic imperatives" in the industry.
"A review of the history of the telecommunications (from 1876 to [the]
present) makes it plain that the structure of the industry . . . evolved
directly from the technological imperatives of networking, the interac-
tive and interdependent nature of the telecommunications network, and
the need for a single network manager to control, plan and operate the
network in order to assure efficiency."1°° By contrast, the review of
AT&T's conduct from 1894 to 1910 presented in this article suggests
that the monopoly structure of the telephone market was not merely the
result of "technological and economic imperatives," but also resulted
from such Section 2 violations as predatory pricing, funding of court

cases in order to interfere with price increases granted to the Indepen-

dents by municipalities, acquisition of manufacturers of telephone

equipment in order to limit the Independents' access to the capital

markets, and bribes or threats to financiers to discourage financing of

the Independents .1°1
Until the market for exchange facilities becomes competitive, the

possibility that exchange companies will prey on competitors in order to
forestall entry into the telecommunications industry remains very
live.102 By separating the ownership of long-distance and local facilities,
the Department of Justice in United States vs. AT&T succeeded in
eliminating the incentive for local exchange companies to thwart their
rivals' efforts in the long-distance market. Although this structural
separation increased the degree of competition in the interexchange
market, it did not eliminate the threat that local exchange companies
may attempt to leverage their control of the telephone market into new

. data and video markets. In most areas today, the telephone line
provides the only available means of two-way communications. Until
economical, alternative avenues of electronic communication become

" Ibid., pp. 4 (first quote), 70 (second quote), 527.
IG3 Defendants' First Statement of Contentions and Proof, United States v. AT&T, 74-1698

(D.D.C.), pp. 1 (first and second quotes), 4, 80 (third quote).

101 Abuse of the regulatory process with the intent to harm competitors is evidence of unlawful

intent and purpose to monopolize. Otter Tail Power Co. v. United States 410 U.S. 366, 379-80

(1973), on remand, 360 F Supp. 451, 451-52 (D.Minn. 1973).

102 United States v. Western Electric, 673 F. Supp. 525, 540-62 (D.D.C. 1987).

...
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more widely available, regulatory authorities should continue to exer-

cise due diligence over the practices of local exchange carriers.
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such lines is due to the cons
tant and continued attention

given this subject.

Every new trouble, and there a
re many, comes before this

department. When settled the
re, it is settled for all. This

has established a commercial
, operating and plant practice

not only for our own associate
d companies, but for others

of high standing throughout
 the world.

All devices or inventions s
ubmitted receive the most

thorough and painstaking in
vestigation, and it is safe to say

that there has as yet been 
no instance where any invention,

system or method, rejected 
by the Patent and Engineer-

ing Departments of the A
merican Telephone and Tele-

graph Company has ever ha
d any permanent success when

used elsewhere.

The Manufacturing Departme
nt creates and builds the

equipment and apparatus w
hich have been adopted. In

this way throughout the whol
e grand system will be found

standardization and uniformi
ty. This is not any handicap on

improvement or developme
nt of the art, for, on the con-

trary, every suggestion or 
idea, and there are many, has

abundant opportunity to be
 tested, which would not be

possible otherwise. No one of
 the companies could by itself

maintain such an organizatio
n, and it would be fatal to any

service to introduce or try ou
t undeveloped ideas in actual

service.
In the Legal Department all th

e big and general questions

are looked after. It forms a clearing house in
 all legal

matters for all the legal dep
artments of the separate com

-

panies to which assistance a
nd advice are given on all ques-

tions of general scope.

In the administration all que
stions which affect all com-

panies, all questions betwee
n the associated companies, a

nd

the general policy and the
 general conduct of the busin

ess,

are considered and close
 touch and relationship mai

ntained
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with all parts of the sy
stem. Experts on every subject co

n-

nected with this business
 are continually at work 

on old or

new subjects and ready 
at call to go to the assistan

ce of any

of the companies. In s
hort, the great work and 

substan-

tially all the expense of
 the American Telephone a

nd Tele-

graph Company are in
volved in this "Centralized

 General

Administration," taking ca
re of all those matters whic

h are

common to all companies
, or which if taken care of 

by each

company would mean 
multiplication of work, eff

ort, ex-

pense without correspo
nding advantage or efficien

cy.

To sum up, quoting th
e words of the representat

ive of a

large stockholding inte
rest in one of the associ

ated com-

panies: "The contract 
relation with the American T

elephone

and Telegraph Compan
y is the biggest asset this c

ompany

has."

CRITICISM OF INDEPENDEN
TS.

We have been criticis
ed to some extent for ou

r policy

of publicity so far as it
 concerns the so-called "In

dependents."

There has not been su
fficient distinction between

 the "Inde-

pendents" and the "Op
position" in the minds o

f the public.

We have no quarrel w
ith either. With many of the Inde-

pendents we are worki
ng in complete harmony a

nd for all

practical purposes our 
system is part of theirs an

d their

system part of ours. In
 fact it is expected and bel

ieved that

a large part of the de
velopment in the semi-urba

n and rural

territory can be done muc
h more effectively and sa

tisfactorily

through independent loc
al companies operating 

with us

through or under connec
ting contracts or sub-lice

nses.

• We can be called ant
agonistic only because we 

try in the

protection of our propert
y to expose and correct 

the mis-

leading statements and 
impossible promises put 

out by

would-be franchise vendor
s or mistaken company orga

nizers,
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or mistaken associations for public protection, or when we

call attention to the fact that what we claimed would

happen, has happened.

In view of our preponderating interests in the telephone

business of the country, we think it is due to ourselves

at least call attention to misleading statements, to promises

in prospectuses impossible of fulfilment, and to advertise-

ments offering to the public securities at large discounts

promising large prospective dividends, issued to build ex-

changes in which service is to be given at impossible rates.

If all who are interested in honest corporate securities

would take the trouble to educate the public and exhibit

courage enough to denounce all such misleading• effortsii,

there would be a much more healthy condition.

In all controversies as to rates, franchises, etc., in all

hearings before public bodies, our representatives have

been confronted with such promises—statements as to what

interests other than the Bell were doing—assertions that

if it were not for watered stock or other methods of milking

the public, rates could be reduced, or the business con-

ducted at a profit on much more favorable terms to the,

public. All that experience has taught was as nothing before

the promises of franchise vendors and manufacturers'

agents- Established business and property were put in

jeopardy with the result that there are many instances

where the public has on its hands a partially duplicate ex-

change with partially duplicate subscription costs and no

one has benefited except the promoters of the schemes.

There is now a decided tendency on the part of the public

to favor consolidation wherever there are two exchanges.

A great difficulty in the way is that, as a rule, much of the

duplication of plant cannot be utilized for many years, if ever.

Gradually the public is becoming convinced that—quoting

from last year's report-
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"Two exchange systems in the same community, each

serving the same members, cannot be conceived of as a per-

nency, nor can the service in either be furnished at any

terial reduction because of the competition, if return on

investment and proper maintenance are taken into account.
uplication of plant is a waste to the investor. Duplication

-of charges is a waste to the user."

GENERAL.

In submitting this report, we wish to call your attention

to two things which indicate the stability of the company

and property.
One is the wide dispersion and small average holding of

the shares—including the shareholders in the associated

.and connected companies, there are over 70,000 shareholders

;in the Bell system. From January 1 to March 2, the date

of bond conversion, the shareholders increased about one

hundred per week.
Another is the stability of the business, year after year

shows an increase, no matter what the prevailing business

conditions. There has, it is true, been a slight decline in

the rate of increase in exchange earnings, and the toll line

business has given some indication that conditions were not

normal, but even in that there was an increase in earnings.

This stability and the position that the Bell system holds

is due very largely to the policy and conditions under which

it was developed, not alone to the telephone.
A telephone—without a connection at the other end of

the line—is not even a toy or a scientific instrument. It

As one of the most useless things in the world. Its value

depends on the connection with the other telephone—and

increases with the number of connections.
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The Bell system under an intelligent control and b

policy has developed until it has assimilated itself into

in fact become the nervous system of the business and s

organization of the country.

This is the result of the centralized general control e

cised by the company, the combination of all local sys

into one combined system developed as a whole.

Nor could the development have been made in any ot

way. If the business had been developed by different

ganizations—each absolutely independent of and unrela

to the others—each little system would have been indepen

ent and self-contained without benefit to any other.

one has use for two telephone connections if he can re

all with whom he desires connection through one. Throu

the development of the Bell system, the relation and be

fit as a whole have been considered. The policy has

to bring together all units which contribute to the v

of the whole. The demand for facilities is seldom fo

waiting in these days for the facilities to come. The dem

is created by the existence of the facilities. This is p

cularly true of the telephone service. It took courage

build the first toll line—short as it was—and it took mo

to build the first long-distance line to Chicago.

If in the early days the immediate and individual pr

of the long-distance toll lines had been considered, it

doubtful if any would have been built.

There are no other countries where the telephone sera

occupies the same relation to the public. Elsewhere nano

control and a policy of restriction have prevented its f

development. Whatever is good in those systems has b

adopted from the practice in this country.

There has been oftentimes comparison between the ra

of this and other countries. The average rate of this country

taking all classes of service and conditions into consideratio
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about the same as the average rate of all other countries.

ere may be no maximum rates in other countries equal to

e in this country, but on the other hand, there is no such

xunum value given. Cheapness is relative to value, not

price. Value in telephone service depends on develop-

t, extent of system, certainty and promptness. Prompt-

and certainty mean operators and facilities sufficient to

t the maximum demands. It means constant and close

tion on the part of attendants, sufficient in number to

ediately care for any of the many troubles inherent in

erything connected with the service from both outside

d inside, the troubles which seem to develop and multiply

*th the development and increase of the business. Prompt-

and certainty in meeting maximum demands mean idle

ators when the demand is less; it means a small average

of operators and facilities.

In any given time a certain possible use—number of connec-

or messages—expressed in units of service can be given by

y fixed number of operators with certain given facilities.

in any given time these possible units of service are not

vailed of, they are lost—they pass away with the time.

Promptness and certainty therefore mean that each

age, connection or other unit of actual service availed of

ust bear the expense of a number of unused possible units

t availed of. If, instead of the immediate or prompt service

this country, the service as it exists in most other coun-

es were in vogue, the cost would be reduced, but to a

uch greater extent would the value be reduced. Delayed

ce—service which keeps a line of customers waiting, so

that there need be no loss of units of service, would reduce to a

mum the number of operators and given facilities, and

that creates cost.
Instead of waiting and idle operators and facilities, there

would be waiting, idle and patient, customers.
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We do not think the American
 public desires this kind

of Bervice.
During the year we have had man

y questions before the

courts, state commissions and oth
er public bodies. We have

met them in a spirit of absolute 
frankness and candor. The

results have been on the whole s
atisfactory, and the treat-

ment we have received has been fa
ir and considerate, and we

have found an evident desire to a
scertain the real conditions

and to meet them fairly.

While during these discussions the
 anxiety of the officials

of our companies has been keen,
 their attention distracted

from the ordinary operations of bus
iness and the work and

expense incurred in furnishing inf
ormation and in attend-

ance have been great, we believe that t
hrough this work and

through our policy of publicity, our re
lations with the pub-

lic are closer, the public mind is better informed, many

erroneous impressions and opinions have
 been corrected, and

that the public is beginning to recognize a
nd admit—what the

"Bell system" as conducted by the Ameri
can Telephone and

Telegraph Company stands for to the com
munity at large.

For the Directors,

THEODORE N. VAIL,
President.
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BELL SYSTEM IN THE UNITED STATES.-EXCHANGES.

Jan. 1.
1900.

Jan. I.
1901.

J. I.
1902.

Jan. I.
1903.

Jan.
1904.

Jan. 1.
1905.

Jan. I.
1906.

Jan. 1,
1907.

Jan. I.
1908.

Jan. 1.
1909.

In.
crease.

Exchanges . . 1,239 1,348 1,411 1,514 1,609
4,080 4,532 4,889 5,108 5,043 *65

Branch Offices . . 1,187 1,427 1,594 1,861 2,131
Miles of wire on

poles and build-
ings 524,123 644,730 841,1401,109,017 1,358,140 1,654,379 2,159,567 2,754,571 3,057,138 3,467,092 409,954

Miles of wire un-
derground . . . 489,250 705,269 883,679 1,328,685 1,618,691 1,888,7602,345,7423,241,471 3,883,051 4,625,047 741,996

Miles of wire sub-
marine . . . . 3,404 4,203 4,200 6,048 6,358 6,671 9,373 11,690 6,322 6,540 218

Total miles of wire, 1,016,777 1,354,2021,729.0192,443,750 2,983,1893,549,8104,514,6826,007,7326,946,511 8,098,679 1,152,168

*Decrease.

_

BELL SYSTEM IN THE UNITED STATES.-EXCHANGES. Continued.

Jan.!.
1900.

Jan.!.
1901.

Jan.!,
1902.

Jan. 1.
1903.

Jan.l,
1904.

Jan.
1905.

Jan.!.
1806.

Jan. 1,
1907.

Jan.!,
1908.

Jan.l.
1909.

In-
crease.

Total Circuits . . 422,620 508,262 592,467 742,654 798,901 930,251 1,135,449 1,384,175 1,541,727 1,668,211 126,484

Total Employees 29,818 37,067 45,990 55,403 61,476 67,756 89,661 104,646 100,884 98,533 t2,351

*Total Stations. . 632,946 800,8801,020,647 1,277,983 1,525,167 1,799,633 2,241,367 2,727,2893,035,533*3,215,245 179,712

* Including all companies connected with the Bell system, the number of stations is 4,364,629 against
3,839,000 at January 1, 1908, an increase of 525,629 stations. t Decrease.

EXCHANGE CONNECTIONS.

The estimated number of exchange connections daily in the United States, made up from actual count
in most of the exchanges, is . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18,499,376
Or a total per year of about . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5,956,800,000
The number of daily calls per station varies in different exchanges, the average throughout the United

States being about 6.
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American Telephone and Telegraph Company.

Balance Sheet, December 31, 1908.

ASSETS.

Stocks of Associated Companies
Bonds and other obligations of
Associated Companies  

$235,729,305.60

73,289,388.92
$309,018,694.52

$9,599,137.26Telephones  
Real Estate  2,181,728.67

Long Distance Telephone Plant 42,650,989.97
54,431,855.90

$41,137,264.33Cash and Deposits  
Temporary Cash Loans  7,988,000.00

Short Term Notes  3,277,466.52

Accounts Receivable  
,52,402,730.85
2,969,140.64

Treasury Stock  22,110,400.00

$440,932,821.91

LIABILITIES.

Capital Stock  $180,587,000.00

Surplus  16,225,917.64
$196,812,917.64

Four Per Cent. Collateral Trust
Bonds, 1929  $53,000,000.00

Four Per Cent. Convertible Bonds,
1936  136,000,000.00

Four Per Cent. American Bell
Bonds, 1908  48,000.00

Five Per Cent. Coupon Notes, 1907, 6,000.00

Five Per Cent. Coupon Notes, 1910, 25,000,000.00

Dividend Payable January 15 . . 3,169,532.00

Interest and Taxes accrued but not

due  3,709,232.91

Accounts Payable  1,302,979.83
222,235,744.74

Depreciation Reserve  
21,884,159.53

$440,932,821.91

C. G. D uBOIS, Comptroller.
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American Telephone and Telegraph Company.

Comparative Statement of Earnings and Expenses.

EARNINGS:

Dividends  

Interest and other revenue from

associated and licensed com-

panies  

Telephone Traffic (net) .

Real Estate  

Other Sources  

EXPENSES

NET EARNINGS

Deduct Interest

Dividends Paid

Balance

Carried to Reserves

Carried to Surplus

1907.

$11,805,166.81

9,307,023.72

3,901,653.93
162,228.49

433,598.31

$25,609,671.26

2,130,381.16

$23,479,290.10

7,209,902.16

$16,269,387.94

10,943,644.00

1908.

$13,280,127.54

9,720,466.04

3,976,512.07

160,007.95

761,856.45

$27,898,970.05

2,003,956.06

$25,895,013.99

7,773,306.73

$18,121,707.26

12,459,156.00

$5,325,743.94 $ 5,662,551.26

$3,500,000.00 $3,000,000.00

1,825,743.94 2,662,551.26

$5,325,743.94 $ 5,662,551.26

C. G. DuBOIS, Comptroller.
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American Telephone and Telegraph Company.

Annual Earnings and Dividends.

1900-1908.

Net Dividends Added to Added to
Year. Revenue. Paid. Reserves. Surplus.

1900 . . . $5,486,058 $4,078,601 $937,258 $470,198

1901 . . . . 7,398,286 5,050,024 1,377,651 970,611

1902 . . 7,835,272 6,584,404 522,247 728,622

1903 . . . . 10,564,665 8,619,151 . 728,140 1,217,374

1904 . . . 11,275,702 9,799,117 586,149 890,435

1905 • • . 13,034,038 9,866,355 1,743,295 1,424,388

1906 . . . 12,970,937 10,195,233 1,773,737 1,001,967

1907 . . 16,269,388 10,943,644 3,500,000 1,825,744

1908 . . . . 18,121,707 12,459,156 3,000,000 2,662,551

C. G. DuBOIS, Comptroller.

•
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REPORT t )10 THE DIRECT
ORS

OF

AMERICA N TI1.1.14:1410N AND TELEGRAPH

COM PA N Y.

NEw VottK, March 13, 1911.

To Tug STocKstotingtts:

Herewith is respectfully sub
mitted a general state-

ment covering the busine
ss of the Bell system as a

whole, followed by the re
port of the American Tele-

phone and Telegraph Comp
any, for the year 1910.

BELL TELE191()1\,TE sysTEm. IN
(IN IT El) STATES.

8 II IISCRI HEIL STATIONS.

At the end of ilw year the nu
mber of stations which

constituted our system in the Un
ited States was 5,882,-

719, an inerease of 740,027.
 1,832,051 of these were

operated by local, co-operative
 and rural independent

companies or associations ha
ving sub-license or con-

nection contracts, so-called 
connecting companies.

WIRE MILEAGE.

The total mileage of wire i
n use for exchange and

toll service was 13,642,212 
miles, of which 1,162,1

86

were added during the year. 
These figures do not in-

clude the mileage of wire op
erated by connecting com

-

panies.
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TRAFFIC.

including the traffic over the long-distance lines,

but not including connecting companies, the daily aver-

age of toll connections was about 602,500, and of ex-

change connections about 21,681,500, as against cor-

responding figures in 1909 of 517,000 and 19,925,000;

the total daily average for 1910 reaching 22,284,000,

or at the rate of about 7,175,448,000 per year.

PLANT ADDITIONS.

The amount added to plant and real estate by all

the companies, excluding connecting companies, co
n-

stituting our system in the United States during the

year 1910 was:—

Real Estate .  
Equipment  

$2,518,133
19,628,357

Exchange Lines  
13,409,546

Toll Lines  14,959,048

Construction Work in Process 
8,067,734

$53,582,818

PLANT ADDITIONS OF PREVIOUS YEARS

The amount added in 1900 was $31,619,100; in 190
1,

$31,005,400; in 1902, $37,336,500; in 1903, $35,368,700
;

in 1904, $33,436,700; in 1905, $50,780,900; in 1906, $79
,-

366,900; in 1907, $52,921,400; in 1908, $26,637,200;
 and

in 1909, $28,700,100, making the total expenditure 
for

additions to plant during the eleven years $460,755,700.

MAINTENANCE AND RECONSTRUCTION.

During the year $52,028,000 was applied out of rev-

enue to maintenance and reconstruction purposes.

The total provision for maintenance and recon-

struction charged against revenue for the last eight

years was over $283,500,000.
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CONSTRUCTION FOR THE C
URRENT YEAR.

Estimates of all the associated ope
rating companies

and of the American Telephon
e and Telegraph Com-

pany for all new construction
 requirements in 1911 have

been prepared. It is estimated that about $60,00
0,000

will be required for current add
itions to plant in 1911,

of winch amount MHO $30,00
0,000 will be provided by

the existing and current res
ources of the companies.

All who are responsible for
 those expenditures are

working in complete understand
ing of these estimates

and the limits set on their expe
nditures.

DEPRECIATION.

The question of depreeintion 
has been considered

very critically and analytical
ly during the past year,

by commissions and other bodi
es, in connection with

studies on the rate question. Whi
le a depreciation re-

serve was generally favored, 
there seemed to be a

disposition to apply experience a
nd theories, gleaned

from other lines of business, to th
e telephone business.

The telephone business is unique 
in that it supplies

its own terminals, which are vas
t in number, are tem-

porary in character, and call 
for large investment,

unique in that a very considerable
 part of its plant is

of a rapidly deteriorating cha
racter. Underground

conduits and cables and aerial 
cables are fast chang-

ing this, but in the outlying 
rural and semi-urban

districts and for long-distance
 lines construction will

always have to be overhead on
 poles. There is noth-

ing analogous to it in industr
ial or public utility ser-

vice except the telegraph.

Tho entire disregard or under
estimating of depre-

ciation and future replacement,
 is the cause of nearly

all the financial disasters that
 have occurred in the

telephone business, and has be
en the common failing of

newcomers in the telephone
 field from the beginning

to the present time.
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Current repairs on new plant, even of the
 old time

temporary character, were small; no surp
lus or re-

serve was provided; profits were apparen
tly large, as

were dividends.
A false atmosphere of prosperity surro

unded the

business which was not dispelled unti
l replacements

of plant through decay or obsolescenc
e became im-

perative; until the overhead gave way t
o the under-

ground, until the individual board g
ave way to the

multiple central office system, until c
entral office en-

ergy supplanted the magneto system, 
until exacting

construction requirements of long-d
istance speaking

began, until expansion of business an
d extension into

new fields, some unremunerative, were 
obligatory; un-

til a condition existed where, to correct
 mistakes of the

past, capital had to be expended w
ithout producing

any corresponding increase in the rev
enue.

The inevitable was in some cases po
stponed by ex-

cessive charges to construction accou
nt, but came in

time, as it is bound to come under such
 conditions. The

apparent profits and dividends had be
en at the cost of

the capital and, at the time of the g
reatest necessity,

resources were at the lowest ebb.

Ignorantly or wilfully, every cause 
but the right.

cause was blamed, and although the m
anagement had

been in the hands of the outside int
erests, the Bell

parent company was given the respo
nsibility, had to

• carry the burden, and assume the wo
rk of reconstruc-

tion and rehabilitation.

An illustration may make the necessity
 of deprecia-

tion reserve even clearer. If a carte
r or local express-

man or hackman owning his own car
riages, horses or

motor cars, should consider as profit 
all revenue over

end above his current expenses and 
costs of current

repairs, and should spend it, saving nothing with

which to replace his plant when worn o
ut or damaged

beyond repair, he would be called th
riftless and im-

provident. He had enjoyed his ca
pital, and had noth-

ing upon which to raise more.



The present policy of the
 Bell System is to provide

against every probable co
ntingency and to base the

amount and extent of suc
h provision on past experi-

ence—not on future expe
ctations. It is conjectured

that the future will show
 it decrease in the depreciat

ion

or reconstruction duo to dee
ay, wear and tear, and ob-

soleseenee. Changes—improvements—ar
e going •on

its rapidly as in the pas
t, intt the general charact

er

of plant. anti methods is a
ssuming more permanency.

The improvements are b
eing evolved from, and a

re

being gra ftel I on to, the o
ld system and methods. Th

e

distnrbing mat sometim
es seemingly destructive con

-

ditions following the rapid
 development of high pres-

sure power nml transmiss
ion have been to a great

measure overcome.

All this has been made pos
sible through the tuiremit-

ting study anti research 
of the staff of the Engineer-

ing and Exiteritnental De
partments of the Compan

y,

who by elose attention, obse
rvation and study, antici-

POP HMI WW
I& for nil much contingencie

s and con-

ditions as can possibly be antici
pated or provided for

Ill advanee.
Under these conditions there i

s small probability

that any such causes as th
ose which forced the whole-

sale reeonstruction or rearr
angement of plant in the

past. will again occur; it is, h
owever, for the benefit

of the public and of the corporatio
n to have an

ample reserve for any conti
ngency which may happen.

1,oeal telephone service .up t
o the present require-

ments cannot be furnished b
y isolated or individua

l

companies, and facilities for general ser
vice must

be co-extensive with speakin
g limits, so that it is im

-

perative for any system whi
ch pretends to be compre

-

hensive to meet, and meet p
romptly, all demands fo

r

service. Its public usefulness as w
ell as corporate

existence and prosperity m
ake it imperative to me

et

the continuing demand fo
r extension which so

me-

times seems almost overwh
elming in its magnitude

.
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,Not only must this increase be met
, but to be met

economically or efficiently, it must b
e anticipated; sub-

ways cannot be built conduit by cond
uit, or filled wire

by wire—cost would be prohibitive
 and service impos-

sible. Central office buildings must be 
located and

erected and connected by subway wi
th the general sys-

tem before switchboards or wires 
or equipment can

be introduced. When built they mu
st be built for the

future. To build for preslnt req
uirements only, and

enlarge as demand comes, is impos
sible in much of

this work; and, where possible, 
impracticable from

service standpoint, or prohibitive f
rom that of cost.

Advance construction of this kind
 of the Bell Tele-

phone System, including construc
tion in process, De-

cember 31,. 1910, was estimated at 
$180,000,000. Had

no plant been built in advance of 
needs except that

which was unavoidable the expe
nditure would have

been reduced by $112,000,000, but 
the cost of the plant

not built at first, if provided lat
er and only as re-

quired, would have been $250,000,
000 instead of $112,-

000,000. In other words, not to 
provide for advance

construction doubles the cost of 
the plant.

The capital for this advance con
struction must be

provided by and at the cost of t
he present, as was the

advance construction of the past
 provided by and at

the cost of the past. To the ext
ent that advance con-

struction reduces the cost of nece
ssary plant and an-

ticipates reconstruction and repla
cement, to that extent

the capital charge to be borne by
 present and future is

reduced and to that extent it immed
iately puts the de-

preciation reserve to its intended
 use. The criticism

that any excess of reserve is at t
he cost of the present

for the benefit of the future is tru
e, but only to the

extent that it may be found event
ually to be in ex-

cess of actual requirements. In
 any case it would be

no more than might rightly be con
sidered an insurance

against obsolescence which canno
t be foreseen.
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PIGMIES FOE THE YEAR.

The following tables show the busines
s for the year

of the Bell Telephone System includin
g the American

Telephone and Telegraph Company a
nd its associated

holding and operating companies in th
e United States,

hut not including connected independent
 or sub-licensee

companies, nor the Western Electr
ic Company and

Western Union, Telegfaph Company e
xcept as invest-

ments in and dividends from those 
companies are in-

cluded respectively in assets and re
venue. All inter-

company duplications are elimina
ted in makin5 up

these tables so that the figures repre
sent the business

of the system as a whole in its relati
ons to the public.

The gross revenue collected from th
e public in 1910

for telephone service by the Bell S
ystem—not includ-

ing the connected independent comp
anies—was $165,-

600,000; an increase of nearly $16,00
0,000 over last

year. Of this, operation consumed $
54,000,000; taxes,

$8,000,000; current maintenance, $2
5,700,000; and pro-

vision for depreciation, $26,200,000.

The surplus available for charges, etc.
, was $51,000,-

000, of which $11,550,000 was paid in
 interest and $25,-

000,000 was paid in dividends to the pu
blic.

The total capitalization, including inter-co
mpany

items and duplications, of the com
panies of the Bell

System is $1,114,310,979. Of this $502,306,910 is owned

and in the treasury of the companies
 of the Bell System.

The capital stock, bonds and notes payable out-

standing in the hands of the public a
t the close of the

year were $612,000,000. If to this be a
dded the current

accounts payable $21,700,000, the tot
al obligations of

every kind were $633,700,000, as aga
inst which there

were liquid assets, cash and current
 accounts receiv-

able, of $53,600,000, leaving $580,100
,000 as the net

permanent capital obligations of the who
le system out-

standing in the hands of the public.

Against these obligations, the companies
 had prop-
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pay $696,700,000—an excess of $116,600,000, o
r 20 per

4'1'11 t.
There is a large additional surplus, which is 

legiti-

mate and proper and which could be properly
 added

to the book Surplus, representing as it does 
the value

of intangible property, such as franchises, con
tracts,

patents, rights of way, both public and priva
te, which

are not carried at any valuation in the book a
ccounts.

In every case where the public authorities ha
ve ap-

praised the plant of the companies, the val
uation has

been far in excess of the book valuation. It i
s within

the bounds of conservatism to say that the 
obligations

of all the companies outstanding in the ha
nds of the

public are represented by 150 per cent. of 
property at

fair replacement valuation of the plants a
nd assets,

not including public franchises.
I a spite of these facts and figures shown 

-from year

to year in our annual reports; in spite
 of reports

to the contrary of every public or s
emi-public body

which has examined and reported on the 
value of the

'property of the Bell System; in total
 disregard of

information at the disposition of every
 one, there are

many who for some purpose or othe
r—sometimes to

induce credulous investors to take some 
worthless se-

curities in hope of extraordinary and 
impossible re-

turns; sometimes for political purposes
; sometimes

for sensation or notoriety—continue to 
sprea the

reports of fabulous over-capitalization of 
the Bell Sys-

tem as a whole and of its component parts, 
and gross

and extortionate charges for service.

['articular attention, therefore, is invit
ed to .the

tables following, and also to the one 
showing aver-

ages of operating units of associated 
companies, on

page 13.
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BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM IN UNITED STATES.

COMPARISON OF EARNINGS AND EXPENSES, 1909 AND 1910.

(ALL DUPLICATIONS, INCLUDING INTEREST, DIVIDENDS AND
OTHER PAYMENTS TO AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND TELE-

GRAPH COMPANY BY ASSOCIATED HOLDING AND
OPERATING COMPANIES, EXCLUDED.)

1909. 1910. Increase.

Gross Earnings  $149,914,708 $165,612,881 $15,698,173

Expenses—Operation  $49,731,941 $54,235,449 $4,503,508

Current Maintenance  23,723,681 25,763,082 2,039,401

Depreciation  21,115,272 26,264,927 5,149,655

Taxes  6,976,308 8,355,015 1,378,709

Total Expenses  $101,547,200 $114,618,473 $13,071,273

Net Earnings    $48,367,508 $50,994,408 2,626,900

Deduct Interest  10,221,383 11,556,864 1,335,481

Balance Net Protts $38,146,125 $39,437,544 $1,291,419

Deduct Dividends Paid  23,910,603 25,160,786 1,250,183

Surplus Earnings    $14,235,522 $14,276,758 $41,236

COMBINED BALANCE SHEET, 1909 AND 1910.

(DUPLICATIONS EXCLUDED)
ASSETS:

Dec. 31, 1909. Dec. 31, 1910, Increase.

Contracts and Licenses $7,212,781 $2,943,381 $4.269,400"

Telephone Plant  557,417,148 610,990,964 53,582,818

Supplies, Tools, etc 17,048.198 20.987,551 3,939,355

Receivables 49,744,919 26,077,802 23,667,117*

Cash  32,055,866 27,548,033 4,506,933'

Stocks and Bonds  38,166,284 64,766,089 26,599,805

Total  $701,645,192 $753,823,720 $51,678,528

LIABILITIES:
Capital Stock    $352,904,063 $344,645,430 $8,258,633*

Funded Debts  187,685,339 224,791,606 37,106,357

Bills Payable  40,721,625 42,566,943 1.845,318

Nccounts Payable 24,633,780 21,721.125 2,912,655*

Total Outstanding obli-
gations   $605,944,807 $633,725,194 $27,780,387

Surplus and Reserves 05,700,385 119,508,528 23,898,141

Total  $701,645,192 $753,323,720 $51,678,528

*Decrease.
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AVERAGE OPERATING UNITS OF A
SSOCIATED

OPERATING COMPANIES.

(See table,on next page.)

The table on the following page shows 
average

operating revenue and expenses per station,
 operat-

ing ratios, unit plant costs, etc., of the associ
ated oper-

ating companies (not including the Americ
an Tele-

phone and Telegraph Company's long-dis
tance lines),

for the years 1895, 1900, 1905 and 1910.

It will be noted that there has been a ste
ady de-

crease both in expenses and revenue per 
subscriber's

station, so that now the average subscriber 
pays for

a higher grade, more comprehensive serv
ice, less than

half what he paid fifteen years ago for the
 much less

useful service that was then possible.

This reduction in cost of service has ma
de it pos-

sible for every one who needs a telephone
 to have one

and to get the great advantage of being 
within reach

of everybody by telephone.

The greatly decreased plant investment 
per station

to which attention was called in the pr
evious annual

report has been still further reduced duri
ng the year

to $142, notwithstanding the extensive 
additions to

toll lines shown on page 4.

There is a steady increase in the proportion
 of wires

underground, as shown on page 63, which 
indicates a

greater permanence of plant and decreases the
 mainte-

nance costs. This low cost of plant and this decreas-

ing maintenance cost are only made po
ssible by the

central supervision of engineering and ma
nufacturing

of the Bell System and the advance con
struction re-

ferred to at length under the head of Depre
ciation.

The percentage of net profits to capit
al stock, al-

though not so good as in the earlier years o
f the busi-

nesa, shows for 1910 an improvement over r
ecent years.
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AVERAOE OPERATING UNITS OF ASSOCIATED

OPERATINO (OMPANIES, 1895 TO 1910.

(THIS TAI1LE COVERS THE COMPANI
ES OWNING ALL THE

EXCIIANtlES AND TOLL LINES Ole THE U
ELL TELEPHONE

SysTEM EXCEPT T1111 1.0N(1-1)1/4TANCE L
INES OF

AMERICAN Timm.lioNs & TELEGRAPH CO.)

Average per Excliangu Station.

EARNINOS: 1895. 1900. 1905. 1910.

Exchange Service   $011.75 144 .0M $33.31 $31.28

Tull Service  
11.35 12.00 0.95 9.47

To ml  $41.10 $43.20 $40.75

EXPENSES:

Opera 1 tun    $20.15 $21.03 $10.90 $15.14

TILX1,11  
2.23 2.37 1.49 2.00

Total  $31.3M $24.06 $18.45 $17.14

Dula tiro    $10.72 $33.28 $24.81 $23.61

?Attila vottiir.. nod Depreciation 20.241 -17.11S 13.01 13.40

Net Earning% .  
$15.410 $10.00 $10.15

Pur rent operittion Expellee to Tel.

Enroinge
:15.0 37.8 39.2 37.2

Per (Noll. Telephone EvIH.111,.. 
III Tut.

Earolugn  
71.0 72.8 74.8 75.1

Per Cent. MaInteorsores issiul I hiprvelis-

Mrs 10 Avelino Plant. Soppliec 
me. SA 13.4 8.9 9.5

Per Cent. Increase Earliange tits-

tiutiu•  
15.7 26.5 24.5 11.8

Por Cent. !tie runs. hi tiro!

Wire*    MO 312 27.2 12.0

Per rent. Increase Milen Toll 
Wire •. 21.3 25.2 12.4 11.5

Avelino Plant Cost per Exchange

$toilon (including Exchange and

Tull Cons(ruction)   $2110 $190 $145 $142

Ave:Iwo Coot per Mlle of Pole Line

(Toll) (locluding Wire)  

Average Coat per Mlle to( Wire (Tell) *
2")

$346 $438 $668

(Including PHIPA)   $141 $71 $62 $68

Per Cent. Orissa Telephone Earni
ngs to

Average Plant .   
33.4 81.7 81.7 29.8

Per Cont. Net. Profits to Averstic

Capital Stock   10.11 9.44 8.84 8.48

Put cent. DIvidende to Avuragu 
Cap-

ital Stock .  
5.07 6.19 5.75 6.31

*Increase during year shown. Oyer previous year.
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WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY.

The Western Electric Company occupies a
 unique

position in the manufacturing business. It
 is in fact

the manufacturing department of the Bell
 System.

To develop efficiency in service it was ne
cessary to

control the evolution of apparatus as well as of

methods of operation. To control the qua
lity and style

of apparatus, to control the improvements
 which sug-

gested themselves in the course of, and w
ere the out-

come of the experimental work and the
 development

and improvement studies and experiment
s, it was neces-

sary for the Bell System to control the 
manufacture of

equipment and apparatus.

The present Western Electric Company
 was the out-

growth of this necessity.

This relation created the business of 
the Western

Electric Company.
This relation of the Western Electric 

Company with

the Bell System not only eliminated the 
expense which

such companies must incur in the 
establishment of

their business, but also largely reduce
d the operating

or continuing expenses. Its business was either for

the Bell Companies, or came to it bec
ause of its rela-

tion to the Bell Companies. Its manufactured prod-

ucts were made upon advance orders or
 to fill regular

and definite continuing demands. A 
relatively small

merchandise stock had to be carried.

There was no selling expense which, 
in the ordinary

manufacturing business, absorbs suc
h a large percent-

age of the manufacturing profits. There 
were no bad

debts. The capital of the company 
was small and

the floating debt large—at times much 
larger than the

capital.
The growth had been so rapid that 

there had been

no time to adjust the business to the 
changing condi-

tions. Tt became apparent that some of
 these condi-

tions must be changed for the permanent 
good of the

oompany.
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Before instituting any changes an offer was made

to the outside shareholders of the 'Western Electric

Company for an exchange or sale of their stock to the

American Telephone and Telegraph Company. The

offer was considered a liberal one and was accepted

by a very large majority of the smaller holders and by

a majority of the total shareholdings not held by the

American Company.
A definite program of readjustment to new condi-

tions was adopted and has been steadily pushed for-

ward.
Outside lines of manufacture which were not only

unprofitable but were absorbing a very large propor-

tion of the capital of the company_ have been aban-

doned and the company's energy and efforts concen-

trated on the manufacture and sale of telephonic ap-

paratus and auxiliary supplies.
The Hawthorne works have been enlarged and the

Chicago City Clinton Street and Polk Street proper-

ties have been sold at a slight advance over their book

values. The company's debt has been funded and it

has ample working capital.
The prices charged to the Bell System are lower

than the prices charged to other telephone customers.

In the year 1910 the rate of gross profit on sales to the

Bell System was 7.5% less than on sales to such other

customers. This difference was offset by the lower

expense in selling to the Bell Companies.
The relation between the Bell System and the West-

ern Electric Company has the advantage of a ready

made business, with none of the ordinary drawbacks

and expenses and risks that other manufacturing com-

panies have. Because of that relation, however, all

investigations made as to the cost and expenses of

the telephone business by public bodies include an in-

vestigation to ascertain whether or not the Bell Sys-

tem is getting, indirectly, abnormal profits through

its manufactu.ring department by making excessive
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charges for apparatus and su
pplies. While all such

investigations have, so far, ende
d satisfactorily, they

bring into the discussion the pro
fits of the company, its

relations to public utilities, its p
rofits, and the propor-

tion of these profits which sh
ould be divided among

the shareholders.

Everything indicates that th
e company can make

satisfactory prices to the telephone companies fol

its products and maintain a 10
 per cent. dividend. This

rate has been started and it is
 not believed that exist-

ing conditions or a conservati
ve policy would justify

more.
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REPORT OF THE AMERICAN

TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH 
COMPANY.

The improvement which has marked
 previous years

still continues. The net revenue for
 the year was $31,-

933,214.49, out of which were paid 
interest, $5,077,-

321.33, and dividends, $20,776,822.12.
 The balance,

$6,079,071.04, shows an increase, no
twithstanding the

large increase in dividends due to the e
xchange of con-

vertible bonds for shares.

CONVERTIBLE BONDS.

At the close of business, December 31,
 1910, $111,-

059,000 of the $150,000,000 convertible bon
ds sold had

been banded in for conversion, leaving 
outstanding at

that date $38,941,000.

SHARE CAPITAL.

Due to the conversion of the bonds, there
 has been

an increase of $6,860,300 in the outstanding
 share capi-

tal. This increase has been well distribut
ed. The

number of shareholders, 40,381, on Decem
ber 31, 1910,

shows an increase of 4,558 during the y
ear. The dis-

tribution is general, there being 40,087 sh
areholders

who hold less than 1,000 shares each, 2
66 who hold

from 1,000 to 5,000 shares each and 28 who
 each hold

5,000 shares or more. The total holdings i
n blocks of

5,000 or more are less than 10 per cent. of 
the stock out-

standing. A majority of the company's
 stockholders

are women. Less than 8 per cent, of the s
tock was at

December 31st in the names of brokers.
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ISSUES OF CAPITAL 
STOCK AND BONDS.

There has been no issue of 
share capital during th

e

year except in exchange fo
r convertible bonds. The

amount of these bonds stil
l outstanding at the ti

me

of this report is about $30,
000,000.

Some of the Collateral 4s
 have been issued in 

the

course of the year in conne
ction with the program 

for

rearranging the territory,
 referred to last year, 

and

other similar purposes.

It will be necessary, tow
ards the close of the ye

ar,

to do some financing, a
nd should conditions re

main

much as they now are t
his will probably be don

e by

an issue of share capital 
to the stockholders. The 

time

and amount of the issu
e will be determined lat

er in

order that any change
 in conditions may be 

taken

advantage of.
Last year we stated that 

the premiums received ov
er

the par value of capital 
issues were over $14,000

,000.

The conversion of bond
s into stock during the

 year

has increased this premium account to nearly

$17,000,000.

GENERAL.

The business of the Amer
ican Telephone and Tel

e-

graph Company is largel
y, but by no means entir

ely

that of a holding compa
ny. It is an operating com-

pany in that it exercise
s centralized administrati

ve

functions over the assoc
iated companies and owns

 and

directly operates the lo
ng-distance lines, binding

 this

company into one system
.

It is a developing and ma
nufacturing company 

by

reason of its control ov
er the manufacturing of 

tin'

Western Electric Comp
any through the Experi

mental

ond Engineering Depar
tments and its contract 

rela-

tions with and stock o
wnership in that company.
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To get a proper eomprehension of the business
 of

the company as a whole, the combined balanc
e sheet

and earnings statement on page 11 must be 
consid-

ered rather than the balance sheet and earnings

statement of the American Telephone and
 Telegraph

Company alone.
The interest of the American Telephone and 

Tele-

graph Company in its associated operating c
ompanies

is over 80.per cent., in addition to which it has its 
own

earnings. The American Telephone and Telegraph

Company's share of the surplus earnings of 
the Bell

System is approximately 90 per cent., so that the 
show-

ing of real interest to the security holders of Amer
ican

Telephone and Telegraph Company lies in the 
figures

of the Bell System as a whole.

The combined statements of the Bell System 
show

that during the year the property of the whole s
ystem

increased $84,000,000. This includes plant, rea
l estate,

supplies, tools, stocks and bonds.

The cash and other liquid assets were reduce
d by

$28,000,000. The intangible assets, such as 
contracts,

patents, franchises, etc., were reduced by $4,2
70,000,

leaving less than $3,000,000 on the books of all
 •the

companies against these items.

The net increase in assets, about $52,000,000
, was

provided by an increase in outstanding obligat
ions of

less than $28,000,000.

LEGAL.

The Legal Department reports that throughout 
the

country the relations of this company and its 
associ-

ated companies with the Public Service Commi
ssions

of the several states have, on the whole, been of a 
very

satisfactory character. The Commissions have
 recog-

nized the fundamental correctness of our meth
ods of

operating, the soundness of our principles of 
account-

ing and the fairness of our dealings with th
e public.
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There has, consequently, been but little difficu
lty in

working harmoniously with these Commissions in
 solv-

ing the problems which, in a growing business,
 con-

tatantly demand attention.
In Oklahoma, where our associated company

 felt

compelled to disagree with the State Commi
ssion, the

Supreme Court of the State in the so-called 
Enid ease

has fully sustained our claims. That Court in its

opinion has made a very valuable contributio
n to the

law, recognizing, as it does, that in the teleph
one busi-

ness large expenditures must be made in the 
establish-

ment and development of an efficient telephon
e service

which do not appear in the plant, but which 
contribute

to the value of the business when establ
ished. This

"going value" must always be added to th
e value of

the physical plant in determining the inves
tment upon

which the telephone company is entitled to 
an income.

The Court also recognized the necessity in th
e telephone

business of making a liberal provision for 
depreciation,

not only to provide for the decay and de
struction of

plant, but also to make the changes req
uired to meet

rapidly growing demands and to furnish the 
public with

the improved facilities which the great de
velopment of

the art has made necessary.

Our associated companies have been quick to 
respond

to the public needs with these improved
 facilities and

advanced methods of operating. In conse
quence they

have had very little litigation with their 
subscribers

und have been uniformly successful in suc
h as has

U risen.
Tn the Western Union case the United States 

Circuit

Court has affirmed the report of the Master
 and the

clime will be appealed. Nothing has develope
d in this

cusp which changes our view that the earlier 
decisions

in this case were correct and that we have
 fully ac-

counted for all that was due the plaintiffs u
nder the

contract of November 10, 1879.
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PENSIONS AND SAVINGS.

During the year a great deal of attention has been
given to some scheme for Pensions and Savings which
would be of the greatest possible benefit and assistance
to the employees, and if possible a substantial im-
provement on any scheme now in force.
The problem is an intricate and complicated one and

the solution not easy.
At a conference of all the associated companies it

was agreed that any plan adopted by the American
Telephone and Telegraph Company would also be
adopted by them, making it comprehensive and cover-
ing the Bell System as a whole, so that all changes of
employees between companies would not affect their
Pensions or Savings benefits.
In the meantime all cases which would come under

Pensions or Savings plans will be acted upon individu-
ally by the company, so that in effect so far as the
employees are concerned the delay does not postpone
any benefit to them.

INDEPENDENT AND OPPOSITION COMPANIES.

Our policy in respect to the opposition and inde-
pendent telephone systems has been consistently fol-
lowed through the year. Wherever it could be legally
done, and done with the acquiescence of the public, op-
position companies have been acquired and merged
into the Bell System.
Independent companies have been added to the

System through sub-license or connecting contracts.
There is no question but that the public are tired of

dual telephone exchange systems, and that so fast as
confidence in protection against the real or imaginary
evils of monopoly increases, opposition against mer-
gers will decrease.
This condition can only be brought about by putting

before the public the fullest and most detailed infor-
mation as to the company, its policy and purposes.
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PUBLIC RELATIONS.

In all times, in all lands, public opinion 
has had

control at the last word—public opinion is
 but the

concert of individual opinion, and is as mu
ch subject

to change or to education.

It is based on information and belief. If it 
is wrong

it is wrong because of wrong informati
on, and con-

sequent erroneous belief.

It is not only the right but the obliga
tion of all

individuals, or aggregations of individual
s, who come

before the public, to see that the publi
c have full and

correct information.
The Bell System gained 740,027 subscrib

ers last year.

Of the total number of subscribers 
over 1,000,000

were new during the year.

The American Telephone and Telegra
ph Company

gained 4,558 shareholders last year. Of the total

number of shareholders many more 
were new last

year.
The excuse for setting forth at grea

t length the

policy, facts, beliefs and desires of th
e Bell System

and those administering it, even to the
 extent of re-

peating much that has already been said
 and explain-

ing some things familiar to many, is 
to inform the new

public, the new subscribers, and the ne
w shareholders.

Every fact that is stated is correct.

Every argument or reason is believed t
o be well

founded and based on facts and is 
intended to be

impartial.
The position of the Bell System is well 

known.

It is believed that the telephone syst
em should be

universal, interdependent and intercommunicating,

affording opportunity for any subscribe
r of any ex-
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change to communicate with 
any other subscriber

of any other exchange within t
he limits of speaking

distance, giving to every subsc
riber every possible

additional facility for annihilati
ng time or distance by

use o/ electrical transmission 
of intelligence or per-

sonal communication. it is believed that some sort

of a connection with the telephon
e system should be

within reach of all. It is believed further, that t
his

idea of universality can be broa
dened and applied to

a universal wire system, for th
e electrical transmis-

sion of intelligence (written o
r personal communica-

tion), from every one in every p
lace to every one in.

every other place, a system as
 universal and as ex-

tensive as the highway system o
f the country which

extends from every man's door t
o every other man's

door.
It is not believed that this ca

n be accomplished

by separately controlled or disti
nct systems nor that

there can be competition in the acc
epted sense of com-

petition.
It is believed that all this can b

e accomplished

to the reasonable satisfaction of
 the public with its

acquiescence, under such control
 and regulation as

will afford the public much bette
r service at less cost

than any competition or govern
ment-owned monopoly

could permanently afford and at 
the same time be self-

sustaining.
The Bell System as at pres

ent constituted was

evolved first through the local 
exchange.

In the beginning of the busi
ness it was impossible

to get the necessary capital f
or development in any

large amount. In the place 
of large capital, small

capital and the optimism of 
individuals had to be

utilized. Small capital, large hopes
 and individual

effort brought about a dev
elopment by limiting the

size of the exchange territory 
given to each individual

to his possibilities. In this way the country and

smaller cities were largely 
developed before much
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was done in the larger cities. The capit
al to develop

New York was estimated at less than $
100,000, yet it

was a long time before even that could
 be raised.

Even if it had been possible to rais
e capital to ex-

ploit the whole country through one co
mpany, it would

have been impossible to use it properl
y. The business

was new. Those who constructed and 
operated it had

to be educated. The policy of small units and in-

dividual effort, with concentration, ap
plication and re-

sourcefulness brought a more rapid 
development and

education than could have been had jr
. any other way.

In this formative period, when the 
business was

new, before distant speaking possib.......:
es were shown,

all communication was local. No two 
exchanges were

either equipped or operated on the
 same lines or

under the same methods, nor did th
ey need to be;

service judged by present standar
ds, was poor, but

satisfied the local use; better servi
ce was not known.

Later development of the toll line, o
f lines connecting

exchanges, and of long-distance servi
ce made the de-

ficiencies of the service glaring an
d the necessity of

improvement imperative.

It will be remembered by many w
hen the long-dis-

tance service was first introduced
 special connections

bad to be built for the users; n
ow every telephone

station or line :„In be equally w
ell used for long-dis-

tance speaking.
With the extension of the speaking lim

its of the tele-

phone over connecting lines came 
also the necessity

for the extension of the territor
ial limits of the ex-

ehange systems, the necessity of sta
ndardization, uni-

formity of apparatus and operati
ng methods, and an

effective common control over all. The necessity for

system was the beginning of the Bell System.

The combination of the separate ex
changes and lines

into larger aggregations or orga
nizations followed.

It wns necessary to have more effe
ctive organization

with more effective administratio
n and management,
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and with resources suffic
ient to make the changes

which experiment and exper
ience had found neces-

sary.
It is impossible to define the te

rritorial limitations

of a telephone system becau
se from every exchange

center communication is wan
ted up to the talking

limits in every direction.

This process of combination will
 continue until all

telephone exchanges and lines 
will be merged either

into one company owning and 
operating the whole

system, or until a number of 
companies with terri-

tories determined by political, 
business or geograph-

ical conditions, each performi
ng all functions per-

taining to local management a
nd operation, will be

closely associated under the co
ntroi ot one central

organization exercising all the 
functions of central-

ized general administration. 
But whatever may be

tLe form of the operating ozgan
ization, there is bound

tu be for legal purposes and the 
holding of franchises,

some sort of subordinate state o
rganization which will

bring the business and property in
 each locality under

the jurisdiction Of the state in whi
ch it is situated and

operated.
The American Telephone and Teleg

raph Company,

which is the owner of all or part
 of each company

forming the Bell System, is not
 simply a holding

company. It is not a combination
 that has eliminated

competition between the compani
es controlled by it.

There can be no rivalry or compet
ition between local

exchanges in adjacent territory.
 Those desiring the

service of exchanges in adjacent 
territory in addi-

tion to their own can get it much
 better and cheaper

through their local exchange. To give direct indi-

vidual wires from one exchange territory into

another would be impractical from 
the multiplica-

tion of lines and prohibitive on account of cost.

The American Telephone and Tele
graph Company

is a centralized general administra
tion for all the

•
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companies. It does the financing for the extension

of the business. It furnishes the engineering, oper-

ating and other experts. It maintains a productive

and protective organization so far as patents are c
on-

cerned. It defends all the companies against all in-

fringements. It undertakes to bring about improve-

ments by -working out the ideas and suggestions of

others, both in and out of the business. Its agents

keep each company fully informed of all that 
is going

on in the field. It avoids all duplication of efforts,

of experiments, of trial of new methods, a
pparatus,

etc. It looks after the public relations of the co
m-

panies. In other words, it performs all that
 service

which is common to all, leaving to. the local 
companies

the local management. The organization is no
t unlike

that of the United States, each local compa
ny occupy-

ing its own territory and performing all loc
al func-

tions, the American Telephone and Teleg
raph Com-

pany binding them all together with its 
long-distance

lines and looking after all the relations be
tween the

local companies and between local companie
s and other

companies. To have developed the telep
hone industry

to its present state of efficiency would
 have been

beyond the ability of any one of the local 
companies.

All independent systems which have b
een started

have more or less followed the same lin
es, but within

restricted areas, whether built by one co
mpany or in-

terest, or by several. First, the local exchange, then

the toll line to outlying points, and then 
the long-dis-

tance line connecting with other independent ex-

changes, tieing them together to form a s
ystem afford-

ing facilities for communication between t
he subscrib-

ers of one exchange and the subscribers o
f the other,

but limited in scope, and without the com
munity of in-

terest necessary to a common system.

In other words we have the Bell System
 on the

one side, developed on the lines of a unive
rsal, inter-

communicating and interdependent service. We

gs.,A
u,,,,tv0/3 a-it V.
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have the opposition on the (
)the:, side, segregated ex-

changes or limited systems
 without universality, in-

complete and inefficient, nei
ther interdependent nor

intercommunicating, except to
 a limited extent.

CORPORATE ORGANIZATION AN
D COMBINATION.

There is nothing of greater 
common interest, noth-

ing which is exciting more 
comment and discussion

at the present moment, than
 the questions of state con-

trol of corporate organizat
ions and of combinations,

especially of those controllin
g public utilities.

Corporate organization and combination are the

necessary and logical solution 
of the problem of caring

for the wonderful developme
nt which has been going

on all over the world, and par
ticularly in this country,

in the recent past.
Combination only can cope with that industrial

development of the present ti
me which is far beyond

the scope of individual eff
ort or capital. In those

good old times, one man, with
 his own capital, could

carry on even the largest op
erations. The margin of

profits due to low wages 
and large selling prices

enabled the owners of such 
individual establishments

to live and enjoy the bes
t to be had in those times,

and amass fortunes—fortu
nes relatively as large as

any of the present—from 
an amount of gross busi-

ness, the profits from whic
h today would not be suf-

ficient to pay the wages of 
a shop superintendent.

The development of the art
s, the necessity of ex-

tensive laboratories and ex
perimental departments,

with technical staffs compet
ent to keep abreast of

modern progress and find o
ut how to ubilize all of

ever ytking , the large gross production at small

margin of profit, the large ca
pital requirements neces-

sary to conduct business on
 these lines; all these

place modern industrial ente
rprises either beyond the

financial ability of any one
 individual, or far beyond
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the amount that any one ind
ividual wishes to have in

any one venture.
Without attempting to disc

uss the history or evolu-

tion of "Company," "Corpo
ration," or "Monopoly,"

and similar organizations 
or combinations of trade, it

an be said that the first and
 oldest step towards cor-

porate organization was partnership. Corporate

combination is but a partner
ship wherein the partners

are represented by shares h
eld in various amounts by

the various investors.

These corporate organizations and combina
tions

have become a permanent
 part of our business ma-

chinery; the public would
 not, if it could, abolish

them.
Who would ever consent

, or would the require-

ments of business allow,
 that the railroads betwee

n

the great sections of our
 country revert to the inde

-

pendent lines that once 
existed, with all the conse

-

quential delays, inconveni
ences and disadvantages t

o

traffic and travel? Who would be content if the 
tele-

graph business should b
e carried on by the transfe

r

of messages from one t
o another of the numerous

companies, formerly indep
endent, but now combined

and giving direct transit 
over the whole country?

That there has been in l
arge measure reason or

cause for the existing unf
avorable public opinion as to

corporations, trusts and co
mbinations, is beyond ques-

tion, but it does not follow
 that there is reason or

cause for the wholesale denu
nciation and condemna-

tion of all corporations tru
sts and combinations. Nor

does it follow that all that is 
bad is centered in or con-

fined to those prominent in th
e public eye.

Many of the practices most s
everely condemned are

but the amplification or continuance of practices

or customs common in the cur
rent affairs of business,

practices or customs which 
were not wrong in them-

selves, but wrong in the abu
se of them.

Public utility corpoTgioTts an
d other combinations

?„Jvkice..
okidaa& ),-
-04k.0k-;
'6"'s
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have too frequently assumed that new laws an
d regu-

lations were disastrous and ruinous without fi
rst giv-

ing them a fair trial, and legislators too o
ften have

displayed an ignorance or disregard of existi
ng laws,

spreading the idea that new legislation was a 
cure-

all for any undesirable condition, while it 
was often

only a political play, and the enforcement of t
he exist-

ing laws was utterly neglected. The results have

been bad. While business will adjust itself to any

condition if given time and opportunity, sudden

change of conditions will result in disaster to 
some in-

terest, but not as a rule to those at which the 
change

was aimed.
There is too little consideration given to the 

fact,

based on all experience, that no one interest c
an per-

manently prosper unless all other interests 
are in a

prosperous condition, and to the fact that any
 sudden

change in existing conditions will always be 
taken

advantage of by some one interest to the d
etriment

of other interests in general.
The proper use of corporate organization or 

com-

bination under proper regulation or control ca
nnot be

objected to.
What is and should be condemned, prevented 

and

punished, is the abuse made of corporate mach
inery to

the detriment of public welfare and such abuse 
as has

been and is being practised so extensively for 
purely

speculative and oftentimes swindling enterpri
ses.

It is largely this abuse by professional specul
ative

promoters and swindling security vendors, mos
tly on

a comparatively small scale, not in any way 
associated

or connected with the general business or
ganizations

or systems, that has been the cause of most 
of the

popular odium surrounding this necessary ma
chinery

of business. It does not seem possible that the on
ly

way of reaching such offenders is throug
h penalties

for "misuse of the mails," but however or 
by whom-

ever the remedy is applied, he who does it 
should re-
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mire the heartiest thanks and appreciation of the

community.
The large corporate combinations which of ten in

popular opinion are supposed to be owned or wholly

controlled by some one man or some few men, arc,

in fact, made up of thousands and tens of thousands

of silent partners, the shareholders, who are the real

owners. The existence of these real owners; thes
e

shareholders, is often obscured in the shadow of so
me

one or more individuals who dominate these com-

panies, not by large ownership, as popularly belie
ved,

but by administrative and operating aggressivene
ss

and successful management. The shareholding

owners are in the aggregate very numerous an
d, in

any other country than America, would be frequ
ently

in evidence and beard from, would always take
 an

active part'-'pation in all meetings, annual or spe
cial,

and would in that way protect themselves and 
their

holdings by associating the corporation or com
bin-

ation in the minds of the public with the part
icular

• and separate individual ownerships, or intere
sts in

them. In this, way that same protection, rec
ognition

or consideration, to which all interests, wheth
er in-

dividual or corporate, are alike entitled, would 
be

assured.

PUBLIC UTILITIES.
THE " SERVED " AND THE "SERVERS."

Under the existing conditions the corporations 
or

combinations represent the "servers." To the shar
e-

holders, dividends represent good management 
and

desirable investment, but to many of the commun
ity,

the community that is "served," profits which in
 in-

dividual enterprise would be considered reasonable

are unreasonable and forced out of their pocket
s by

unscrupulous management or illegal or dishonest 
prac-

tices.
The contest between the "served" and the
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"servers," the "producer
" and the "consumer," be

-

tween "he-who-has" and
 "he-who-has-not," has 

been

going on from the dawn
 of civilization, from the 

time

\viten some one had more
 of some one thing than

 he

wanted, while another ha
d none, or less than he wa

nted.

From time immemorial
 efforts have been made i

n

some way to control or 
restrict any accumulatio

n, in

the hands or in the un
controlled possession of

 any

individual or set of indiv
iduals, of those things 

which

had become necessary to
 public wants, and to p

revent

necessities from in any w
ay getting outside that 

con-

trol which natural compe
tition, or the law of sup

ply

and demand under norm
al conditions exercises.

There has always been a
nd will always be the la

ud-

able desire of the great 
public to be served rig

htly,

and as cheaply as possi
ble, which sometimes 

selfishly

degenerates into a lack of
 consideration for the r

ights

of those who are servin
g.

On the other hand there
 has always been the la

ud-

able desire of the "ser
ver," or the producer, 

to get

a profit for his service
 or production, which

 some-

times degenerates into a
 selfish disregard or lac

k of

consideration for those w
ho are served.

This conflict, which ori
ginated with the first co

m-

mercial transaction or e
xchange, has continued 

ever

since and will continue to
 the end of time.

Until the state, or condi
tions under which soci

ety

was organized, began to 
be complex there were

 very

few things which were 
not and could not be r

egulated

by the law of supply a
nd demand, the law 

of sub-

stitution of one article f
or another in case of 

scarcity,

or by the laws of com
petition. In the simple life,

which was with the mas
ses of the people u

ntil very

recent years enforced, 
and is with all laudab

le, there

were few articles whi
ch were in themselv

es neces-

sities, and of these ve
ry few which did 

not have

alternative articles of u
se, or substitutes, and,

 in fact,

there was little that wa
s not produced by t

he local
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community or by the family. Those few things which,
in the growth of civilization, and particularly by the
inerease of urban population, were of general use and
neeessity for all, those few things in which the masses
of the public had an interest in receiving regularly
and reasonably, soon became the object of control or
regulation, and here was the beginning of and reason
for state control and regulation or state ownership.

PUBLIO CONTROL.

Public control or regulation of Public Service Cor-
porations by permanent commissions, has come and
come to stay. Control or regulation exercised through
such a body has many advantages over that exercised
through regular legislative bodies or committees. The
permanent commission will be a quasi-judicial body.
It should be made up of members whose duty it will be,
and who will have the desire, the time and the oppor-
tunity, to familiarize themselves with the questions
coming before them. It should act only after thorough
investigation and be governed by the equities of each
case. It would in time establish a course of practice
and precedent for the guidance of all concerned.
Experience also has demonstrated that this "super-

vision" should stop at "control" and "regulation"
and not "manage," "operate" nor dictate what the
management or operation should be beyond the require-
ments of the greatest efficiency and economy.
Management or operation requires intimate knowl-

edge and experience which can only be gained by con-
tinuous, active and practical participation in actual
working, while control or regulation can be intelli-
gently exercised, after judicial hearing, by those who
have not the knowledge or experience to operate.
State control or regulation should be of such char-

acter as to encourage the highest possible standard
in plant, the utmost extension of facilities, the highest
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efikiesey in service, rigid economy in operation, and
to that end should allow rates that will warrant the
highest wages for the best service, some reward for
high efficiency in administration, and such certainty
of return on investment as will induce investors not
only to retain their securities, but to supply at all
times all the capital needed to meet the demands of
the public.
Such "control" and "regulation" can and should

stop all abuses of capitalization, of extortion or of
overcharges, of unreasonable division of profits.
If there is to be state control and regulation, there

should also be state protection—protection to a cor-
poration striving to serve the whole community (some
part of whose service must necessarily be unprofit-
able), from aggressive competition which covers only
that part which is profitable.
Governmental control should protect the investor as

well as the public. It should ensure to the public good
service and fair rates. It should also ensure fair
returns to the investor.
A public utility giving good service at fair rates

should not be subject to competition at unfair rates.
It is not that all competition should be suppressed,

but that all competition should be regulated and con-
trolled. That competition should be suppressed
which arises out of the promotion of unnecessary du-
plication, which gives no additional facilities or service,
which is in no sense either extension or improvement,
which without initiative or enterprise tries to take ad-
vantage of the initiative and enterprise of others by
sharing the profitable without assuming any of the bur-
den of the unprofitable parts or which has only the sel-
fishly speculative object of forcing a consolidation or
purchase.

State control and regulation, to be effective at all,
should be of such a character, that the results from the
operation of any one enterprise would not warrant


